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News In Brief
Officer involved in shooting resigns
from force to pursue business venture

FRANKFORT, Ky. iATh — Major crimes increased 7 percent in
Kentucky from 1986 to 1987, the Keritikk-Si State Police said in a report
released Thursday.
The most significant increases were in robbery, 11 percent, and
larceny. 10 percent, the 1987 Crime in Kentucky Report said.
Of other major crimes, murder was up 7 percent, burglary 4 percent, rape 2 percent, and aggravated assault and auto theft 1 percent
each, the report said.
The statistics reflect offenses that were reported or otherwise
known by police, the report said.
01 270 murders reported last year, 179 involved a firearm and 11S
stemmed from arguments, the report said,

re
Elsewhe
By The ASSOCIATED MESS
ACROSS THE NATION — A massive "virus" infected computer
systems nationwide, slowing machines in major universities and
federal research centers, including NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and a key nuclear weapons lab.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — A hoarse Michael Dukakis is pounding George Bush on two issues, drugs and his running mate, and
says "We're coming on strong" in the dash to Election Day. Bush
complained about racial charges while promising to help heal any
wounds left by the campaign.
HONOLULU — Former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos
said in an exclusive interview he feels "betrayed" by the American
system but will comply with a judge's order and "take my destiny,
whatever that may be."
WARSAW,Poland — Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
embarks today on a symbolic pilgrimage as the first Western leader
— and perhaps last — to meet Solidarity leader Lech Walesa at the
doomed Lenin shipyard in Gdansk, birthplace of the outlawed trade
union.
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Yitzhak'Shamir meets with two
extremist parties whose support he needs to form.the. next governrelent. Shamir said he Would step up Jewish .settleinent in Israeli.
occupied lands but rejected potential coalition partners' demands to
annex the areas and expel the Palestinian inhabitants
NEW FORK — New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and Dade County,
Fla., have sued the federal government claiming that undercounting
in the 1990 census could cost them billions of dollars and deprive
minorities of their rightful political clout.
WASHINGTON — Toxic PCB compounds someday could be gobbled up by bacteria during hazardous waste cleanup operations, according to new findings from the'bottom of the Hudson River.
CHICAGO — Doctors are letting alcoholics use medical centers as
"revolving doors" by ignoring their drinking problems, even though
experience shows that physicians can bring about effective treatment, researchers say
NEW FORK — Struck down by bad luck and last year's stock
market crash, a once-rising star among entrepreneurs is trying
desperately to save his business with a 12-day-old hunger strike in an
illegally parked van opposite the Stock Exchange.
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Wallace Wilkinson
Governor

OWENSBORO, Ky. 1AP —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, stumping
in western Kentucky for a proposed state lottery, predicted an overwhelming victory in Tuesday's
election and that lottery tickets
would be on sale before next
year's Kentucky Derby.
Wilkinson on Thursday discounted arguments that have been
advanced by lottery opponents —
including a charge that the enabling legislation proposed by the
Kentucky Lottery Commission
had the potential for abuse.
Wilkinson called lotteries
"good, clean entertainment" and
said the commission's proposals
contain "every single safeguard"
against abuse.
The proposed legislation would
set up a state-owned corporation

that would report on its operations
and finances monthly to the
General Assembly and the governor. The attorney general and the
state treasurer would serve on the
lottery's board of directors.
The corporation's president —
and most of its board members —
would be appointed by the governor. The governor would also set
the president's salary and could
fire him at will.
The president would hire and
fire lottery workers and set their
pay without the usual state personnel procedures, and quid enter into all but the largest contracts
without the board's approval.
Running the lottery as a
business would prevent its being
tainted by corruption. Wilkinson
said.
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"It is a business,: he said. "It
ought to be run as such. And it
ought to be run with the very best
business practices available, with
the highest degree of integrity that
can possibly be gotten."
Opponents have charged that
the legislation would give too
much power to the governor and
not enough to the General
Assembly. But Wilkinson said he
will be open to suggestions from
legislators for changing the
legislation that will establish the
games. "I'm completely open for any input or suggestion from the
General Assembly," he said.
He said he will call legislators to
Frankfort for a special session
(Conti! on page?)

Amnesty rep: 'free must work for the unfree'
A representative of Amnesty International told an audience of
about 40 people at Murray State
University Thursday night that
"the free must work for the unfree," and encouraged students
and others to get involved in
human rights.
Amnesty International is a
worldwide organization that has
received the Nobel Peace Prize
for its efforts to promote global
observance of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights.
Marjory Byler, who has served
in several volunteer roles for
Amnesty International, spoke to
concerned students and citizens
about Amnesty's efforts in freeing
prisoners of conscience, working
for fair and prompt tirals for all
political prisoners, and ending torture and executions in all cases
Born in Argentina, Byler has experienced military coups in both
her home country and Uruguay.

She is currently involved with the
South American leg of the Concerts for Human Rights to
publicize the 40th anniversary of
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights by the United
Nations.
Byler said they are using the
declaration as a tool of awareness
all over the world. There are some
who do not know the document exists, she said.
Byler encouraged the audience

Miller reception

to get involved with the work of
Amnesty especially through letter
writing. When the group learnaoi
individuals in need of immediate
intervention, it calls upon its
membership to send airmail letters and telegrams to appropriate
government officials.
Though it doesn't seem like
writing a letter or signing a petition would make -a- differer•
•
(('ont'd on page 3)

Court rules
two will be
extradited
from Texas

Southwest Elementary principal Ray Dunn and retiring school board member Ferrel Miller greeted guests
at a reception honoring Miller Thursday e%ening at Southwest Elementary. Miller,. who will lea% e office in
January, and his wife Eleanor, were greeted by several well-wishers at the reception.
staff photo by Jpartnic Ilraindt.terfrr
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Wilkinson stumps for lottery in Western Kentucky

One of three Murray Police officers involved in the Sept. 29
shooting death of Carl Ricky Rickman during an attempted burglary
at Holland Drug Store has resigned.
Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon said Patrolman Darrell Davis
had submitted his resignation before the shooting incident to pursue a
business venture.
Davis had been with the Murray Police Department for five years.
The three officers were cleared of any wrong doing in the shooting
earlier this week by a Calloway County Coroner's Jury. The other two
officers, Capt. David Smith and Sgt. Jimmy Armstrong, returned to
work on Wednesday following an administrative leave, Nixon said.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis said the Police and Firemen's Pension
Board met Thursday concerning Davis' decision, formalizing the
resignation.

Major crimes in Kentucky reported
up from 1986 to 1987 by 7 percent
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EL PASO. Texas AP , —
Lawyers tor two Kentucky prison.
escapees ,say they will appeal a
court ruling that the men sh6uld
be extradited to KCiitucky
regardless 01 how they got into the
custody of ! .S. officials.
Derek Quintero and James
Blanton were arrested July 9 at a
hotel in downtown Ciudad Juarez.
Mexico. by at least three FBI
agents accompanied by Mexican
police. The men were taken immediately to the United States- without d hearing beiore a judge
— a violation ol an extradition
tseaty prosecutors have
acknowledged.
But the Sth Court of Appeals
agreed with prosecutors that only
Mexico. and not the prisoners, has
a right to object to the'escapees'arrest and transfer to the United
States, and Mexico has -not done
so, •
Blanton's and Quintero's attorneys had contendeid that the
then should not be extradited to
(Codtd on page 1)

Nightline: Middle East expert tried to free hostages
Tonight: Continued windy
but slightly cooler. A 60 percent
chance of shnwers Low around
50. Wind shifting to the west at
10 to 20 mph and gusty.
Saturday . Continued cloudy
and windy. A 30 percent chance
of showers Cooler with highs in
the low 50s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley.

0
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NEW YORK AP) — A Middle
East expert ytho advised George
Bush's presidential campaign
made an unsuccessful attempt to
free the U.S. hostages in Lebanon
by meeting with Syrian officials,
ABC-TV's "Nightline" reported
After the U.S. government
learned of the meeting, Secretaryof State George Shultz told Syria
that the expert, Paul Jureidini, in
no way represented the govern.
ment, the program reported
Thursday. Shultz also told
Jureidini to end any such contacts
A spokesman for Vice President
Bush's campaign, Mark Goodin.
denied that Jureidini's Aug. 16
meeting was in any way sanction-

ed by the campaign. As late as July, Jureidini served as an unpaid
consultant on the Middle East to
the campaign, "Nightline" said.
"Nightline" also reported that
the release last month of hostage
Mithileshwar Singh, an Indian
professor who is a legal resident of
the United States, followed thirdparty contacts between the United
States and Iran.
The intermediary was West
German Foreign Minister Hans.
Dietrich Genscher. the program
•
said.
Jureidini, who according to
"Nightline" has been a frequent
Pentagon consultant and has toplevel U.S. security clearance, said

on the program that he told his
Syrian hosts during the meeting in
Damascus that he was acting on
his own.
He said he did no consider his
meeting improper since he was
acting as a private citizen. Joining
Jureidini at the meeting WAS his
partner,, Ronald McLaurin.
"Nightlincr," quoting Syrian
sources, reported that during the
meeting Jureidini and his hosts
discussed options for securing the
release of the nine American
hostages and what the impact of
their release would be on the U S
'presidential election
Before the release of Singh.
Shultz used Genscher to tell Iran

that the U.S. hostages must be
freed if there is to be real progress
in improving U.S.-Iranian relations. "Nightline'" reported.
Following this contact, substantial pressure was exerted on the
Hezbollah, the radical group in
Lebanon believed to be holding the
hostages, the program said. That
pressure led to Singh's release, it
said.
'Afterward. the U.S. government
sent word to Iran via the Japanese
government that all the •U S.
host,ges must be released, and
that there would be no deal and no
negotiations. — Nightline"
,
Kbard ea page
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Annual city leaf pickup scheduled
to begin Nov. 7, in the community
The annual leaf pickup for the city of Murray has been scheduled to
begin Nov 7, and run through Dec. 22. The first area to be picked up
will be the north side of Main Street to north city limits, working from
east to west.
The second area to be picked up will be the south side of Main
Street to south city limits, working east to west.
The entire city will be covered twice to insure that all leaves are
picked up. Residents are advised to not rake leaves into street gutters. The leaves should be raked two to three feet from the street
curb. Bagged leaves should be placed at the curb side.
No brush or tree trimmings will be picked up be the leaf crew this
fall. For an estimate of cost for brush pickup, call 753-4321, or
residents may dispose of the brush at the city landfill for a cost of $1
per loach except commerical haulers, a spokesperson for the Murray Public Works and Utilities Street Division explained.

lk FIGHTING FOR
,CUR LIFE
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Association

Extradited.
(Coet'd from page I)
Kentucky because they
rested and taken to the United
States illegally. They said the FBI
kidnapped the two men.
—
Rod Ponton, Quintero's attorney, said Thursday that both
prisoners will appeal to the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals, the
state's highest criminal court.
Ponton seemed puzzled by the
ruling, which was dated Wednesday but released Thursday.
"The upshot is the court of appeals says if you're kidnapped by
the FBI, it's all right. You can be
extradited," he said.
Ponton said the ruling is incorrect because it 'could set a precedent for abuses.
"This isn't Argentina in the early 1970s," he said. "We can't let
the government go kidnapping
people if they just want to. If we let
the government kidnap people
without following the law, what's
the next step? Going over there
and shooting them?"
Ponton said the ruling seems to

60%
ALL 14K GOLD

contradict a precedent set this
summer that said evidence obtained illegally outside the United
es can't be introduced into a
U
ourt.
Shapleigh, Blanton's attorn
not return a phone
message eft late Thursday, and
prosecutor Robert Dinsmoor
could not be reached for comment.
The defense attorneys say their
clients fear retaliation from Kentucky prison authorities if they are
returned. The men escaped with
four others June 16 from a
maximum -security prison in Eddyville, Ky.
Blanton, 29, of Farler, Ky., was
serving a 48-year murder
sentence. Quintero, 26, of
Clarksville. Tenn., was serving 37
years for robbery and kidnapping.
Arrest warrants have been
issued for Blanton and Quintero in
Tennessee in connection with the
slaying of a Dover, Tenn., couple
while the escapees were at large,
but neither man has been formally
charged or indicted.
The other four escapees were
caught before Blanton and
Quintero and have been returned
to Kentucky.
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Nightline...
(Cont'd from page 1)
reported.
The program quoted Iranian officials as saying they considered
that response an insult; that Iran
was not trying to make a deal, only
to start a process that would lead
to the release of the other
hostages
From the Iranian perspective,
the Singh release was a gesture
that could have led to more
releases, "Nightline" said. But
the U.S. response, in the Iranian
view, resulted in the door slamming shut, it reported.
U.S. officials told the program
that the response was consistent
with U.S. policy on the hostages.
"Nightline" reported that Iran
said it was contacted about the
release of the hostages by
numerous people who claimed to
represent either the U.S. government or the presidential campaigns of Bush or Michael
Dukakis.
Spokesmen for both campaigns
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(Cont'd from page .1)
later this month if the amendment
is approved.
Wilkinson said he would not sup.
port any attempt to change a section of the proposal that would
allow the lottery directors to prevent public disclosure of any "information found by the corporation to be necessary to the security
or integrity of the lottery or its
retailers."
He said the section is designed
to protect the privacy of prospective employees, retailers and lottery suppliers.
Recent polls have shown the lottery enjoying a 2-1 edge with
voters, but Citizens Against State
Lottery said their polls indicate
the issue is close.
Wilkinson also made stops in
Paducah, Hopkinsville and Bowling Green — where he was greeted
by a vocal group of protesters.
Citizens Against State Lottery
organized the protest, complete
with signs, at the Bowling GreenWarren County airport. .
The governor chastised the antilottery group for disrupting the
rally and warned them that such
tactics might backfire into more
support for the lottery
amendment.
When one woman approached
Wilkinson and asked him to
change his mind about the lottery,
he responded, "I appreciate your
point of view, but I made a promise and I have to keep it."
Wilkinson won the 1987 governor's race based largely on his
support of a proposed lottery. He
has said the proceeds will be used
for a one-time bonus to Vietnam
veterans, and then split between
education and programs for the
elderly.
Wilkinson also pointed out to the
crowd that he wants to keep
recreation money in Kentucky, instead of it going to five other states
nearby that now have lotteries.
"Millions and millions of dollars
go across that river," Wilkinson
said of the Ohio River that
separates Kentucky from prominent lottery states Illinois and
Ohio.
Philip Thompson, head of
Citizens Against State Lottery,
followed behind Wilkinson with
news conferences at Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Owensboro,
Glasgow and Cincinnati — a campaign trip he said was planned
before Wilkinson's.
Thompson said the lottery bill is
a self-serving piece of legislation
for Wilkinson, and he compared it
to the governor's unauccessful attempt to pass a amendment allowing governors to succeed
themselves.

KBSI Channel 23 in Cape
Girarde‘au will feature a
"Hometown Spotlight" on Murray
on Friday, Nov. 4, at 8 p.m. The
one-minute special will be
repeated at 10 p.m. for those interested in viewing the segment.
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denied they had authorized an:
such contacts, and Iran refused ti
provide names or other detail:,
the show reported.
The number of such contact.
was so great that in October, th4
Iranian government complaine(
in an official message to the U.S
government, "Nightline'
reported.
In early October, Shultz an
nounced that such contacts wen
unauthorized and that those mak
ing them should "butt out" and lei
the State Department handle thE
hostage situation.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
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The new Type B Influnza conjugate vaccine should be administered to children when they
are 18 months old, according to a
recommendation issued by the
American Academy of Pediatrics.
Special effort should be made to
immunize childen at high risk for
Influenza B disease (such as those
children in day care centers)
Children who received a dose of
the older B vaccine should be im•
munized with the new conjugate
vaccine, as should unimmunized
rhildren between 19 and 60
months. A booster of the new conjugate vaccine is not recommended, nor is use of the vaccine in
children younger than IR months.

519 So. 12th 759-7688
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Top honors

CCHS Laker Band to compete
in marching contest Satu:day
p.m. Saturday night in Western
Kentucky University's L.T. Smith
Stadium.
Band Director Fred Ashby commented "Our students have worked hard all year to be a strong
qualifier for the state band festival
and have seemed determined during rehearsals to make their performance at state the best yet.
We're very excited about
Calloway High's first appearance
at state!" The Laker Band is
under the direction of Fred Ashby
and Gary Mullins and is under the
field command of Drum Major
Shannon Gray. Section leaders for
the band are Lori Roberts — Upper Woodwinds, Tim Cunningham
— Percussion, Shawn Hale — Middle & Low Winds, Kim Roberts —
Trumpets, Teresa Armstong and
Maryann Murray — Guard.
Soloist for the band are Shawn
Hale, Jennifer Green, Michelle
Stubblefield, and Chrissy Dunn.
Jazz Combo performers for the
band are Kim Roberts, Michelle
Stubblefield, Brad Hale, Deneshia
Houston, P.J. Luciano, and Shawn
Hale.

Geraldo Rivera breaks his nose
during melee on his TV talk show
NEW YORK ( AP ) — A television show on "hatemongers" being
taped by Geraldo Rivera erupted into a brawl that left the host with a
broken nose and what he said was a hard-earned lesson: "Throw the
first punch next time."
The melee broke out Thursday when a young white supremacist uttered racist remarks, prompting black civil rights leader Roy Innis to
grab him by the neck. Pushing and shoving followed, "skinheads"
stormed the stage and chairs and punches were thrown.
"I've been in plenty of scrapes before, but never in a studio,"
Rivera said afterward. "I never expected this. I anticipated heated
words, but I didn't know it would boil into violence."
Rivera concluded the taping and taped two more shows before having his nose X-rayed. He said his nose was broken. "It clicks when I
move it." he said.
• During
the brawl, which last about a minute, Rivera got into a toeto-toe fistfight with a burly man who threw a chair. At some point, he
was hit in the nose by another chair, he said.
"It was like a bench-clearing brawl at a hockey match," Rivera
said. "About a dozen of them came out of the audience. The three
punks on stage would have been easy to handle."
The brawl started when one of the guests on the show. John Metzger, the 20-year-old leader of the White Aryan Resistance Youth,
complained about "kikes" and called Innis an "Uncle Tom."
Innis walked across the set to Metzger, his fists balled, then turned
to another panelist who was warning him off. Metzger then began to
stand and Innis put his hands around Metzger's neck. /.
"I moved on him," Innis said. "A guy's gonna jump up in my face,
I'm not going to wait for damage."
The show featured members of the White Aryan Resistance Youth,
The American Front and Skinheads of the National Resistance. Many
ultra right-wing group members have adopted close-cropped
hairstyles.
Other guests included Rabbi A. Bruce Goldman: Innis, the national
chairman of the Congress of Racial Equality; and Bayonne, N.J.,
resident Bill Stump and his wife, who said they were attacked and
terrorized by skinheads at a train station in Manhattan Saturday
night.
Police spokesman Janice Swinney said Rivera declined to press
charges. She said no one was arrested and no other injuries were
reported.

EVER) SAT. and SUN. 'In NOON

Country Ham Breakfast
Only2•85

It order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

1906 Coldwater Rd.
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Nation's unemployment falls in October

Mrs. Lillian Dunn was awarded the Civitan of the Year award for
1987-88
by the Murray Civitan Club at its annual Charter and Awards
Night. The
club observed its 30th anniversary and presented awards
to various
members. Hoyt Like received an award from Civitan Internatio
nal for
25 years of membership with 24 of them being perfect attendanc
e. PicPied above, Dunn, left receives the ('ivitan Award from Lilly
Williams,
awards chairman.

The Calloway County High
School 4Laker" Band will compete in Class A division of the 1988
Kentucky State Marching Band
Championships. The "Laker"
Bank earned a berth in the state
festival by winning (Superior)
ratings from the judging panels at
regional band festivals hosted by
Marshall County and Muhlenburg
Central earlier this fall. The
"Superior" rating represents the
highest of five possible ratings
given at any such event that is santioned by the Kentucky Music
Educators Association. The Laker
Band has won 1st place honors in
all four competitions they have
performed in this year and have
twice been rated "Superior."
Class A preliminary competition will be held from 8:30 a.m. until 3 p.m. at Franklin-Simpson
High School Stadium in Franklin
with the Calloway County
"Laker" Band taking the field at
1:24 p.m. The four highest scoring
bands from each class A, AA,
AAA, AAAA ) during
preliminaries will begin performing in the finals competition at 6
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The na- groups, the Labor Department new numbers would affect next
tion's unemployment rate fell to reported these unemployment week's presidential election.
5.3 percent in October as the rates:
The October figures showed that
economy created more than
— Men, 5.3 percent, up from 5.2 the percentage of working age
300,000 jobs, the government said percent.
Americans with jobs remained at
today in its last major economic
— Women. 5.2 percent, down a record 62.4 percent.
report before Tuesday's election.
from 5.5 percent.
The last time the jobless figures
Employers added 325,000 jobs
—Whites, 4.6 percent, down had any impact was in the 1982
last month, compared with from 4.8 percent.
midterm election at the depth of
average monthly increases of
— Blacks, 11.0 percent, up from the worst recession since the
240,000 in August and September. 10.8 percent.
1930s. Republicans lost 26 seats in
October's job gains matched the
—Hispanics, 7.7 percent, up the House six years ago, a week
rate set during the spring.
from 7.4 percent.
after the government announced
Nearly 100,000 of the new jobs
—Teenagers, 14.9 percent, down that unemployment had hit 10.4
were on assembly lines, more than from 15.7 percent.
percent.
double the drop of 45,000 manufac— Black teenagers, 26.5 percent,
"That was a major indicator
turing jobs over the two previous down from 32.2 percent.
then that what President Reagan
months.
An alternate unemployment had led the country to expect did
The 0.1 percentage point drop in rate, including the 1,687,000 not come to pass," said Richard
the rate frOm September's 5.4 permembers of the armed forces sta- Brody, a political science procent returned the rate to June's 5.3 tioned in the United States, stood fessor at Stanford University.
percent, the lowest since May at 5.2 percent last month, also
This year, Brody said, the
1974.
down 0.1 percentage point from economic numbers contribute to a
The October figures showed September.
popular feeling that the president
193,000 more Americans at work
On the eve of today's report. is doing a good job. That
than in September, with the
both economic and political translates into support for the cannumber of jobless people totaling analysts saw little chance that the didate of the president's party.
only 6.5 million.
Bush.
The number of women holding
jobs grew by 320,000 wbile the
number of working men fell by
99,000, according to the Labor
Department's monthly survey of
58,000 households.
Food processing paced the
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP ) — Gov. enact an education program. He
unusually large manufacturing
Wallace
Wilkinson will appoint a has proposed giving bonuses to
job gains with 25,000 new jobs logcouncil
to
develop standards for staffs in schools that improve and
ged in October. The department
evaluating Kentucky schools. a establishing "benchmark
said, however, that the seasonally
key part of his education program schools" to experiment with inadjusted increase in those jobs
that
is being met with skepticism noVative teaching methods.
reflected fewer fall cutbacks than
The proposed Council on School
by
state
legislators.
would normally be the case
Performance Standards, which
Wilkinson
plans
to
call
aspecial
d
because of light summer hiring
legislative session in January to Education Secretary Jack Foster
caused by the drought.
said could be appointed later this
After "several months of
month, is a key part of the bonus.
drought-related slowdowns, the
payment
proposal. The council
one month pickup in manufacturwould
develop
the standards by
ing jobs may thus be somewhat
which schools would be measured.
overstated,- said the commis- (Cont'd from page 1)
Foster said the governor has the
sioner of labor statistics, Janet L. Byler said, governments are very
much afraid of being seen doing authority to appoint the council,
Norwood.
but Wilkinson will ask the
their abominable acts.
Nonetheless, she told the conlegislatur
e to approve it and make
Byler
said
that
Amnesty Intergressional Joint Economic Comnational has managed to put 'it a permanent body.
mittee that there are 422,000 more
Foster said he hoped the council
human rights on the national agenfactory jobs now than had been the
would allay legislative concerns
da. "That casual disregard for
case a year ago.
about Wilkinson's proposals. The
human life is what we are
Despite October's strong
governor wants his proposals apfighting,"
she
said.
growth, the department said,
proved early next year so they can
"If we indeed believe that all inemployment in just nine of the 20
be
put in place that fall.
dividuals
are
born equal and with
manufacturing industries was
"This is not intended to force the
above July's levels. Other in- equal dignity, then the kind of
legislature to do anything," Foster
dustries showing significant gains responsibility that our freedom
said. Legislative leaders "agreed
gives
to
us
is
one
that
I
take very
included lumber and wood prothat
this would help clarify a lot of
ducts, steel and aluminium, seriously and would urge you to do
the questions."
so
too.
machinery, motor vehicles, and
"It was not trying to do by ex"It's not the same to be free if
rubber and plastics.
ecutive
order what we couldn't get
you
know
that
everybody else is
The 231,000 new jobs on the serdone in the General Assembly in a
free
with
you.
The
minute
I
hear
vices side of the economy were
regular session."
paced by gains of 50,000 in retail that someone else isn't, then my
Three key legislative leaders —
freedom
is
not
just
something for
trade, 47,000 in health services and
House
Speaker Don Blandford. Dme to enjoy, but a compelling
21,000 in wholesale trade.
Philpot.
Senate President Pro
responsibi
lity. Writing a letter is.
Grocery stores, restaurants and
Tern John "Eck" Rose, Dbars all posted healthy gains. one way," Byler said, "talking
Winchester, and House Majority
Department store employment, about the issue that we care about
Whip Kenny Rapier. D-Bardstown
is
another
way."
however, edged downward for the
— said they did not give their
Those interested in Amnesty Infourth straight month.
blessing
to forming the council.
ternationa
l
may
write to: AIUSA,
Despite the large manufacturBut they said they did not have a
ing gains and a drop in new orders 53 W. Jackson, Rm. 1162, Chicago,
problem with it as long as it was
last month, factory workers con- IL. 60604.
tinued to average four hours a
week in overtime.
Average hourly earnings rose
five cents last month to $9.49, an
increase of 3.8 percent over the
last 12 months. In terms of purchasing power, however, those
wages were buying 1 percent less
than they had a year earlier.
Among the various population

Steve Rosenstone, a political
science professor at the University of Michigan, said data closer to
the "pocketbook" such as changes
in real disposable income or real
per capita growth in the gross national product have a bigger effect
than employment rates on how
people vote.
"If the election-year economy
wete showing no growth, that
would matter," he said.
"Unemployment rates are good
numbers to use in political
speeches but they're not very good
in foretelling how people will vote,
unless they dramatically change
the perceptions game."
This year, the GOP is winning
that game dramatically, according to Rosentone, with polls
showing that voters perceive
Republicans as being better able
to manage the economy by a 2-1
margin, a direct reversal of their
perceptions in 1976 when
Democrat Jimmy Carter unseated
President Gerald Ford.

Gov. Wilkinson will appoint council to
develop standards for evaluating schools

Amnesty rep...

Fiscal court set1
Tuesday meetioh

advisory.
"I don't recall it being discussed," Rose said. "That's his call to
make.
.
YThe only benefit-I could see is if
... it fully explains what he's trying
to do. Certainly, there's a lot of
confusion in legislators' minds
about his program."
Blandford said the council was
"news to me," and Rapier said he
didn't think it- would help the
governor's cause that much.

Sheriff traveling
to Florida in hopes
of finding Marlena
UNION CITY, Tenn. I AP —
Obion County Sheriff Nathan Cunningham has gone to Florida to
check out leads in the 1987 disappearance of Marlena Childress.
his son says.
Other law enforcement sources,
who spoke after requesting
anonymity, said the sheriff and
two other officers are investigating a family in Panama
City, Fla., where up to 10 children
are reportedly being kept.,
Marlena was 4 when her
mother, Pam Bailey. reported her
missing in April 1987. In June of
that year, she told police that she
accidentally killed her and threw
the body in a river. She has since
tried to recant the statement and
her lawyer has said she made it
under emotional distress.
No body was found.

Martha's
Hih Burger

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session
on Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 1 p.m. in the
office of Judge-Executive George
Weaks in the Calloway County
Courthouse
The meeting is general in nature
and open to the public.

•

...when you think
of pizza...
COUPON

FREE DELIVERY!!
2 LARGE

16" PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE
plus 2 toppings of your choke
on each piss& •

$999

*Dino In
.Carry Out
*Free
Dellyttry

pirew
12 2.118

3 I Awations
'entral Shopping Center
Acrogit From 511811: Stadium )

753-9600 • 759-960u
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Beginning Monday, Nov. 7th,
we will be serving
POND RAISED CATFISH
from 10:30 a.m. until closing 7 days a week

Kontuctly Oak. MA
raft(an
442 1212

'

413 South 4th St.

759-1648
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PERSF'ECTIVE
Watch out, guys, it's getting muddy out there

Mrray Ledger & Times

Sen.'Lloyd Bentsen says he's fed
up with nasty Republican mudslinging and negative campaigning.
In an angry outburst this week,
Bentsen said:
"What has ha
f
i ned, almost
without notice,
an utterly
vicious onslaught distortion and
character assassination.
"They don't seem to mind if
what they say is untrue. They
don't seem to worry if it's
misleading.
-They don't seem to care that
what they do is downright mean. if
it sounds good, say it. If it sells,
package it. If it looks good,
nominate it.
"We've been a little to flabbergasted sometimes to make a
proper response.-But I don't think
we ever imagined that George
Bush and the Rupublicans would
be so willing to debase that
precious currency of our
democracy."
Bentsen is correct. The
Republicans have,,,p,t times, been
showing sharp fangs.
For example, I have a slick

pamphlet on my desk that is being
mass-mailed to voters in Illinois
by the Illimois Republican State
Cental Committee.
In big black type, it says:
"ALL THE MURDERERS AND
RAPISTS AND DRUG PUSHERS
AND CHILD MOLESTERS IN
MASSACHUSETTS VOTE FOR
MICHAEL DUKAKIS.
"WE IN ILLINOIS CAN VOTE
AGAINST HIM"
And a little farther down, it
says:
DUKAKIS GETS THE VOTES
OF ALL THE CONVICTS IN
MASSACHUSETTS' PRISONS."
The pamphlet says that if massmurderer John Gacy, a
Chicagoan, was in Boston,
Dukakis would probably let him
roam the streets on weekends.
It referred to the now-famous
case of Willie Horton,'a convicted
killer who committed a rape while
on a weekend furlough in
Massachusetts.
Thanks to the Republicans, this
has become one of the most

notorious rapes in history. Before
this campaign is over, many
Americans will believe that
Dukakis himself did the dirty
deed.
And, I'm sure, this is what Bentsen is talking about. We're well into the nuclear age, global chaos
makes us dizzy, domestic problems are piling up.
But the Republicans are hammering Dukakis because a creep
named Willie Horton committed a
rape while on a weekend furlough.
What probably bothers. Bentsen
most, though, is that it's working.
It's effective. Illinois Republicans
have a sense of what grabs votes.
And Willie Horton, the rapist, is

probably good for 1 percent or 2
percent of the lead that Bush has
over Dukakis in the polls.
The silly flaps over the Pledge of
Allegiance and the ACLU — which
are also mentioned — are good for
another point or two.
It might make Bentsen feel good
to be indignant. But right or
wrong, the Republicans know
which emotional buttons to push.
And they've been pushing them.
They know that just the mention
of a Willie Horton ( Ah, such a convenient black-sounding name) is
enough to set white ethnic urban
dwellers to trembling.
Sure, the pamphlet is
misleading. How do Illinois
Republicans know how
"murderers and rapists and drug
pushers and child molesters in
Massachusetts" vote? Do they
hang around dark alleys with
them?
But the pitch works. Every
presidential election begins with
40 percent on this side, 40 percent
on that side and the fight is for the

•

20 percent in the middle.
The Republicans know Bush will
get a bigger share of that 20 percent by saying, "Boo! Dukakis
will let big, black Willie Horton
crawl through your window," than
Dukakis will get by droning on
about how his ma and pa came
here from the Old Country on a
leaky boat.
Bentsen's problem isn't that the
Republicans are kicking them in
the shins. It's that the Democrats
don't know how to respond with a
knee in the groin.
While Republicans have been
gouging their eyes, Democrats
have been thumbing through the
Marquis of Queensberry Rules.
The moment Republicans mentioned Willie Horton, the
Democrats should have zapped
back with California having a
prison furlough program when
Ronald Reagan was governor.
And how Reagan's furloughed convicts went beyond rape. They did
at least two murders.
But what did they do? Dukakis

grinned and played the good sport.
The emergency rooms are filled
with good sports. The muggers are
counting their money.
When the Republicans mentioned Willie Horton, the Democrats
should have jogged Bush's
memory. Hey, Georgie Boy, didn't
you help found and sponsor a
Texas halfway house? And didn't
one of your halfway lads celebrate
his freedom by raping and
murdering a minister's wife?
Is that fair to Bush and Reagan?
Of course not. Almost every state
has a furlough program and
halfway houses. Most work well,
but all have failures. But if you are
going to knee groins, you don't
think fair. Bush doesn't. Illinois
Republica.ns don't. Why should
Dukakis and Bentsen?
Despite Bentsen's bleatings, if
the Republicans win, they deserve
it.
They found the Dark Side of
America. And while they may be
preppies, Bush and Quayle
weren't afraid of the dark.

Letters To The Editor

Local writer Cowan hopes to clear up misconceptions of campaign
Dear Editor:
I am compelled to comment on
the several recent letters which
display a lack of understanding
about how our government system
works and misinformed, even
hypocritical, views on the wide
range of moral issues facing our
nation and community. While both
presidential candidates have
sidestepped many of the "tough"
issues, the fact is: our elected congressmen and Ameicans as a
whole also have been wishy
washy. Let's conisider a few facts.
One recent letter stated that
neither President Reagan nor Mr.
Bush has presented a bill to Congress regarding prayer in schools.
Of course, bills are "presented" to
Congress by our congressional
representatives, not the President. Moreover, the President in
numerous speeches before Congress has strongly urged such an
action but to no avial. As for abortion, the liberal Supreme Court
(long before Mr. Reagan became
President) in Roe vs. Wade (1973)
decided in favor of pro-choice

abortion. Maybe some day a conservative Supremem Court will
make abortion/illegal; until then
the killing wag()on, thanks to the
liberals. A current case before the
court, the legality of urine testing
for government workers
(operators of our federally subsidized trains) is likely to be decided by the Reagan court in favor of
such testing. Of course, the
liberals see this as an infringement on rights — the exercise of
which has resulted in several
devastating train wrecks.
Another letter (and I am sure a
widely held view) implied that uncontrolled spending in the Reagan
years has created a large national
debt and if not controleed this
spending may affect our future
soical security and medicare
benefits. Many would believe that
defense spending has created our
enormous debt, ,hut few understand that it is the spending on such
programs as social security and
medicare as well as interest on the
debt that has caused this debt to
skyrocket. The federal budget annually allocates about 60r'. of the

spending for social and human
resource programs(most of which
cannot be reduced unless laws are
changed). Less than 30% of the
budget is defense oriented, and
under the Gramm-Rudman Act
when automatic budget cuts are
mandated one-half must come
from defense (none from social
programs). The real problem is
that the federal spending increases have resulted from actions taken by Democrat controllvd congresses, and if a Democrat
is elected President the collusion
will make uncontrolled spending
even easier. Even if defense spending is reduced (as it surely will
be), the increases in social areas
will more than offset the defense
savings and uncontrolled spending
will continue.
Finally, We are all very concerned about the unflux of foreign
goods which equate to the loss of
American jobs. However, does it
matter to the rubber workers in
Mayfield that their plant is foreign
owned and produces tires for
another foreign owned, Kentucky

based automobile company?
Without this foreign connection,
General Tire probably would have
closed its doors. Also, when
Americans buy a product do we
consciously "Buy American", or
do we look for the best bargain
without considering where it was
manufactured or what country
owns the company? In fact, most
American owned companies fold
because they can no longer compete in our free market society.
Having said the above, let me
address one other point. Locally
we have taken a strong stand
against going wet and some are
now lobbying against the morality
of the lottery, but we airtitkvilling
to take a stand on abortion or the
many other "rights" supported by
the ACLU. Most of us in the Bible
belt certainly have strong views
which (should ) oppose abortion
and would want harsh sentences
(even the death penalty) used in
drug and police murder cases.
Yet, we will be democrats to the
core and vote for a man who
disagrees with our moral convictions and with his liberal view

Democrat Tucker says Quayle a cause for concern
Dear Editor:
I have been a Democrat all of
my life, and I admit that when
Michael Dukakis was nominated
as a candidate for the President of
the United States I wasn't thrilled.
I didn't know much about him, and
Bush was running a real good
negative campaign against him.
But, after taking a good look at the
candidates and their Party Platform I came to a quick decision as
to who was the best man for the
job. Number one, the record
shows as Vice Pres. Bush in Many
occasions doesn't remember,
didn't know, wasn't informed or
was just plain ignorant of the fact.
In any case there is no excuse. As I
look back on the past eight years. I
start to wonder who was in charge
of the White House. Wasn't it Pres.

Reagan aria Vice Pres. Bush or
was it Oliver North and friends?
Bush would have you believe that
the Dukakis state of
Massachusetts is the only state
that lets felons out on weekend
passes and some have raped and
killed while out for the weekend,
but the truth is that it happened in
Cal. while Pres. Reagan was
Governor and it also happened in
Texas where Bush help found a
chain of halfway houses for excons, but he doesn't speak about
that, I guess he must have caught
the Reagan syndrome, he forgot.
The truth is the jails and prisons
are so overcrowded they have
formed a system to let the best of
the worst out first, and we know
that there is no perfect system, so
you can't blame one person. Bush

would also have you believe that
Dukakis wants to tale guns away
from the hunters and people that
have guns to protect themselfs
their families and their property,
the fact is Dukakis says he only
wants to take guns out of the hands
of criminals and street gangs, that
is a dream within itself, but in the
right direction. The N.R.A. has a
negative ad about Dukakis, I'm a
member of the N.R
..A., but a
chosen few spoke for me and hundreds of thousands more, I don't
believe that is right. They even
have Charlton Heston with a
negative ad, he either should have
the facts or stay out of politics, he
should be doing things that he is
good at, like driving a chariot,
engage in war, or part the Red
Sea. In closing here is the bottom
line, I had rather have a bird in the

Looking Rack
Ten years ago
Wells Hall, the third building
constructed on Murray State campus and for almost 40 years a dormitory for women, will be
rededicated on Nov. 18 following a
year-long $1.7 million renovation
program converting it into an office building
Wally Young, Oaks Country
Club professional, scored his first
hole-in -one on par,3 160 yard third

hole at Oaks Club on Oct. 31. He
was playing with Bill Bogard, Bill
Seale, Tony Montgomery and Dale
Nance.
. Twenty years ago
Army Major James G. Jordan,
son of M.O. Jordan of Rt. 1, Murray, received the Silver Star on
Oct. 14 while serving near Cu chi,
Vietnam.
Kim Pennington, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Pennington and a
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junior at Murray State University,
will participate in piano competition of Kentucky Music Teachers
Association at Morehead State
University Nov. 10
Thirty years ago '
T. Garland, seaman apprentice,
United States Navy,son of Mr. and
Mrs. T.B. Garland, is serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier,
USS Ranger, operating out of
Alameda, Calif.
Birthkreported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Thomas
McElrath. Oct. 24, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hutchens, Oct.
31.
Forty years ago
Hazel High School Seniors will
present a play, "Dear Papa" on
Nov, 6. Cast members are Billy
Hurt, Anna Lou Steely, Norma
Jean Parks, Max Brandon, Joe
Pat Atkins, Violetta Vick, Jean
Vaughn, Joeva Weatherford,
Edrick Owens, Joe Davenport, Irvin Shrader, Faye Foster, Jane
Hurt and Imogene Farris Dees
Roberts is sponsor.
. Mrs. 011ie Barnett attended a
three-day regional meeting for
Girl Scout Commissioners at Columbus, Ohio

point will ensure that more Roe
vs. Wade decisions are made by
the Supremem Court.
I ask you to reconsider your conscience and do not let rhetoric
sway you. The November 8 election is not Democrat versus

Shriners" work commended
pear Editor:
The Shriners Hospitals for crippled and burned children are helping various local children and at
no cost to the families. These
hospitals are funded through donations and fund raisers by the
Shriners of North America, and
have a staff of the finest doctors
and nurses anywhere.
Anyone from 1 day to 18 years
old can receive help for anything
orthapedic or burn just by contacting one of the local Shriners:
I know, my grandson, Jason
Bogard is receiving treatment at
the Lexington Ky. Hospital for

crippled children. It is a beautiful
new hospital, just opened in June,
and is fully equipped with the
latest equipment. Recently a local
Shriner, Cliff Finney, took a day
off from work to transport my
grandson to Lexington for his
appointment.
I accompained Jason and his
mother Vicki up there and took a
tour of this well organized facility.
I would like to thank Cliff and all
the other local Shriners for caring
enough to make all this possible.
Ruby Eldridge
Rt. 1, Box 24
Almo, Ky. 42020

Amendment 2 supported
Dear Editor:
This November in Kentucky,
voters will be asked to amend the
Kentucky constitution. Amendment *2 is intended to limit the
abuses of the broad form deed.
This issue is almost completely
unheard of in western Kentucky
In the late 1800s and early 1900s
the ownership of minerals under
the land was often separated from
the ownership of the surface of the
land by deeds referred to as broad
form deeds. Initially this created

hand, in this case a Bentsen, than
a Quayle in the Bush. In the next
four years the Vice Pres. could
very well have to take the office of
President under crucial circumstances. If Quayle were to
have to become President I would
be very concerned about my country, my family, and myself. I don't
want him in charge of pushing the
right buttons. So I will try to pull
the right lever on election day.
Think about it.
Sonny Tucker
Route *2
Murray, Ky.
Dear Editor.
I am very distressed because
many citizens of Kentucky are still
unaware that next week there will
be two Kentucky Constitutional
amendments on the ballot.
Dear Editor
Number one is the lottery and
November 8, 1988 is just a few
days away. and the citizens of number two is an opportunity to
Murray who live in the Murray In- limit the abuses of the broad-form
dependent School District will be deed.
This deed has for many years
voting for two school board
been interpreted to allow the coal
members.
As members of John companies to destroy farms,
Weatherly's family, we would like forests and water supplies in spite
to encourage our friends and of the objections of the tax-paying
relatives to support John's re- property owners.
In the last few days, some of the
election bid. John was first elected
four year ago and wants to con- coal companies have started a
tinue in that role. He has been ac- massive publicity campaign
tively involved in maintaining pro- through the mail and on television,
grams, both academic and extra- to try to convince the public that
curricular, which enable our putting limits on the broad-form
children to be fully involved in the deed will somehow threaten all
property owners. This is comMurray Schools.
John has given tirelessly of his pletely untrue The only thing
time and effort the past four which will belost is the coal comyears. He has listened to parents, panies' ability to strip mine
friends, and educators and has without getting permission or payhelped to make fair and honest ing for damage.
Every other coal mining state
decisions in school matters.
Please join with us as we cast passed laws many years ago to
our vote for John Weatherly for stop this unfair situation, and Kentucky stands alone in permitting
Murray School Board. •
such
an injustice to continue
Sincerely,
A yes vote on amendment two
Brothers and Sisters of John
will say that minerals can be minWeatherly living in Murray.
only by methods in use when
ed
Kay Ray
the deeds were originally signed
Roy Weatherly
(deep mining) unless the company
Glffili Hopkins
has the permission of the property
Nettie Jones
owner
Living outside Murray.
Sincerely,
Janice Sublett
Mary Curtis Taylor
Mary Francis Richardson
Route 7 Box 21
Harry Weatherly
Murray. Ky

Taylor likes
amendment 2

Support voiced

Reublican; it is liberal versus conservative. Be sure of the difference when you step into the
voting booth.
Bill Cowan
Route 8, Box 389
Murray, Ky. 42071

no conflict between the two
owners since only deep mining
was known and this did not interfere with the surface owners'
use of the land. In the 1950s
however, strip mining began and
these deeds were interpreted by
Kentucky courts to give the owner
of the mineral rights the right to
strip mine against the surface
owners will. As a result of these
decisions the surface owners interest in the land is now worthless
since the mineral owner could
level any buildings on the land and
ruin any crops to get their coal.
The injustice is clear. The owner
of the surface no longer has the
reasonably expected use of his.
land, but the mineral owner has
received a windfall; he can now
get his coal with no regard for the
rights of the surface owner
Amendment 02 will limit such
abuses of the broad form deed.
The mineral owner will only be
able to extract those minerals in a
manner which was in existance at
the time the deed was signed. Only
with the surface owners' permission will strip mining be allowed.
Help restore the rights of land
owners in Kentucky: vote YES on
amendment 02 on November 8.
Sincerely,
Bryan Broyles
Murray, Kentucky
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE
'A man's defects are the faults of
his time, while his virtues are his
own_ ,,
- Johann W von Goethe

THE MURRAY LEDGER 111 TIMES

Computer use by physicians explored

NORTH
11 4 A
•K 8
•Q J 9 5
•A Q 8 3
•J 85
A seminar to demonstrate how a
WEST
EAST
personal computer system can be
•Q J 9 6
•A 10 4 3 2
used as a business management
11,6
•4 2
tool
in the efficient operation of a
•10 7 5 2
•K 9 6
physician's office has been
4 K 10 6 2
4Q 7 4
scheduled at Murray State UniverSOUTH
sity on Friday, Nov. 11.
•7 5
To run from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., the
•A K 10 8 7 3
seminar includes morning ses•J4
sions in the Mississippi Room of
•A 9 3
the Curris Center and an on-site
Vulnerable: Both
afternoon demonstration of a
Dealer: North
multi-user system in a medical ofThe bidding:
fice setting.
Sponsored by the Center for ConNorth East
South
West
1•
1•
tinuing Education and Academic
2•
24
3•
Pass
4•
All pass Outreach, the seminar will be conducted by three individuals from
Opening lead Spade queen
the medical and computer in-

Accounting fraternity
has scholarship money
Beneficiaries of the award are
senior accounting major Jeff
Stearman of Madisonville and
Kyle Cravens of Princeton. Each
received a $500 scholarship,
presented by representatives of
the accounting firm.
According to Dr. Robert Seay.
assistant professor in the Department of Accounting, the chapter
earned its "superior" ranking
because of the high grade point
averages of its members and their
leadership and professionalism.
Seay serves as faculty vice president for the chapter.

dustry. They are:
Carolyn Page. a certified
medical assistant with more than
10 years of experience in clinical
and administrative work in a
medical office; Dr. Richard
CroUch, a board-certified family
practice physician with a B.S.
degree in computer science; and
Dr. Phillip D. Sparks, president of
CBM Computer Center in Murray.
Participants will be introduced
in the morning to tasks that a computer system can perform, including quick and easy printing of
statements and insurance claim
forms and an explanation of how

MARC associates
attend fall meet
in Lexington

Five research associates of the
Mid-America Remote Sensing
Center (MARC) and seven
graduate students from the Department of Geosciences at Murray
State University recently attended
the fall meeting of the Mid-South
Region American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing in Lexington.
MARC reserach associates from
MSU's Deaprtment of Geosciences were: Dr. Neil Weber,
department chairman; Dr.
Thomas Kind, professor; Dr. Burl
Naugle, assistant profesor; Lynn
Shelby, visiting lecturer; and Pat
Bomba, systems manager and
programmer.
Graduate students from the
department were: Minna Li, Qiang
Li and Jingwei Lu, China;
Abdelaziz Marocchi, Morocco;
Jeanette Jones, Murray; Victoria
Rushing, Cottage Grove, Tenn; and
Daniel Vichitbandha, Lexington.
Kind presented research titled
"A GIS for Murray State University's Center for Excellence for
Reservoir Research."
Weber Was elected as councilman for the state of Kentucky
and Miss Shelby was re-elected as
secretary-treasurer of the region.
Miss Rushing was presented a
certificate and $500 award honoring
her as the first recipient of the
ASPRS academic scholarship.
Murray State was commended
for having the largest group of student participants at the meeting

computer management can refreshment breaks, lunch
and .6
replace the pegboard, ledger CEL7s (Continuing Educa
tion
cards, daysheets and three-part Units. Anyone who would
like
carbonless attending physician's more information may contac
t
statements.
Stan Key in the Center for ContinuThey will also be shown the ing Education at Murray State at
potential improvements in the 1502 762-4229.
quality.and efficiency of patient
Persons may register by calling
care that can result from the use (502) 762-4229 or sendin
g name,
of a computer system. Various Social Security number,
address,
types of computer set-ups will be telephone number and
registradescribed for the small and tion fee checks made payabl
e to
medium-sized medical practice, Murray State University, to:
with an overview of basic comConferences and Workshops.
puter terminology.
Center for Continuing Education,
A registration of $55 per person Murray State University, Murra
y
includes all seminar materials, Ky., 42071.

EXTENSION OF CITY
UTILITIES/SERVICES
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL HAS VOTED THAT EXTENSION
OF
UTILITIES OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS WILL BE CONTINGENT UPO
N
THE PROPERTY OWNER REQUESTING THE SERVICE TO SIGN
A
WAIVER IN FAVOR OF ANNEXATION.
If you own commercial property or property suitable for subdivision
development located outside the city limits, how important TODAY
or 10 YEARS FROM TODAY, to the VALUE and DEVELOPMENT
of that property is CITY WATER
CITY SEWER
CITY GAS
STREET LIGHTS
FIRE PROTECTION
STREETS
-POLICE PROTECTION
REFUSE COLLECTION/DISPOSAL
HAS THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT INSIDE THE CITY OF
MURRAY ALREADY SERVED TO INCREASE THE VALUE OF
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE FRINGE AREAS
OF THE CITY LIMITS? HOW IMPORTANT ARE CITY UTILITIES
AND SERVICES TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROPERTY IN
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS - ONLY YOU THE
OWNER CAN SAY.
City of Murray
Murray City Council
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30th ANNIVERSARY
SALE AT

Fall Spectacular
Chain Saw Sale

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOV. 3, 4 & 5

Crig4T3EINT
.
M
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Cciii•Taid•• - FROM GO O
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iir.7.1

Regular
Less Cash

$169.99
-20.00

$149.99
Plus FREE
Goggles

$3.98

Regular
Less Cash
Plus
FREE
Chain
Goggles

$199.99
-30.00

969.99
$14.11
3.98

$18.09
,
TOTAL"o ,
SAVINGS
$48.09

WIENERS

Regular
Less Cash

CLASSIC FRANKS
ORIGINAL

Unlit
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BOBBY WOLFF

Today's South had his excuses
ready when he lost today's game.
His dramatic line of play did have
its chances. A less flamboyant line
would have proved more fruitful.
The defenders took the first two
spades, and East shifted cautiously
to a trump.(A club shift would have
worked out better.) South won in his
own hand and led the diamond jack
for a losing finesse. There was no
way to avoid the loss of another
trick, and the game went one down.
"Had West covered my diamond
jack, I would have gone for an elimination play," explained South. "After stripping the diamonds and pulling the last trump, I would have
played the ace and a club, hoping to
BID WITH THE ACES
find any doubleton honor. In that
11-4-B
case, whichever defender won
South holds
would have been endplayed."
That was a nice way to play the .6
4 A 10 4 3 2
hand had West been marked with
•4 2
the diamond king. Since the odds fa•K 9 6
vored the king to be with East (he
4Q 7 4
'might have switched to clubs with
K-Q), a simple finesse against North South
1 NT
East's diamond king would win.
After the trump switch by East,
South should draw trumps and lead ANSWER: Three spades. Force to
a low diamond from dummy. If game in either spades or no-trump.
East wins, South enjoys two dis- Partner will raise spades with
cards on dummy's ace and queen. If three-card support.
East ducks, the diamond king is Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
ruffed away and South scores 10 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. %with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
tricks anyway.
Copyright 1980 (sited Feature Syndicate

Murray State University's Epsilon Nu chapter of Beta Alpha PO
professional accounting fraternity
has received $1,000 in scholarship
money from Pat, Marwick, Main
and Company of Nashville, Tenn.
The Murray State chapter, one
of 65 that was rated as "superior"
at the national Beta Alpha Psi convention, received the award as a
resut of its rating. One of the
world's largest accounting firms,
Peat, Marwick, Main and Colnpany gives a $1,000 scholarship to
each chapter recognized as
superior.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, Hoos

$299.99

Plus
FREE
Extra Chain
6 pk. Mix Oil
1 gal. Bar Oil
Goggles

$22.88
5.90
2.99
3.98

$35.75

COPIDIPPOSZO

0411.1 yet* MANS

Fluid

Field
One Pound

CHILI ROLL
$ 39

$359.99
-60.00

figE
48.

Field
- Finest
1 Lb

BACON

,
TOTAL
SAVINGS
$95.75

cS%:510EvL
Regular
Less Cash

$409.99
90.00

$319.99

Plus
FREE
Chain
Goggles
6 pk. Mix Oil
1 Gal. Bar Oil

25.22
3.98
5.90
2.99

$38.09

Regular or Thick
$

1 39

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
972 Chestnut

Hours 7:30-6 Mon.-Fro.; 7:30-5 Sat.
Murray, Ky.
753-25 7 1 or 753-4 1 10
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MURRAY TODAY
Celebrates first birthday
Babies, dismissals
listed Wednesda:V
hospital report
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 2, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
York baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Jerry, Rt. 1, Box 720, Hardin;
Culley baby boy, parents.
Catherine and Russell, Rt. 3, Box
26, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Carol Trantham and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 372, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Jody Denison, Rt. 4, Box
257N, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Linda Kay Ford, 1013
Payne St., Murray; Dave Ross
Jr., 1614 Miller Ave., Murray;
Jerry Ramsey, Rt. 1, Sharon,
Tenn.:
Mrs. Martha Adams, Rt. 2, Box
107A, Murray; Gary Roberson,
1602 Oakhill Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Della Taylor, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Ethel Rogers, 506 Poplar
St., Murray; Buford Watts, Rt. 3,
Fulton; Mrs. Iva Nesbitt, Rt. 2,
Hazel;
Mrs. Alpha Harlow, Rt. 5, Box
620B, Murray; Mrs. Christine
Melton. Box 83, Dexter;
Mrs. Lula Belle Burgess, CR
Box 57, New Concord; Robert Cunningham, 805 North 17th St.,
Murray.

vEntucktj
ierneLfil

Nicholas Brandon Oakley celebrated his first birthday on Saturday, Oct.
1. He is the son of Cheri Oakley of Murray; the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Oakley of Murray; and the great-grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Oakley and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, all of Murray.

AAUW plans meeting
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PECANS ARE HERE!
'BEST
WILD SHELLED HALVES I PIECES
'MUNCH1N PECANS Roasted/Salty!
'CUSTOM CRACKING Of YOUR IN SHELL
PLUS NEW CASHEW PAC CANS& BOXES

KENTUCKY NUT CORPORATION
PO Box 150 Hickman Ky.. 42050
Phone (502) 236-2662

Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 7
p.m. at the home of Jane Rogers,
president, 1205 East Dogwood Dr.
"Time To Care Family Issues:
AIDS" will be the program to be
presented by Roberta Garfield,
R.N.

un a warehouse-wide stock
Marpc Chef home applont es

ALL ITEMS
REDUCED!

Vlawelie Chef•

'Air Conditioners
•Stoves
•Dryers
'Refrigerators
'Freezers
'Washers
•Dishwashers
FREE Pot Holder For Everyone
That Comes In!
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep) Hwy. 641 N. 759-1505

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

RA1TIESHUM

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

TEN YEARS AGO
ME CHANGED
THE FACE OF
HALLOWEEN

HALLOWEEN4
'NE RETURN Of MICHAEL MYERS

7111.1,12.. A

PICTUfit

(1:30. 3:30) 7:15, 9:15

AGAA,Y Rt

(1:30, 3:2.41) 7:15, 9:15
Superstar athlete Beauts queen wife
After years together. their toughest L hallenge
would come when his football dass were over

Everybody's
All-American
*Dennis Quaid

* Jessica Longo
•TImoth Hutton

Rent Your Movies At The Movies

Over 3

vo.ms

Wedding vows are said at church
Ms. Ellie Kendall-Holmes and
the Rev. Paul Tipton were married on Saturday, Sept. 3, at Quinn
Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church, Paris, Tenn.
The Rev. James L. Gleese,
presiding elder, officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by the
Rev. Kenneth Humphreys,
pianist, the Rev. and Mrs. William
(Bill) Hart, Mrs. Patricia Gardner, Ms. Michelle Matthews, and
Miss Ketha Kendall-Holmes,
daughter of the bride.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Addie Kendall and Clovis Kendall.
She is the foster daughter of Mrs.
Cursell Gray and Ms. Odee Lewis
of Puryear, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Elriedia Tipton of Memphis,
Tenn., and the late William
Tipton.
The bride was given in marriage
by her brother-in-law, Edward
Hudson.
Ms. Margaret Kendall-Hudson,
sister of the bride, was matron of
honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Sandra
Kendall Tharpe and Mrs. Raye
Kendall Hornbuckle, sisters of the
bride.
Junior bridesmaid was Miss
Paula Tipton, daughter of the
groom.
Velvet Smith of Memphis,
Tenn., served as best man.
Groomsmen were Marvin Tipton and David Tipton, and junior
groomsman was Jerome Tipton,
all sons of the groom.
Ushers were Zeb Payne and
Hurley Beecher Nored.
Miss Ketha Kendall-Holmes
served as flower girl.
Adam Ellis was ring bearer and
Marc Byars was candlelighter.
Presiding at the register was
Miss Edwina Hudson.
Serving at the reception were
Mrs. Margaret Kendall Hudson,
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Rev. and Mrs. Paul Tipton

Bazaar on Saturday

Hutson home scene of meeting

GISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Naomi
Burkeen Smith, recent
bride of Ricky Smith,
has made her domestic
and houseware selections from our bridal
registry.
Naomi and Ricky
were married Oct. 14,
1988.

"40111111...1111111■10#

WALTMART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOI

Mon.-Rat. 99 and Sun. IS-II

Come See Our Christmas Room
*Homemade Gifts and Decorations
Open Now Until Christmas
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Hostesses will be Marian Posey,
Mrs. Sandra Kendall Tharpe, Mrs.
Paula Hulick, Margaret Terhune
Raye Kendall Hornbuckle,
and Mrs. Rogers.
Elrudia Tipton, Queen Eldrede,
The October meeting was held
Ruth Tipton, Clara Henry Thomas
at Applied Science Building, Murand Charletter Ellis.
ray State University.
Rice bags were distributed by
District Judge Leslie Furches
was the guest speaker. She talked
about "Women and Politics" and
related how women can become
more involved in politics to support the community.
Judge Furches was introduced
by Dr. Virginia Slimmer.
Mrs. Rogers, president,
reported on the fall convention
held at Kenlake State Park Sept.
16-17. She announced that the Murray Branch was recognized by the
national level for "Net Growth of
Members" and was presented a
certificate of award. Murray
Branch also received a $10 award
of recognition from the Kentucky
Division.
Dr. Slimmer, legislative
representative, distributed an article entitled "Platform Protein"
which emphasized important facts
and issues concerning child care,
family leave, pay equity and
education funding. She reminded
the membership to consider these
areas when voting in the forthcomMadeline Parker, left, Sue Anne Hutson and Katherine Ray are pictured
ing presidential election.
preparing for the Country Christmas Bazaar to be held Saturday, Nov.
Dr. Slimmer also stated that the
5, at 9 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The event is being sponfollowing states are to be comsored by Goshen United Methodist Church %%omen.
mended as national leaders in
amending the constitution and the
defeat of the Judge Bork decision.
These states are Kentucky,
The South Pleasant Grove several items useful in sewing.
Alabama, Indiana, New HampHomemakers Club held a com- She also gave a scarf demonstrashire, Washington and Oregon.
bination work day and regular Oc- tion and furnished a pattern for
Emily Wolfson urged the
tober meeting at the home of Juts each person to construct scarves.
membership to vote "yes" for
Hutson.
A sack lunch with drinks and
Constitutional Amendment II conThe morning was spent dessert furnished by the hostesses,
cerning broad form deeds. She
macraming chair seats with Don- Mrs. Hutson and Hilda Miller, was
said this will correct errors in the
na Jackson as instructor.
at noon. Present were 15 members
Kentucky constitution.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion and one visitor, Inez Butterworth.
from Psalm 23.
The club will meet Wednesday.
Mrs. Jackson presented a lesson Nov. 9, at 1:30 p.m. in the home of
on "Sewing Hints" showing Beauton Hart.

TONIGHT

HES Meit

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. cdnor

Grove Commune ,.

054202

Ashley Ellis and Amanda Ellis.
Mrs. Doris Van Dyke directed
the wedding.
After a brief wedding trip, the
Rev. and Mrs. Tipton are residing
in Murray.

Faustine Walker
presents lesson
at club meeting
Faustine Walker, president,
presented a major lesson on "Sewing Update" at a meeting of Paris
Road Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, Oct. 11, at Sirloin
Stockade.
Mrs. Walker also read the
special newsletter on "Shopping
Factory Outlets."
Charlene Curd gave the devotion
on "Taking Things for Granted."
Sally Henson called the roll with
members answering with "What I
Never Get Around To Doing."
Other members present were
Della Taylor, Virginia Duke, Mattie Buster, Topsy Brandon and
Margaret Roach.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 8, at 1 p.m. in the home of the
president, Mrs. Walker.

Lap covers are
made by Harris
Grove members
Eight members of Harris Grove
Homemakers Club had lap throws
ready to take to West View Nursing Home at the October meeting
held at Ellis Center.
Lurline Wilkerson presented a
lesson on "Sewing Update."
Elizabeth Parks read the
devotion.
Presiding was Margaret Taylor.
Anna Lou Jones called the roll and
read the minutes.
Hostesses were Grace James
and Marie Hicks.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Nov. 9, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Community center. Maxine Nance will
demonstrate how to make rose
buds and Christmas tree ornaments. Hostesses will be Anna
Lou Jones and Julie Janecek

RE-ELECT JOHN WEATHERLY
#3 on Ballot
'Served as school board member, 1984-1988
'Married, 2 children in Murray Independent school system
'Educated in grades 1-12 in Murray Independent schools
•B S and M S degrees from Murray State University
'Graduate of School of 'Respiratory Therapy, University of Chicdy,
•Active as coach/league administrator of youth sports programs
'Member of First Baptist Church
• Director of Respiratory Care Department, MCCH
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DATEBOOK
Tina Baker pledges sorority
Tina Baker, daughter of Joe and Brenda Baker, Rt. 1, Farmington, is
a member of 1988 fall pledge class of Alpha Phi social society at Murray
State University. She is a junior majoring in business education and is a
1985 graduate of Calloway County High School.

Wrong wedding date listed
The wedding of Miss Susan Rene' Prescott and Bryan Scott Haneline
will be Friday, Dec. 9, instead of the date listed in the announcement on
Thursday. The wrong date was listed on the engagement announcement
form submitted. The vows will be said at Coldwater United Methodist
Church on that date. Parents of the couple are Donnie and Linda
Prescott of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Haneline of Rt. 7, Mayfield.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include
Evelyn Mullen of Murray from Western Baptist and Robert Howard of
Murray from Lourdes.

Moore working at radio station
Gary Moore, son of Mrs. Lenore Moore and the late John C. (Clem)
Moore of Murray, is now working as a disc jockey at a radio station in
San Francisco, Calif. He also is doing some special writing and had articles on the World Series published in the Murray Ledger & Times on
Oct. 25 and 26. He is a graduate of Murray High School and Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.

Am vets Auxiliary- will meet
Amvets Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary will have its monthly meeting on
Sunday, Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. at the post home on Highway 79 at Paris Landing. Each lady is asked to bring a covered dish for the meal and all
members are urged to attend, an auxiliary spokesman said.

---:-Singles plan Saturday event
The Single Connection will have a birthday party for Richard at the
home of Richard and Carol Arnold on Saturday, Nov. 5, from 6:30 p.m.
to 12 midnight. Each one is asked to bring a snack for refreshments and
a cheap gag gift. The group will watch movies. For more information
-call Carol at 753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at 492-8733.
ted

Court of Honor to be Monday

the
ling

Murray Boy Scout Troops 77 and 45 will have a Court of Honor on Monday, Nov. 7, at 6 p.m. in sanctuary of First Christian Church. A covered
dish dinner will follow the ceremony.

MWC Board plans meeting
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday.
Nov. 7, at 12 noon at the club house. Members are asked to note the
change in time. Reports of the sale of the GFWC Centennial Cookbook in
the various departments will be made at the meeting. Margaret Yuill,
president, urges all board members to attend.
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Camera Club to meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, Nov. 7, at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Members are asked
to bring pictures or slides of telephone or electrical lines. All interested
persons are invited to attend, a club spokesperson said.

the
ing

Benefit at Dexter Saturday

Lion
d.
rah
at I

Dexter Community Center at Dexter will be the scene of the special
benefit supper and gospel singing on Saturday. Nov. 5. Supper will be
served from 4:30 to 7 p.m. followed by a gospel singing featuring The
Timothy Four and other local groups. This event is sponsored annually
by Dexter Homemakers Club and Dexter Senior Citizens to raise funds
for Paducah Lions Club Telethon and for W.A.T.C.H. Center at Murray
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Nathaniel Lee Crafton born
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Crafton, 723 Sycamore St.. Murray. are the
parents of a son, Nathaniel Lee, weighing seven pounds five ounces,
born on Saturday. Sept. 10, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Vicky Pool. Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Arvin
Crafton of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Pool of Hopkinsville. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Adaline Stinson of Elkton and Mrs. Geneva Lantrip of Hopkinsville.

Christina Crawford talks
of abuse received on book
LOS ANGELES (AP
—
Christina Crawford says the abuse
she received from critics over her
shocking portrayal of her mother,
Joan Crawford, was almost as bad
as the childhood mistreatment she
suffered at the hands of the screen
idol.
"When the attacks began, I experienced the same sense of invalidation I'd had as an abused
child," Ms. Crawford, 49, said in a
recent interview "But this time, I
was determined to fight back."
In her new book, "Survivor,"

10.0m.

Ms. Crawford attacks her critics,
who called her first book, "Mommie Dearest," bitter and
vindictive.

Andrew Lane Brown born
Mr. and Mrs. Terry L. Brown, 1267 Cherokee Rd., Louisville, are the
parents of a son, Andrew Lane, weighing nine pounds 10 ounces, born on
Sunday, Oct. 2, at 2:27 a.m. at Norton-Kosair Children's Hospital,
Louisville. The father is a senior at the University of Lthisville School of
Dentistry. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown Jr. of Scottsville, formerly of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. James W. Thomas of
Calvert City. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown of
Hardin, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Story of Reidland and the late Mrs. Reva
Story, Mr. and Mrs. Louie Wisdom of Princeton, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Thomas of Dawson Springs.

Humanity meeting on Monday
A meeting for the purpose of organizing a local chapter of Habitat for
Humanity will be Monday, Nov. 7, at 7 p.m. in the Hale Chapel of Educational Building of First United Methodist Church. The Rev. Randle Dew,
LHD, president of the Paducah Habitat for Humanity, will be present to
discuss the purposes and work of the organization. The public is urged to
attend this special meeting and for more information call Dr. David C.
Roos, minister of First Christian Church.

Kentucky prints'at library
A collection of 108 black and white photographs depicting life as experienced by Kentuckians more than 60 years ago are currently on
display in Special Collections, Pogue Library, Muray State University.
These are on loan from the Kentucky Historical Society. The photos will
be on display through Thursday, Nov. 17, and students, faculty and the
general public are encouraged to view this outstanding collection, said
Dr. Keith Heim of the Pogue Library.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

...

Cl)IC
ULM)C.
TI1-11U CLAM WITIH
Openings Available for
*Mathematics
*Algebra I & II
*Geometry
*Physics
*Chemistry

TUTOR SERVICES
753-2351

ad-)eart

Inc.

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county
schools for the week of Nov. 7 to 11
have been released by Judy Hina
and Joanna Adams, food service
directors for Murray City and
Calloway County Schools
respectively.
Schools will not be in session on
Election Day, Tuesday. The
menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:
————
MURRAY CITY
————
Elementary breakfast
Monday — cinnamon toast;
Wednesday — cereal; Thursday —
apple turnover; Friday — donut.
Fruit or fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Robertson
Monday — hamburger or
chuckwagon; Wednesday — corn
dog or beefaroni; Thursday —
hamburger or grilled cheese; Friday — pizza or chili and sandwich.
Choice of fruits and vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Carter
Monday — pizza or deli turkey
sandwich; Wednesday — spaghetti w, meat sauce and French bread
or grilled cheese; Thursday —
beef sticks w/sauce or hamburger; Friday — Sloppy Joe or
tuna salad. Choice of fruits and
vegetables and milk are available
daily.
—
Middle, High breakfast
Monday — pancakes; Wednesday — Poptart; Thursday —
cheese toast; Friday — sausage
and biscuit. Cereal, fruit or fruit
juice and milk are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — enchillada or ham
and cheese sandwich; Wednesday
— burritoes wichili or submarine;
Thursday — barbecue chicken or
hoagie; Friday — foot long hot dog
or grilled cheese. Fruits,
vegetables, fries, desserts, milk

and fruit drink are available daily.
Murray High
Monday — enchillada or grilled
cheese; Wednesday — spaghetti
w/meat sauce and French bread
or chicken nuggets w/sauce;
Thursday — hot brown or corn
dog; Friday — chili w/peanut butter sandwich or fish nuggets.
Fruits, vegetables, pizza, hamburgers, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
Breakfast
Monday — cinnamon toast;
Wednesday — ham and biscuit;
Thursday — breakfast taco
w/scrambled eggs; Friday —
honeybun. Cereal, milk and juice
are available daily.
East, North,Southwest
Monday — fish nuggets or pizzaburger; Wednesday — pizza or
chili dog; Thursday — fried
chicken or hamburger; Friday —
chili and crackers or submarine
sandwich. Fruits, vegetables.
fries, desserts, fruit drink and
milk are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — chicken nuggets or
pizzaburger; Wednesday — pizza
or barbecue sandwich; Thursday
— grilled cheese w/vegetable soup
or cheeseburger w/vegetable
soup; Friday — chili w/crispito or
footlong chili dog. Salad bar.
fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts,
fruit drinks and milk are available
daily.
Calloway High
Monday — taco salad or corn
dog; Wednesday — barbecued
chicken or taco; Thursday —
lasagne or barbecue sandwich:
Friday — chicken nuggets or chili
and crackers. Hamburgers.
cheeseburgers, pizza, salad bar,
fries, fruits, vegetables, desserts,
fruit drinks and milk are available
daily

753-0005
198 !south 12th Street
III‘s‘. Mu Murrill,. 1.
v‘ize. Infant thru II

Ms. Crawford's adopted sister
denied tales of abuse and called
her sibling "a person born with
evil."The new book also talks about
Ms. Crawford's work with the Los
Angeles County's Commission for
Children's Services and the battle
for creative control over "Mommie Dearest '

753-2358
..
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Andrea Dayle Beach born
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Beach of Rt. 6, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter, Andrea Dayle, born on Wednesday, Oct. 5, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James
Miller Sr. of Rt. 4, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Beach, Rt. 5,
Mayfield.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988

4641.
Jesse Keys Outland, center, celebrated his fourth birthday. and twins,
Rachel Dawn, left, weighing three pounds at birth, and Michael
Paschall, weighing two pounds 11 ounces at birth, celebrated their first
birthdays, all on Oct. 26. Jesse was borp Oct. 26, 1984. The twins were
born Oct. 26, 1987 at Norton Hospital, ouisville, and were at Kosair
Children's Hospital there for nine weeks. A party was given for them at
their home by their parents, Danny and Deborah Outland, Rt. 5, Murray. Three cakes were served with family members present. Grandparents are Donald and Shirley Hart, Houston, Texas, Ms. Norma Hart,
Murray, Hardy and Daytha Outland, Murray. Great-grandparents are
Hilda Adams, Rozelle Myers and Lathen Hart, all of Murray, and Adolf
and Sue Hart, Michigan.

New York Philharmonic
music director resigns
NEW YORK • (AP — Zubin
Mehta says he is tired of his administrative duties as music
director of the New York Philharmonic and will leave the job when
his contract expires in three
years.
Mehta, who has held the post
since 1978, said he wants to pursue
"other artistic endeavors" that require less administrative work.

Mehta, 52, who is also music
director of the Israel Philharmonic, announced his decision
Nov. 2 to the 106-member orchestra after pondering his coiltract renewal for several months.
-Stephen Stamas, president oi
the orchestra corporation, said he
regretted Mehta's decision. -Tht.*
search for a successor wiil begin
shortly," he said.

(502; 753-',D88,
Dixieland Center

Call For Appointment
Walk-ins Welcome
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SAWDUST
DAYS
ARE HERE!

0

SAWCHAIN
S•A•L•E
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Nov. 3, 4 & 5
While
Supply
Lasts!

SPECIAL

-

Fri. & Sat.

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Featuring a Great Variety
of Foods Plus Salad Bar
and Homemade Desserts

$8"

Regular Menu Also Available

*tutu *tag
°pan: Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
, •,
Murray Hwy
753-4141 .;•,',•,1
641 N
a,•a.

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mori.-Fri.; 7:30-5 Sat
Che tnut Muiray, Ky. 753-2571 or 753-4110

.
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Friendship Club honors Er % in

Murray Middle honor roll listed
John Hina, principal and Mary
Krieb, Megan Malinauskas, Kacey Guth, Carolyn Jackson,
Peter Johnson, Shawn Kellie,
Jane Littleton, guidance
Margaret Snyder and Todd
counselor, have released the Mur. Vinson .
Belinda Lockhart, Melissa Muscio
and Christy Walters.
ray Middle School Honor Roll for
All As and Bs
the first nine weeks grading period
Jennie Bell, Kathy Bomba,
which ended on Oct. 21, as follows:
All As and Bs
Damon Cohoon, Sara Fitts, Allison
Paige Alcott, Joe Andrews, Paul
SIXTH GRADE
Graham, Andy Gupton, Angela
All Asl
Hasty, Erin Hazier. 011ie Liddell, Baugher, Shannon Beale, Vair
Booth, Stacy Boyd, Phillip Brown,
Keisa Bennett, Michael Boone, Nicole McCarthy,
Rachel Cella, Lori Cook, David
Jill Miller, Stephanie Mott, Michael Carr, Carey Cart, Aimee
Graves. Amanda Haneline, Allison Pritchett, Jonathan Reid, Clark, Kevin Compton, Ginger
Megan Harrington, Ketha KendalJoy Roach, Beth Rose, Heather Crouch, Shannon Farley,
Holmes, Crystal Johnson, Joel
Mary Friend, David Greene,
Scott, Melony Stambaugh,
Johnson and Tracy Pervine.
William Wells and Matt Deidre Holcomb, Nick Jones, Sally Pace, Shannon Peyer, Craig
All As and Bs
Weatherly.
Dana Blankenship, Sarah BlausRogers, Vanessa Sammons, Bill
EIGHTH GRADE
tein, Amy Bryan, Sarah Conklin,
Steffey, Dusty Wilson, David Chu
All As •
Angela Fairbanks, Chris GerChris Burgess, Darren Gantt, and Kelly Clark.
mann, Caleb Johnson, Mary Maddox, Patricia Maxwell. Connie
Payne, Jeremiah Rayburn,
Richard Robinson, Laura
Roseman, Jason Rouse, Paul
Scott, Jeremy Settle, Roman
Shapla. Dawn Toth, Sarah Van
Dyke, Monica Williams and Chris
Frances Drake
Woods.
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1988
SEVENTH GRADE
pleasant way.
All As
ARIES
TAURUS
Jennie Clark, Misty Clark, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
It's a tedious struggle for you on (Apr.20 to May 20)
Brian Flickinger, Sam Green,
Jack Hacker. Victoria Holton, the job today, and yet a breakthrough - Don't let someone impose upon
Noelle Jedan, Sara Klaus, Scott late in the day makes it all worth- your good nature. You may be

Your Individual
Horoscope
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An engraved silver tray was presented to Gracie Erwin, co-sponsor of World Friendship Club in commemoration of the silver wedding anniversary of Gracie and her husband, W.A., by the club at the home of Edith Noffsinger, 1109 Olive St., Murray, at the club's first meeting of the new year. Monica Walston, president, announced that the annual Halloween party would be Oct. 31 at her home. Pictured, from left, back row, Thelma
Warford, co-hostess, USA; Anissa Mahfoud, Syria; Gladys Loins, Haiti; Debbie Shapla, L'SA; Monica
Walston, Germany; Christel Canter, Germany; Helen Karvounis, Greece; Ebtsam Selim and son, Shereif,
Egypt; seated, Edith Noffsinger, USA; HyeOck Yoo, Korea; Mrs. Erwin, USA; and Mi Kyung Kim, Korea.
Not pictured are Neelam Tandon, India, who used the camera, and Espie von Ameringen, Philippines, who
had to leave early.

while. A partner surprises you in a concerned about an intimate matter
today and a friend is argumentative.
:As for youfr career, though, you
prosper!
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
(mix)
Friday, No‘. 4
For a while you and a partner are
Regular or Hot'n Spicy
down about a situation, then one of
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
you comes up with a . workable p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center,
South
solution. Tonight finds you very
$599
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
happy indeed!
Oaly
————
CANCER
Open
Horse
Show, sponsored by
(June 21 to July 2'2)
Providence
New
Riding Club, will
you're
While
on
the
you
job
may
Also, try our
not find the solution to a problem, but start at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
delicious
later, at home, an inspiration comes Livestock Center, College Farm
to you. One contact is testy today. Road. Admission is $2.
creole rice, cole slaw
Home life, though, is rewarding.
———
LEO
or potato salad.
- Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
(July 23 to Aug.22)
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:34)
Delays could occur affecting your
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
finances
you
and
try
should
to avoid
4TH & CHESTNUT
arguments with others about money
OPEN 24 HOURS
MURRAY
today. Tonight brings you fun times
Square and round dancing with
with friends.
music by Sharecropper will be
VIRGO
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Sit
Roller Rink.
A problem arises at home, but
————
you'll come up with an innovative
Prime Time Plus of Memorial
solution. Don't be goaded into an
argument today. Some career luck Baptist Church will leave at 4 p.m.
for Carmacks Fish Barn and
comes to you late in the day.
return at 7:30 p.m.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zet
Morning blues lift when you come
Blood River Baptist Association
up with an exciting new idea later.
Oil
lPIcl'l4 (III
sponsor Western Kentucky
will
With partners, there's a need for
give-and-take now. Some very good Area Youth Ministers'/Workers'
Retreat starting at 5:30 p.m. at
news comes tonight.
Jonathan Creek Baptist
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Assembly. For information call
Today's developments will free you 753-1854.
_unch Hours Mon -Fri 11-2
Dinner Hours Mon -Sat 5-10
of a financial worry. A difficult
————
situation could arise now with a
Monday Night Football:
West Tennessee Gospel Quartet
co-worker. Privacy is
for you Association will host its 10th anBurgers. Chips. Non-Alcohol Beer & Cokes
tonight.
nual quartet convention at 7 p.m.
SAGITTARIUS
Tuesday Night: Taco Bar
at Carroll County Civic Center,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Huntingdon, Tenn. Admission is
Enjoy Our Daily House Specials
Though it's not a day to push your
free.
career interests, you'll enjoy the
and Tempting Desserts
————
social opportunities that come up
Kenlake State Resort Park will
now. Avoid a confrontation with a
family member, however.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A new business idea should be kept
Friday Night. Nov. 4th
to yourself for the time being. Be
Orange Roughy 19.99
16 oz. Sirloin 112.99
more tolerant of a loved one's
Dinner For Two Special: Sat. Nights
The Front Porch Swing, a local
shortcomings. Delays or changes
affect plans for travel.
ladies barbershop chorus, travelRemember Mario's For Your Office Christmas Luncheons & Dinners
AQUARIUS
ed to Cairo, Ill., Tuesday evening,
Ne Otter Senior Citizens Di.scount
Master Card & VISA Accepted
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Nov. 1, to perform with choruses
Try not to argue with others about from Missouri, Illinois
and
financial concerns today. You'll be Kentucky.
making some new friendships now.
The chorus sang several selecTravel proves lucky and the evening
tions of their own and then joined
should be romantic.
the other choruses to perform as
PISCES
War one large chorus.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
matt
This was the first event of this
You may feel a friend lets you
down in some way. Either you or a type, but everyone agreed to start
partner tends to extravagance, but making plans immediately for
there is luck in the family circle another such show, a chorus
tonight.
member said.
IF BORN TODAY, you are both
The program was open to the
adventurous and introspective You public at no
charge, and everyone
like action an your work
was

Community events listed

12 Piece

FOOD MART45
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GRAND OPENING

)
1,
1510 Chestnut Murray, Ky
753-FOOD

igst

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
Wed. & Thurs. 5-6

A

The Christmas season is approaching in Murray and on Saturday. December. 3rd the Rotary
Club sponsors its "Annual Christmas Parade."
This year the Murray Retail Promotions committee plans a gala celebration before and after
the parade which will insure a tray fabulous
"Murray Christmas" season.
Your school groups. church groups, band or music group
is invited to be an entry in the parade! This year. the Rotary
Club is giving over MO in cash prizes to any non-commercial
entrants judged superior. By joing the parade, your organization can have lots of Christmas fun and maybe raise some
money at the same time. Entrants need not think an elaborate
"float" is needed to enter the parade. A truck or wagon
decorated in the "Murray Christmas;; theme just might be
enough to win:!! •
Parade co-chairmen this year are Jim Tate. owner of Murray Auto Auction, and Don E. Jones.
As in the past years. entrants will line up at 9:30 a.m. Saturday on 10th Street and proceed downtown. The parade will
begin at 1Q30 a.m. In case of raln.'listen to the radio to see
if the parade is cancelled. If cancelled Saturday, we will have
the parade beginning at 2:00 p.m. on the following Sunday
with the line up at 1:00 p.m.

host its "Self-Discovery, Our
Cosmic Consciousness" starting
at 8 p.m. For information call
474-2211.
————
Murray High School Tigers will
host a football game with Union
County Braves at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium. Seniors will be
recognized at 7:15 p.m.
————
Murray High School
Cheerleaders will sponsor a dance
following the football game at
Murray High School building.
————
Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a football game
with Fort Knox Eagles there at 8
p.m. Calloway County Band will
perform there during halftime.
————
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
4 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
————
Saturday, Nov.5
Deadline for submitting recipes
is today for The Holiday
Cookbook, the Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Benefit supper will be served
from 4:34) to 7 p.m. following by a
gospel singing will be at Dexter

Group sings at Cairo

A

You Are
Invited To
Participate In The
"Murray Christmas"
Parade

Friday, Nov.4

invited to participate.

The directors from the various
groups were invited to conduct two
or three selections. Larrie Clark is
the 'director for the Front Porch
Swing.
The Chorus will be performing
for several Christmas programs in
the Murray area as well as traveling to Marion on Thursday, Dec. 1,
to give the program for the
Woman's Club Christmas dinner.
Ladies interested in participating in a barbershop chorus
should visit the group on
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the library
of First Christian Church,
Murray.

GOSPEL MEETING
You Are Invited To Hear

James Meadows
at the

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
November 6 - 11
Sunday 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday 7:00 p.m.

Call Chamber of Commerce 753-5171 to enter.
Mail Entries to: -Rotary flub". P.O. Box 411. Murray. Ky. 42011
Name
Phone Number
Group and entry description

Everyone Is Cordially Invited

•

Friday, Nov.4
Community Center. This is sponsored by Dexter Homemakers and
Senior Citizens with proceeds to
WATCH. of Murray and Lions
Club Telethon.
————
Kiwanis of Murray Gun and
Knife Show will be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road.
————
Ham and Beans Dinner, sponsored by Murray Civitan Club, will
be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Rudy's. Cost will be $3 per person.
—
—
Fall Bazaar by MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens
will be from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Ellis Community Center.
————
Country Christmas Bazaar,
sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church Women, will
start at 9 a.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
————
Noel Market will be from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at First Christian Church
with soup and cornbread luncheon
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Santa
and Photographer will be present
from 8 to 11 a.m.
————
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
at club house with Dr. Nancy
Lovett as speaker.
————
Women's Aglow Fellowship will
meet at 12 noon for lunch and at 1
p.m. for meeting at Kenlake
Hotel.
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Mrs. America
contestants
complaining
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LIHUE, Hawaii (AP) — Three
contestants in the Mrs. America
pageant have complained they
were exploited by being forced to
fill out a survey concerning their
sexual practices.
According to Mrs. Alabama
Diane Gamble, Mrs. Wisconsin
Gale Coleman and Mrs. North
Carolina Connie Hedrick, the
survey included such questions as
"ci.n you be in love with two men
arfhe same tie?" and "Outside
of the bedroom, where is the most
unusual place you have had
romance with your husband?"
Pageant president David
Marmel said he had not seen the
survey, adding that they were used in the past to find out types of
products used by contestants for
the product-marketing purposes of
pageant sponsors.
Marmel said the women were
not obliged to answer the
questions.
The three contestants also complained Tuesday about the use of
bikinis, saying the skimpy attire
was degrading for a pageant
featuring mothers and professional women.
"How is it going to look for my
fellow workers to see me bumping
and grinding in a bikini on national
television? It's demeaning, said
Mrs. Gamble, a marketing dire0tor- for an engineering firm.
Only single-piece suits were used in state contests leading to the
national pageant, she said
Jennifer Kline, 21, of Minnesota,
('on the pageant that ended Sunday and was televised Tuesday by
ABC
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Community...
Saturday, Nov. 5

Saturday, Nov.5

Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons will met at 7
p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
Street.

Tailed Deer? at 11 a.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.

Fall Dance, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance, will be from
8 p.m. to 12 Midnight at Woodmen
Hall, South Third and Maple
Streets. Cost will be $10 per
person.
---Couples Bridge with Bobby and
Shirley Wade, 753-2220, as hosts
will be at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
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Hayride for Grades 6, 7 and 8,
will start at 6:30 p.m. in parking
lot of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
---Senior Adult Banquet, "Under
the Magnolias" will be at 6 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church.
---Blood River Baptist Association's Western Kentucky Area
Youth Ministers'/Workers'
Retreat will continue at 8 a.m. at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly. For information call
753-1854.
---Chitlin dinner will be served
starting at 11 a.m. at Quinn Chapel
A.M.E. Church, 218 Church St.,
Paris, Tenn.
---Poinsettia Princess Beauty
Pageant, sponsored by Benton
Community Development Council,
will be at 11 a.m. at Benton ComItunity Center. For information
call 1-527-7969 or 1-527-1688.
---Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
---The Single Connection will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at home of Richard
and Carol Arnold for a birthday
party for Richard. For more information call Carol at 753-2596,
Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at
492-8733.
---Calloway County High School
Laker Band will compete in 1988
Kentucky State Marching Band
Championship at Bowling Green.
---Calloway County High School
Speech Team Invitational will be
at the school.
---S.A.T. will be given at 8 a.m. at
Murray High School.
---Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---GED Test will be at 8 a.m. in
Coun4eling and Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6851.
- - -AQHA Horse Show, sponsored
by West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association, will start at 8 a.m. at
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
No admission will be charged.
---Parents' Night Out for children,
6 and over, will be from 6 to 10
p.m. at Carr Health Building,
Murray State University. For information call Campus Recreation Office, MSU.
--Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Fallow or White-

Sunday, Nov.6
Kiwanis of Murray Gun & Knife
show will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road.
---Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
---World Community Day, sponsored by Church Women United,
will be at 2 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
---Calvary Temple will have its
16th annual homecoming.
---University Chorale, Concert
Choir, Chamber Singers and Percussion Ensemble will present an
all-Stravinski concert at 3:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is
free.
---Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
Coalition for Health Concern
and Greenpeace Network will
meet at 2 p.m. at Public Library at
Benton. For information call
1-527-1217 or 1-618-564-2878.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Birds of Prey at
2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
Amvets Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary will meet at 2 p.m. at Post
Home on Highway 79 at Paris
Landing.
-- AQHA Horse Show will continue
at 8 a.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Monday, Nov.7
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Golder Corral Restaurant.
---Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
---PAWS (pets are wonderful
society) will meet at 3:15 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
---Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Gwen Healey.
---Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 12 noon
at the club house. Members note
change in time.
- - -Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
---Bible Class (nondenominational) will meet at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center.
---Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Organizational meeting of
Habitat for Humanity will be at 7
p.m. in Hale Chapel, Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church.
- --Reservations for Thanksgiving
ladies' day luncheon at Murray

Monday,Nov.7

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Mental
Country Club should be made by
illness or substance abuse will aftoday by calling 753-7123, 753-2300
fect almost one in three
or 753-0428.
Americans at some point during
- --their lifetimes, according to a
Health E.xpress of Murrayfederal survey of mental health in
Calloway County Hospital will be
the United States.
at Willis Center, Murray, from 10
The survey, released Nov. 2 by
a.m. to 12 noon. Blood pressure
the National Institute of Mental
checks, pulse, cholesterol and
Health, found that more than 15
triglyceride screenings and colon
percent of those interviewed in
cancer kits will be offered.
five U.S. cities experienced a men---tal or substance use problem durFamily YMCA events will be Ying the month prior to the study.
Skippers-Parent & Tot Swim at 9
It also found that mental and
a.m. at MSU Carr Health Building
emotional disorders were most
Pool; Arts and Crafts, grades 1-5,
common among the younger age
at 4 p.m. at Carter Elementary
groups, and that men were more
School; Seniors on the Move at 9
likely than women to have
a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.
substance use and antisocial
---behavior problems.
Murray Band Boosters will have
Women, the survey showed, had
a "hamburger dinner" at 6 p.m. in
higher rates for affective
cafeteria of Murray High School. k_ disorders,
such as depression,
---anxiety, and disorders of
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at Masonic Lodge, Benton, at 8 p.m. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Adults Belong in College (ABC)
will -sponsor a support group for
DEAR DR. GOTT: Last year
adults at 12:30 p.m. in Ordway third of my husband's stomach onewas
Hall, Murray State University.
removed because of a bleeding ulcer.
Just before being released, he devel---Quad State Choral Festival Con- oped anxiety and depression and was
cert will be at 7 p.m. in Curtis hospitalized for a week in a psychiatric
He has a prescription for
Center, Murray State.University. 200 ward.
mg Elavil at bedtime. He's so
There is no admission.
doped up he falls asleep at work, can't
---get out of bed and has the energy of a
Murray State University Lady 90-year-old. I think this is too much
Racer Volleyball team will play medicine but I can't seem to get
Southeast Missouri State Universi- through to his doctor.
DEAR READER. The amount of
ty at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena. AdElavil (an anti-depressant) that your
mission is free.
husband is receiving seems to be high.
---The usual dose is 25-50 mg a day. The
Events in Land Between the symptoms he is experiencing could
Lakes will include Candle Dipping certainly be due to over-medication.
If his doctor ignores your concerns,
for Children at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at find another one who will be more
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at sympathetic and who will consider reducing your husband's Elavil dose or
Homeplace-1850.
changing over to another anti---depressant.
Events at First Baptist Church
For more information. I am sendwill include Exercise Class at ing you a copy of my Health Report
10:45 a.m.; Saints Alive at 11 a.m. "Choosing a Physician." Other readers who would like a copy should send
---$1 and their name and address to PO.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Box 91369, Cleveland,
Women will meet as follows: Bet- Be sure'to mention OH 44101-3369.
the title.
ty Sledd with Debbie Hill for salad
DEAR DR. GOTT. Is Retin-A, norsupper at 6:30 p.m.; Lottie Moon mally prescribed for acne, helpful for
with Opal Holland at 7 p.m.
---Court of Honor by Boy Scout
Troops 77 and 45 will be at 6 p.m. in
sanctuary of First Christian
Church.

somatization, or mental states
that are reflected by physical
symptoms.
Published in the November
issue of the Archives of General
Psychiatry, the survey involved
interviews with more than 18,500
persons, aged 18 or older. The interviews were conducted in five
cities: New Haven, Conn.;
Baltimore; St. Louis, Durham,
N.C., and Los Angeles.
Each person surveyed was asked if he or she had experienced
symptoms of a mental or
substance abuse disorder during
the past month, the past six months, or at any time in life.
The results showed that 15 percent reported symptoms of a
disorder during the month prior to
the survey, and 32.2 percent
reported a disorder at some point
in their life. For the six months
prior to the survey, 19.1 percent

wrinkles as well?
DEAR READER: Yes. Retin-A has
been shown in medical studies to reduce wrinkles, get rid of age spots and
improve the condition of aging skin. It
is applied once a day as a cream or a
gel and rubbed in well. Patients sometimes develop sun sensitivity or scaly
rashes in treated areas. The medicine
is available by prescription only and
should be used under medical
supervision.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband's
grandmother is in her 70s. A year ago
she was mowing the lawn and a stick
flew up and cut her lower leg. Despite
whirlpools and antibiotics it's still not
healing. Her spirit is getting more
broken every day. What should she
do?
DEAR READER: Elderly people
do not heal as quickly as younger patients. If your husband's grandmother
has not responded to whirlpool treatments and antibiotics, I think that she
should be seen by a surgeon. Perhaps
a fragment of the stick is still in the
wound; this must be removed before
healing will take place.
Also, because of poor circulation,
the lady may need debridement (surgical cleaning of the injured area)
with or without skin grafting. A surgeon can best advise you about the
next steps to take.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Our son, 22, has

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include children's activities and ladies exercise class at
6 p.m.

Koo Stark sues
weekly newspaper
LONDON AP ) - Koo Stark, a
New York-born actress who had a
much-publicized relationship in
1982 with Prince Andrew, sued for
libel damages from a weekly
newspaper that said she secretly
dated the prince after her
marriage.
Ms. Stark said the December
1985 report in Sunday People was
untrue and spoiled her hopes of
reconciliation with her husband,
Timothy Jefferies, who had left
her the previous month after 16
months of Marriage.
Sunday People owner Robert
Maxwell has denied her
allegations.
Ms. Stark. 32, made a new
career as a stage actress and as a
photographer after her friendship
with Prince Andrew, second son of
Queen Elizabeth II, cooled early in
1984. The prince married Sarah
Ferguson in July 1986.

Call once.
And for all.
HEALTH
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been experiencing shrinking of his penis. There is also a loss of feeling and
an uncomfortable constant firmness.
He cannot ejaculate. He's not been
sick or injured and tests are negative.
The urologist expanded a stricture in
the urethra and cauterized a spot in
the bladder. But the condition persists. What's tausing it?
DEAR READER: Your son may be
suffering from an unusual form of
Peyronie's disease. This condition, of
unknown cause, produces thickening
and contractures of the deep covering
of the penis. Treatment is varied and
consists of surgical removal of the
scarlike tissue, local injections of cortisone and ultrasonic therapy. Son',
cases resolve spontaneously.
If your son's urologist is unable to
help the situation, 1 suggest referral
to the urology clinic at a teaching
hospital.
0 1983 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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reported a disorder.
The most common mental
disorders reported were so-called
anxiety and affective disorders.
Anxiety would include phobias and
panic. Affective disorders would
include depression and manicdepression.
For anxiety, the one-month
rates were 7.3 percent, and for affective 'disorders the one-month
rate was 5.1 percent.
Abuse of alcohol and drugs were
reported by 6.8 percent of the
group under the age of 45. Severe
cognitive impairment, such as
Alzheimer's disease, was more
common among the aged, ranging
from 2.9 percent for those 65 to 74,
up to 15 rcent for those over 85.
Substarce abuse was 6.3 percent
among men, compared to 1.6 percent among women. The rate for e,
those aged 18 to 24 was highest. at
6.8 percent.

Dose of medicine seems high

LIFE

Our Lay-away plan
will help keep your gift a secret this year.
We have many items that will please
your special handyman or decorator.
Lay-away: Fast, Easy, Convenient!
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Byers is deputy
superintendent
for vocational
education: Brock

The Student Alumni Association at Murray State University is offering a special edition telephone in the
school colors of blue and gold. Prices are $35.75 for touch-tone and $33.75 for rotary dial. information may be
obtained by calling the Office of Alumni Affairs. (502) 762-3737 or 762-6926.

SAA sells university phones
A gift that keeps on ringing long
after the sound of Christmas bells
has stopped is being offered by the
Student Alumni Association
SAA ) at Murray State
University.
The organization is selling a
special edition Murray State
telephone to benefit the Donna
Herndon Scholarship Fund, according to Jenny Goodwin, SAA

president.
The telephone, which features a
blue base and gold receiver with
Dunker mascot and university
name and shield, is available in
touch-tone and rotary models. The
price for the touch-tone telephone
is $35.75 and the rotary model sells
for $33.75.
"With Christmas just around the
corner. I know that many Murray

State parents as well as alumni
and friends will want to purchase
phones as gifts," Miss Goodwin
said. "By purchasing a Murray
State phone, they will also be helping current and future students
through the scholarship fund."
Telephones are in stock and
may be ordered by calling the Office of Alumni Affairs at Murray
State, (502) 762-6926.

Quayle shops for gift in Owensboro mall
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — Toy
store manager Helen Hardin won't
say how she intends to vote, but
she's glad Republican vice
presidential nominee Dan Quayle
pays with a credit card.
Quayle purchased two games
Thursday as birthday presents for
his son, Benjamin, who turns 12 on
Saturday.
His bill at Thornbury's Toys
totaled $51.42, and the Indiana
senator paid with a VISA card.
"I didn't get his autograph,"
said Mrs. Hardin. "But I'm sure
I'll keep the credit card receipt."
Quayle made the unexpected
shopping trip to Towne Square
Mall when a faulty valve on his

chartered campaign jet delayed
his departure for 21
,
2 hours
Thursday.
"I was glad to have the time,"
Quayle told reporters prior to his
take-off from the OwensboroDaviess County Regional Airport
at 12:15 p.m. CST. He was bound
for Greenville, S.C.
The Indiana senator arrived in
Owensboro Wednesday for a GOP
rally and stayed overnight in the
city. He had planned to fly out of
the airport Thursday morning on
his chartered jet, the "Hoosier
Pride," following a $100-a-plate,
private fund-raiser breakfast.
John R. Games, airport director, said the delay was caused by a

faulty fuel control valve on the
Boeing 727-100's auxiliary power
unit.
The unit is used to power lights,
heaters and other equipment while
the plane is on the ground, airport
mechanics said.
A replacement part was flown in
from Indianapolis.
During Quayle's brief shopping
trip, he purchased the game "Pictionary," in which players draw a
picture to describe a word. His
other purchase was "Photon," a
laser game.
Mrs. Hardin said Quayle
entered the store surrounded by
Secret Service agents and
photographers.

Dr. Charles W. Byers, former
head of the University of Kentucky
Agriculture Education Program
since 1978, has been appointed
Deputy Superintendent for adult,
vocational education and vocational rehabilitation by
Superintendent of Public Instruction Dr. John Brock.
A 1963 graduate of Murray State
University, Byers taught high
school agriculture in Graves CounAll three fifth grade classes at Southwest Calloway Elementary School ty from 1963 to 1965.
have joined the Humane Society. Under the direction of teachers Gail
In his new position Byers will be
Turner, Dora Pittman and Pam Cherry, the children decorated collecresponsible for programs for iltion boxes, and filled them with pet food, bedding and newspapers. Then
literate and undereducated adults,
they presented these, along with their donation of over $30 to Kathy for vocational and technical
Cohen and Cathleen Lalicker, society representatives who came to the
education and training and for
school to give a program on pets and the animal shelter. "The students
programs to increase employabilireally enjoyed this project," said Mrs. Turner. "They like the idea that ty of adults suffering
from hanthey can help the shelter animals in small, but important ways. Having
dicaps or disabilities.
a class membership makes them feel more a part of the Humane
Byers has received numerous
Society's work." The classroom membership is available to all area
honors for outstanding teaching
schools as part of the Animal Shelter's Educational Outreach Program. and leadership
in vocational
A $10 donationfm the class is required by the society. Donations of pet
education.
food and bedding are also appreciated. At present, the shelter has all the
He received the University of
newspapers it can use. This winter, classroom cash donations will be usKentucky
Alumni Association's
ed to purchase new feeding dishes for animals. Interested teachers or
"Great Teacher Award" in 1976
students should contact Kathy Cohen at 436-2603 for further information.
and 1988, was named Kentucky's
Pictured above are fifth graders at Southwest. They are,front row,from
"Outstanding Vocational
left, Juli l'oo, Jamie Iiimbro, Mary P'Pool and Lance Cherry. Hack
Educator" in 1983 and 1986 by the
row, Gail Turner, Dora Pittman and Pam Cherry.
Kentucky Vocational Association,
twice served as the University's
ombudsman and served as president of the Kentucky Vocational
Association in 1979-80.
Byers earned a Masters in
Education at the University of
Kentucky in 1966 and a Ph.D. in
agriculture education from Ohio
Flossie Jones Mercer of Murray American Red Cross. She was a
State University in 1972.
will have something extra to licensed practical nurse at the
Following completion of his
celebrate on her 87th birthday Houston-McDevitt Clinic and
Sunday, Nov. 6 — the announce- finished her nursing career at course work at Ohio State in 1968
he joined the UK faculty as an inment of the Mercer-Jones Scholar- Murray -Calloway county
stuctor in agriculture vocational
ship Fund at Murray State Hospital. She also served on the
committee that organized the first education and achieved full proUniversity.
fessOr rank in 19'78.
In honor of his mother and his screenings of women for cancer.
Byers said one of the priorities
grandparents, the late Horace and
Her parents had a great interest
wants to address is the incluhe
Ella Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Charles in the development of education in
Mercer of Memphis, Tenn., have the ommunity. Horace Jones went sion of high technology into postestablished the fund, which will door-to-door in the early 1900s to secondary vocational education.
Our vocational teachers have
benefit nursing students at Mur- raise money to pay local teachers
to be prepared to develop their
ray State.
and was known for his hard work
students for high technology in the
Mercer, '56, a 1986 recipient of canvassing the area raising inworkplace," Byerl said.
the MSU Alumni Association's terest and support for a state colDistinguished Alumnus Award, lege in Calloway County.
said the scholarship fund is a
He and his wife, Ella Hughes,
tribute to "Miss Flossie" and also sent their five daughters — Mrs.
an affirmation of the family's Mercer, Novea Sherwood, Thelma
tradition of support for education Thomas, Ruth McWaters and Robin West Kentucky.
bie Uddberg — to Murray State,
The award, which will be ad- and saw the tradition continue
ministered through the Alumni' with three of their grandchildren
Association, is designed to assist a
— Mercer, Frank Thomas and
deserving junior or senior nursing Zanne Morris.
Velvet Wilson, counselor for Stustudents. Selection will be based
Persons interested in condent Support Services in the TRIO
on academic achievement, finan- tributing to the scholarship fund in
Program, and Patti Jachowicz,
cial need, commitment to the nur- honor of Mrs. Mercer's birthday
Learning
Center coordinator at
sing profession, demonstrated should make checks payable to the
Murray State University, parability to complete MSU's nursing MSU Alumni Association and
ticipated in a presentation during
program and recommendation designate them for the Mercerthe annual conference of the
from nursing faculty.
Jones Scholarship Fund. AddiAssociation on Handicapped StuF)ossie Mercer's interest in nur- tional information may be obtaindent Service Programs in
slit dates back to World War II ed by calling the Office of Alumni
Postsecondary
Education
when she served as a nurse for the
Affairs, (502) 762-3737.
( AHSSPPE ) in New Orleans, La.
The program focused on selected
methods of developing campuswide support for improved accessibility through the work of the
MSU Access Committee and the
University of Michigan Council on
Disabilities.
Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Jachowicz
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP — "Papov, as in the vodka, another
presented "Cloning Yourself:
Soviet citizen Elena Vasilieva joked.
At Owensboro's middle school, Creating a System of Activists and
wasn't surprised when she was
Advocates" and demonstrated the
met with silence after asking a six members of the delegation
group of Owensboro High School fielded questions from an Access disability awareness campaign. The campaign included a
seniors if they had seen a Soviet auditorium of sixth-graders.
Afterward, the children bunched poster with attached response
film.
She also wasn't shocked when around the Soviets and traded cards which were distributed
ails she heard was a few nervous American coins and dollars for across campus to involve MSU
laughs when she asked the class rubles and kopecks. Amanda Sim- students, faculty, and staff in
Wednesday if they had read any mons, 11, who pocketed a disability issues and concerns.
The poster featured in their
10-kopeck piece, said the Soviets
Soviet literature.
presentation
received second place
weren't
what
she
expected.
"I
As it turned out, the nine people
thought they were going to be for educational and awareness
from Alma-Ata in the Soviet
mean sort of," she said. "But they publicity at the conference.
republic of Kazakhstan knew
They shared the presentation
were nice."
more about Americans than
The best way to learn about the with Darlys Vander Beek, Office of
Americans knew about them. But
real Soviet Union is to see it Disabled Services, and Brian
that was what their trip was all
firsthand as the Soviet visitors Clapham, Affirmative Action Ofabout — educating each other.
have seen America, said Akmaral fice, University of Michigan.
Mrs. Vasilieva told Owensboro
The annual AHSSPPE conArystonbekova, a chemist and
High government *richer Tom
ference
provides training, educachairwoman
of the Kazakh
Kurz after visiting his class that
tion
and
networking opportunities
Friendship
Society.
his students lived up to her
"We would like to invite you to for persons who work with students
expectations.
visit our country, to see our with disabilities at postsecondary
When she asked if they knew any
republic," she said, "and you can institutions.
other Russian words except
Founded in 1978, AHSSPPE is a
"perestroika," the Soviet see for yourself what it's like."
national
nonprofit organization
The
Soviets
toured
industries,
economic and political reform,
hospitals and television stations committed to promoting full parshe received just two responses.
ticipation of individuals with
"Glasnost," one student offered. during their visit arranged by
Friendship Force of Western Ken- disabilities in postsecondary educa- .
tucky. They attended the rally for tion by providing leadership, focus
Democratic vice presidential and expertise to its members.
nominee Lloyd Bentsen on TuesHello
day and visited the state capital,
Stranger!
where they became Kentucky ColSearching for answers to all
onels. And throughout the five
those who,wheywhere questions
days, they made their homes with
A concert by the percussion ensemabout your new city)
Owensboro residents
ble at Murray State University at
WELCOME
As
WAGON
"This the first year for this type
Representative its my rob to help
8 p.m. on Friday, Nov.11, has been
of
exchange," said Kathy
you get over the hurdles of being
cancelled.
Whitmer,
exchange director for
a newcomer
The group directed by Dr. Tom
Friendship Force. In its 10 years, Vanarsdel
By bringing you some useful
had been scheduled to
Friendship Force had never srgifts Community info Advice on
perform
in
the Annex Recital Hall
reliable businiiss in your new
ranged a Soviet visit.
of the Doyle Fine Arts Center on tile
neighborhood And more Call
Soviet reforms and a year-old campus.
program called American Russian Mutual Survival came
about, however, and made the trip
possible.
People from Friendship Force
Hollt•44 811lh,an Outland 753 3079
will visit the Soviet Union this
834R
Kong
491
Muslim Ingoborg
summer, Ms. Whitmer said

Mercer to be honored
with new scholarship

Wilson, Jachowicz
present disability
awareness program

Soviet not surprised
by little involvement

ENTER NOW!
The Holiday Cookbook
will be published
Tuesday, November 15th
Send your favorite recipes
before November 5th to
The Murray Ledger t Times,
c/o Holiday Cookbook,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
•Each entrant may submit one recipe per category.
Categories Include:
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert
•Each entry should be typed or printed

Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive $10

Mi!iiray Ledger
8r Times

Percussion concert
cancelled Friday

Vercome

SOlt

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
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Weekend fishing moderate

the

By Jerry Maupin
NOUN — Largemouth bass hitting plastic worms and crankbaits
5-15 feet deep off rocky points and
dropoffs; crappie hitting minnows
It's a shame that the peak of the the year to fish if you dress
15-20 feet deep along dropoffs; fall bass season has to cOme at a properly.
clear, falling, 1 foot below pool, 58. time when everyone is busy with
Plastic worms rigged Texas
ROUGH RIVER — Largemouth football games, basketball prac- style and Carolina style, lead head
bass hitting plastic worms and tice, building deer stands etc. Now jigs with pork frogs, spoons with
crankbaits 5-15 feet deep along is the time to look for that wall all sorts of tailers, spinnerbaits,
shoreline cover; crappie hitting mount however. The high water buzzbaits, popping baits and topminnows 10-15 feet deep over combined with the warm
water stickbaits are just a sample
brush piles and submerged trees; temperatures kept the bass from of the arsenal you can use to catch
clear, falling, 6 feet below pool, 58. getting started until last week and bass.
TAYLORSVILLE — Crappie now they are really in a feeding
I guess the toughest thing to
taking minnows 10-15 feet deep frenzy.
combat now would be the wind. It
along stump rows; largemouth
Terry Tatlock has been doing doesn't stop often.
bass hitting plastic worms and well in the blood river area on
But when it does look out,
crankbaits 10-15 feet deep along days when the wind was to strong because bass are going to
be lookcreek channels and dropoffs; to go anywhere else. Pete Bogart ing for food.
murky, stable, 4 feet below pool, had one heck of a stringer topped
We still have a tremendous sup54.
with a beauty over seven pounds. ply of baitfish because there
HERRINGTON — Largemouth Bonnie was supposed to make
hasn't been a kill yet, so you
and Kentucky bass hitting plastic some pictures so maybe we can should find fish
just about
worms 5-10 feet along shoreline show them to you.
everywhere until the middle of the
cover; crappie hitting jigs in the
month anyway! By then the crapupper lake; some hybrid striped
Many anglers are working the pie should be moving
to where
bass being taken; clear, stable, 16 points and bars while others are ever they plan on
spending the
feet below pool, 57.
coming through the moss.
winter and then we can nab a few
GREEN RIVER — Crappie hitEveryone is catching fish
slabs for the freezer.
ting minnows and jigs 10-20 feet though, it is really a super time of
Happy Fishing!!
deep along stump rows, creek
channels and over submerged
trees; largemouth, smallmouth
and Kentucky bass hitting spinners, plastic worms and jig-andrind combinations 5-15 feet deep
off rocky points, dropoffs and
along stump rows; clear, falling, 2
feet below pool, 56.
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — George
UPPER CUMBERLAND —
Williams of New Concord is the
Largemouth bass hitting spinners
biggest winner of the recently con1-5 feet deep along creek chancluded Kentucky Lake Fall Fishing
nels; crappie hitting minnows
Derby.
10-15
feet deep over submerged
Williams pockets a $503 award
trees;
clearr, falling, 36 feet below
for entering the heaviest fish in the
pool, 65.
black bass division, a largemouth
LOWER CUMBRLAND —
of seven pounds, 10 ounces.
Striped bass hitting live shad 30-40
Frank English of Murray, who
feet deep along creek channels
landed a 7-8 bass in the last week of
and shoreline; ssmallmouth bass
competition, took runner-up money
hitting plastic worms 1-5 feet deep
of $300. Third place overall went to
along stump rows and off points;
Jim Moore of Indianapolis, Ind.,
Jerry Maupin, left, and Willie Jackson are holding two fi%e-pound
clear, falling, 36 feet below pool,
with a 7-6"z bass.
largemouth bass caught in Kentucky Lake.
63.
The $200 grand prize in the crapDALE HOLLOW — Largemouth
pie division was won by Freda
bass were hitting spinners and
Dezutter of House Springs, Mo., for
crankbaits 10-15 feet deep along
a 2-4 fish. Second place in the
dropoffs and creek channels;
category fell to Harry Polen of
crappie were hitting minnows and
Atlantic, Ill., who boated a 1-15
jigs 10-15 feet deep over submergcrappie.
id trees and brush piles; clear;
A 3-8 fish was a POO grand prize
;table,
feet below pool, 60.
winner in the sauger division for
LAUREL — Trout were taking
Emmitt McDonald of Central City.
nightcrawlers, corn and cheese
There was a tie for the runner-up
30-35 feet deep along dropoffs at
spot in the category, a lock
night; walleye were hitting jigs
between Martha Jones of Owensand minnows 10-15 feet deep in
boro and Donald Shearer of Jertributaries; largemouth bass were
omesville, Ohio. Each weighed in
hitting crankbaits and worms
sauger of 3-3.
10-15 feet deep off points and along
Wendell Phillips of Greenville
dropoffs early and late; clear;
won the white bass division with a
stable, 21 feet below pool, 63.
fish of 3-12. He earned $200.
CAVE RUN — Muskie were hitRunner-up in that category was
ting crankbaits and bucktail spinJ.T. Vaughn of Mayfield, who
ners 5-10 feet deep over submerglanded a 3-1 white bass in the final
ed trees; laragemouth bass were
week of the derby.
hitting crankbaits 5-10 feet deep
Mt. Carmel, Ill., angler Dave
Dennis Brogran, Johnny Brietenmoser and Curtis Johnson with three of
along stump rows and over
Odom's 25-8 whiskered trophy took
their
86 stripes caught on Kentucky Lake. Two weighted three-and-one.
submerged trees; clear; falling, 1
the $200 grand prize in the catfish
half each and one was three pounds.
division. Just off his pace was Gene
foot below pool, 60.
Roseberry of Girard, Ill., who was
PAINTSVILLE — Kentucky and
second with a 254 catfish.
largemouth bass were hitting
The $100 bluegW grand prize was
plastic worms 5-15 feet deep along
hooked by John Kirtley of Central
shoreline cover and dropoffs;
City, who entered a 15-ouncer bluetrout were hitting nightcrawlers at
gill. Second place ended in a tie, 12night 20-35 feet deep along creek
ounce fish being entered by both
channels and in the tailwaters;
Kerry Whitaker of Crete, RI., and
clear: stable, 21
.
2 feet deep below
Timothy Cope of Mayfield.
pool. 55.

The Murray chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will hold their annual
sportsman auction and banquet on
Nov. 5, at the Murray Holiday Inn,
U.S. 641 south. Doors will open at 6
p.m. with dinner at 7 p.m. and the
auction to follow.
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tist Phillip Powell. according to
Rodney Lowe.
Other auction or raffle- items include numerous hunting and
fishing items, automotive supplies
and tools and a lot of give-away
items, he said.
Tickets will be available at the
door or may be purchased at East
Side Gulf Station, Parker's Super
Market or Ashley's Mobil Wash.
For additional information call
753-0697 or 75?”5825,

This year's auction will be one of
the very finest in the state with
many extra nice collectible
wildlife prints as well as an
original wildlife painting from ar-

Fishing derby
winners listed

Dan Childress is shown with the eight-point, 120-pound buck he shot in
Calloway County on Oct. 8.

Holland Tire Co.
Subsidiary oi Holland Motor Sales

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
We Feature • Name Brand Tires
• Computerized Balancing
Whiie You Wait
•The Per`curer With Road Hazar '.%13- •.-i-•
E. Main & Industrial Rd. Murray

753-5606

A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 Sq. Feet!
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

Benson
Sporting Goods
519 So. 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So.
753-1342
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Local Ducks Unlimited
chapter to host auction

Fishing Line

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Weekend fishing activity was
moderate statewide at Kentucky's
major lakes, with crappie,
largemouth, white and hybrid
striped bass reported active, the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources said today.
Here was the lake-by-lake
report:
KENTUCKY — Largemouth
and smallmouth bass hitting buzzbaits and spinners from the surface to 10 feet deep along weed
beds and in heads of creeks; clear,
falling, 2 feet below summer pool,
60 degrees.
BARKLEY — White bass taking
crankbaits and spoons 10-15 feet
deep off rocky points, dropoffs and
along shoreline; largemouth bass
hitting crankbaits 10-15 feet deep
in open water; clear, falling, 2 feet
below pool, 59.
BARREN RIVER — Crappie
taking minnows and jigs 5-10 feet
deep over brush piles; largemouth
bass hitting jigs 5-10 feet deep
along stump rows; hybrid striped
bass hitting live craws and
nightcrawlers near dam; clear,
falling, 642 feet below pool, 59.
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"Your Auto Repair
Headquarters"

Marshall Gibson — Manager
to 314 So. 12th St.
733-1750 to
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Squirrel may be responsible for clog
NORTHVILLE, Mich. ( AP — A
chipmunk or squirrel are top
suspects in the mysterious dog.
food cache that an atiO mechanic
blamed for a customer's clogged
air filter.
John Colling said that a few
hours after he dropped his car off
for heater repairs, his mechanic
called him.
"Do you have a dog?" he quoted
the puzzled mechanic as asking.

Colling said he did, and that he
bought 25-pound bags of dry food
for his pet
"Well, there's two or three
pounds of the stuff in your
engine," the mechanic told him.
Collin. 25, communications
director at GMI Engineering &
Management Institute, was surprised. Neighborhood dogs hadn't
been tailing his car, and it hadn't
had sngine trouble.
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1"? tv1( on Hwy 94E Murray .

Hoyt and Donna Kyle are showing four of their large,' hass aught while
fishing with Jerry Nlaupin.
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Something Fun
For Everyone!
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories tn
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. ith
753-8346 753-6779

1
'88 Yamaha
4 wheelers
are here!
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Dorothy Leigh Bazzell
Mrs. Dorothy Leigh Bazzell, 68, and Joseph Allen Hamilton,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, died Thursday at Jackson. Tenn.; three
11 a.m. at Western Baptist grandchildren.
Hospital, Paducah.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1
A member of Spence Chapel p.m. in the chapel
of Byrn Funeral
United Methodist Church, she was Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Harry
a retired employee of Merit Nall and the Rev. Harry Yates will
Clothing Co.
officiate.
Born May 8, 1920, in Graves
Pallbearers will be Billy
County, she was the 'daughter of
the late Thomas A. Hamilton Sr. Hamilton, Bobby Hamilton,
Dwain Overby, Stacy Overby,
and Ora Leigh Saffold Hamilton.
Survivors are her husband, Leslie Douglas and Donald
Ernest Bazzell; one son, Joe * Haneline. Burial will follow in
Thomas Waggoner, Rt. 5. c'Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mayfield; two brothers, Thomas
A. Hamilton Jr., Rt. 5, Mayfield, home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Myrtle Orr Wright
Funeral rites for Mrs. Myrtle
Orr Wright were today at 11 a.m.
at First United Methodist Church,
Bruceton, Tenn.. where she was a
member.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery near Hazel with
arrangements by Bruceton
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Wright. 94, retired teacher
after more than 50 years with the

Hollow Rock-Bruceton Special
School District, died Wednesday
at Benton Community Hospital.
Camden, Tenn.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Sweet, Miami,
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Jessie
Phillips, Murray; eight grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
Industrial Average
-4.09
2170.34
I.B.M.
Previous (lose
Ingersoll Rand
418/4 unc
Air Products
Jerrico
27% 28
A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
AT&T
28% Ns
2834 .1/,
Kroger
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
Chrysler
25% -1/s
Penivalt
31 unc
CSX Corp
Pillsbury
Dean Foods
20% + 1/1
Quaker Oats
1
2A
Dollar Gen. Store .10/
1
4B 10/
Sears
44% unc
Exxon
Texaco
50/
1
4 .1,4
Ford
Time Inc.
GAF Corp I48% -%
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
/
4
84% •1
GenCorp, Inc.
21 -1
Wal-Mart
/
4
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
54 +%
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

521/4 +1
/
4
1211/4 +1/4
301/s •I/s
18/
1
413 18%
37% + 14
18/
1
4 unc
541
/
4 •1
/
4
82/
1
4 •1/s
00% -1/4
54% .%
45% .%
471/4 +%
110/
1
4 -1
/
4
38% um'
30% + I/s
7.31

Dukakis still struggling to fight Bush
By The Associated Press
A hoarse Michael Dukakis is
pounding George Bush on two
issues, drugs and his running
mate, and says "We're coming on
strong" in the dash to Election
Day. Bush complained about
racial charges while promising to
help heal any wounds left by the
campaign.
With the nation's presidential
decision just a long weekend
away, both campaigns were focusing on a handful of battleground
states. Trailing in most of the
polls, Dukakis seemed to need
every one of them.
Both candidates were making
their cases in a series of television
interviews, with the Democratic
nominee going on NBC's "Today"
show today.
Dukakis was campaigning in
New York and Kentucky and ending the day with a walk in
Chicago's torchlight parade, a
traditional show of party unity.
His voice was badly hoarse from
the strain of long campaign days.
"I've been giving a lot of
speeches lately and my pipes are a
little weak," Dukakis told a Thursday night audience.
Bush was campaigning through
four states today — Connecticut,
in Dukakis' New England, and in
the industrial battlegrounds of
Ohio, Michigan and New Jersey.
According to sources in both
parties, Republican and
Democratic tracking polls showed
Bush leading nationally by a
margin of seven to nine percentage points, within the range of the
nationwide surveys released
earlier this week. Democrats contended there was still opportunity
for Dukakis. with sizable numbers

of undecided or weakly committed
voters.
By states, private polls pointed
to a significant Republican lead in
Ohio; Dukakis held a narrow
margin in one New York survey
and a slight advantage in
Washington where he was ahead
by 10 points in a statewide poll
with a five point margin of error.
Both Illinois and California, where
Dukakis will wind up his campaigning, were rated close.
Meanwhile, the Bush campaign
announced late Thursday that the
eighth person connected with the
vice president's ethnic council has!
resigned his post following reports
of ties to Nazi or anti-Semitic
groups.
In Washington, Bush spokesman
Mark Goodin confirmed reports
that during World War II Akselis
Mangulis had been a member of
the Latvian Legion, a group which
had connections to the German SS,
the quasi-military unit of the Nazi
Party.
Mangulis had been chairman of
Latvians for Bush.
Across the country tbere was yet
another round of neTv television
commercials.
Dukakis was airing a tough new
ad that zeroed in on Republican
vice presidential candidate Dan
Quayle. It shows the most
remembered moment of Quayle's
debate with his Democratic
counterpart, when Lloyd Bentsen
said, "Senator, you're no Jack
Kennedy." On the screen appear
the words, "President Quayle?"
The Republican Party aired a
new ad featuring President
Reagan and the boast of good
times.
"America is at peace, and we

Hog market
report listed
Federal-SW* Markel Sews Wrirr oicititmher 4. ISM
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
eludes 5 Buying Station, Receipts. 1c1 5414. Est.
1300 Barrows it tints 51/ 1.00 lower, Sows under
500 1.00 1.50 lower over 1410 .teatt 50 lower.
ES II 220-250 lbs.
*51.50-37.00
11.15 1-2 206.2114 lb..
334.00311.50
ES 2.3 220-330 lb..
$1111.8-38.75
PS 3-4 7513170 lb..
334.25 34.23
Sows
US 1-2 210-360 lb..
323.0024.00
1-3 300400 lb..,
$23.00 24.00
US 1.3 100-500
$250023.54)
S 1.3 500 and up
$25.00 27.50 few to 15.00
(.5 2-3 300.500 lb...
$21.00-22.00
Boar, 52.3.00•24.511

day, Bush looked ahead to what he
said was national unity after the
election.
"I would work my level best if
I'm elected to heal any wounds
that might be there," he said.
•

Morehead couch fire
causes evacuation
of girls' dormitory
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — A
smoldering fire in a couch caused
291 female students to evacuate
the Mignon Tower dormitol at
Morehead State University early
Thursday, officials said.
The fire occurred in a lounge in
the 15th-floor penthouse area.
Judy Yancy, Morehead State information director, said a student
discovered the burning couch
about 4:02 a.m. EST and alerted
the hall director, who set off the
alarm.
Ms. Yancy estimated damage at
less than $5,000, caused mostly by
smoke

OSTEOARTHRIT IS
HOW DOES IT AFFECT US?
WHAT IS IT')
WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
A REPORT BY B E SMITH - COPYRIGHT 1988
SAN JOSE, CA 95136
18 MOUNTAIN HOME DR
$3 00 with stamped addressed. long envelope

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

L§Mi

11.0....PC 000
Keep She Grwl GM Feelini• With Genurk

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Per,

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Elect

Sid Easley
School Board
Murray Independent District
*Parent of
Child in System

*Involved Citizen

*Experience in
Government

1 4"4".
4-1
.-11"11-411t**211.
1982 Anniversary Corvette
LOADED
$12,800

,41-4-44-11-4-44-4-4t4

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

are prosperous once more ..." the
president says. "I hope you will
vote Republican — up and down
the ticket — to continue the
change we began in 1981."
The Justice Department, meanwhile, said it it will investigate
Democratic complaints that a
Republican ad in South Texas is
intimidating Spanish-speaking
voters. The ad, in Spanish, says
"voting officials will be watching
closely" and warns of penalties for
non-citizens who try to vote.
Through television interviews
and campaign apperances Thurs-

VOTE November 8th
Paid for by the Candidate

Serving You For Twenty-Five Years

\MEE=

Since November 6, 1963

)T1

James M. & Betty D. Coleman. Ovmer.

BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME,INC.

We at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home wish to express our appreciation to the people of Murray,
Calloway County and surrounding areas for each kindness shown us and the confidence you have
placed in us during our twenty-five years in business. We have worked hard to gain your acceptance
and approval and your continued support a
couragement has enabled us to provide you the
finest in Funeral Home Service and Facil es.(
We are members of the West Kentucky Funeral Directors
Association, the Funeral Directors Association of Kentucky,
the National Funeral Directors Association and the Kentucky
Funeral Directors Burial Association. We are licensed to sell
Forethought Live Insurance for funeral pre-planning and we
are also licensed to receive pre-need funeral trust funds. Our
funeral services are complete and embrace a wide price
range.

Members of our staff include James M. Coleman, licensed
Funeral Director and Embalmer in KY and TN since 1957Betty D. Coleman, licensed Funeral Director since 1968Jerry L. Lassiter, employed in 1969 and a licensed Funeral
Director since 1972- Kathryn J. Davis, office employee since
1983- Daniel R. Perrin, employed in 1988 and a licensed
Funeral Director and Embalmer since 1975 and Jerry W.
Green, a part-time employee since- 1984

1

\MENElmn

Ai

We-pledge a complete dedication to future service and invite you to call us any hour, whenever we can be of help to you.

BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME, Inc.
713 South 4th Street

Phone 753-6800

Murray, Kentucky

(50Z
Amalgam
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Who's Who Among Murray Business
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Contest Winners!
1st Place•Billy Rex Paschall
2nd Place-Linda Orr
3rd Place-June Mitchell

a

OPEN

Billy Rex Paschall is the 1988 winner of the "Who's Who Among Murray Business People
Contest".
Mr. Paschall correctly matched twenty-six of the twenty-eight persons to their business. Shown
presenting Mr. Paschall his 1st place check is Mary Ann Orr, advertising manager and Barb Paytes,
advertising representative.

Fresh Fruits
and
Vegetables

FRIDAYS
til

"When you
see this face
you're in the
right place"

*Dried Fruit
*Apple Cider
*Shelled Nuts
*Fall Decorations
*Watkins Products

8:30 P.M.

SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00 P.M.

usE0
CAR BUYS

Fol. All

West Kentucky's
Leading Ladies
Fashion Store

FRUIT BASKETS Occasions!

\,%11Ppie

"A trusted name
in Automobiles"

SRIOITS

Located S. 12 St.
(Hwy. 641 S.)

'Barn
753-8214

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

"Automobiles - at prices
you can afford!"

408 N. 12th

Murray

753-9616

Further
Reduction

YOUR
HOMETOWN

SALE!

LOCALLYOWNED

lExcluding Denim
Juniors and Teens
Childrens Name Brands
Ladies Mix 'n Match
Skirts & Blouses
*Ian !knici
Lingerie

40% off
4°% off
40% off
40% off
20% off

30%

Blacks
One Rack Ladies Suits

off

"Every day's a sal* day at Jo-An's"

JO

-AN
'
S varieties
on the square

For the
Best
Deals
on
America's Best-Built
Cars and Trucks
and the
difference between
product and promise
come see us at Parker Ford

Serving You for Sixty Years
Since 1928

We have the largest
election of decks and games

OVER 3,500 MOVIES IN STOCK

N\NAV 9
1464-•4
*

Mon -Se'
10-9

701 Main, Murray

Sun.
1-5

Sales L Rentals
Central
24 hour
Shopping
Drop-off Box
Center HOME TV & APPLIANCE

753-HOME

Layaway Now
for Christmas
Only 20%

*Naturalizer
*Dexter
*L.A. Gear
*Fanfare.
*Keds
*Fresco

*Caeo
*Jasmin
*White Mountain
*Metaphors
by Reebok
*Geisha Girl
*Nicole

hoe

Parker

Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
(502)753-5273

Nintendo Headquarters

753-7670

"One of
the safest banks
in the nation"

Hrs Mon Sal
9 30-8 00
Sun 1-5

*Sales & Service For All Telephone
Systems
*Facsimile Machines
Sales Sr
Installation

Call & Discuss All Yo r
Communication eeds

PURCHASE AREA
COMMUNICATIONS
formerly Phone Center of Murray )

759-4795

Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"

753-0342

Mzember FDIC

We have
something
for every
member of
the family.

For all your
commercial
and
residential
building needs
•Brick • Vinyl Siding • Windows
• Paint • Kitchen Cabinets
• Plumbing & Etectrical

,
0:01
00'•;I
MYERii
Pi
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cask

hack

753-4906

Murray, Ky.

PHONE COMPANY

Murray's

50% off

'*LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS*

IN

Chaparel Motors
1100 Chestnut St

500 S. 4th St. 753-8460

Olympic Plaza

Op•n:. Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-12

cany

*Lawn Equipment *Paint Supplies
*Small Appliances *Bicycles
*Toys

•Wood Stoves

*Hobbies

*Electrical

Murray Home I Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat
753-4110 or 753-2571
Chostnut St.
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It's the
people at
Peoples
that make
the difference

14$
aAik'S-91

"What's
Important
Is You!
Family Steak House

Great Selection
Great Prices
and Friendly Faces
Everyday!

WAI:MART
Hwy 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6 Pharmacy Mon.-Sat. 9-6

1st Place Winner

*Home Owned And Operated
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks Cut
Fresh Daily
*Daily Lunch And Dinner Special
*Soup, Salad and Hot Bar
*Banquet Or Meeting Room For
70 People
Sun-Thurs. 11-9 p.m.

753-0440
12th St.

Fri-Sat. 11-10 p.m.

Murray
Bel Air Center

'Convenient
Drive Up Window
'Home Cooked
Place Ain't Fancy...
Pies
But
Sho Is Good Food
'Bar-B-Q &
Burgers are
Open Monday-Saturday
cooked by
people who care.

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Billie Rex Paschall

ha
ch
Ye
ra

FALLS
FIRST
CHOICES
Make them your first
choice for a smart, stylish,
and very sophisticated
season ahead.
*Lilly Ann
*Dalton
*Olga
*Stephanie Suzele

'James Kenrob
*Barbizon
, *Schrader

THE

MADEMOISELLE
S
Downtown-Murray

Save With

SEND
SEASONS
GREETINGS
with
Personalized Christmas
Cards & Stationary

JACKETS
Wool, Satin, Corduroy

SCREEN PRINTING
& EMBROIDERY
• Sewn on Letters, Transfers
Trophies, Appliques

*For Your
Business

Order now until December 1, 1988.

QUICKP
RINT]
L

NOW TAKING
CHRISTMAS ORDERS
Next to Pagliai's

*For Your
Family & Friends

BONUS
BUCKS
When You Travel

You will receive BONUS
BUCKS to be used for future
travel when you purchase:
*Airline Ticket *Tour
*Amtrak Ticket *Cruise
*Hotel *Car Rental
For Full Details - We Invite You To Call Our Highly Trained
Professional Staff. Stop By Or Call:

GREAT
REASONS
TO SHOP
DOWNTOWN!
*Medical Claims Service
*15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
*FREE DELIVERY CITY-WIDE
*Computerized Prescription Records
For Insurance & Taxes
GIFTS & CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

Holiday Arrangements
are as easy as a phone call.
Judy's of Murray at 753-15]5.
110 N. 12-

,

l2th St.

1304 Chestnut

759-1074

Downtown

Friendly
Faces
Sending
You To
Special Places
•Checii with us
for the lowest available
travel rates.
011/,

the

StationLid.

Hwy 121 North Bypass
Northwest Corner of NtSI: Campus

3rd Place Winner
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Check with
us for
upcoming
classes!

We carry oil paints, acrylic
and fabric paints, brushes,
instruction books, paper twist
supplies and much more.
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Travel Agency

753-1462

so

be
be

acatzon

HOLLAND DRUGS
CARDS & GIFTS

bl
th

bt

Linda Orr

"Your
Full-Service
Florist"

gr
be4
lit
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is

prc

1=M16

2nd Place Winner

ac

1113/I6E Orttuel

Southside Shopping
Center

759-4798

co

*,.

of murray

753-7743

fin
ou

753-8747
753-8768

see

Tole Gate
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
759-1042
Uncle Ueff's Shopping Center

June Mitchell

yo
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Pr
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We

Enjoy Our
Daily
House
Specials
and
Tempting
Desserts

We have
the latest
in Junior
& Misses
apparel

Carry A
Full Line
Of

WE

go
90
We

gr
ga
!TIC
ho

Other Suzie Q Locations!

Residential, Commercial
And Industrial
Open Mon -Sot 90 m •6pm
Olympic Plow Murray 759 934 7

Electrical Supplies.
901 Arcadia Circle
753-6822

Murray

PIC KENS SUPPLI, INC.

*Mayfield
*Wickliffe
'Ky. Oaks Mall
*Executive Inn
*Anna, IL
•Cruthersville, IL

*Princeton
*Lone Oak
*Union City, TN
*Dyersburg, TN
*Kennett, MO

A

in
cut ricriericon

flu

nto
to:
MI

inc

Suzig (1).Shappe

Lunch Hours
Mon.-Fri. 11-2

Dinner Hours
Mon.-Sat. 5-10

1510 Chestnut Murray 753-FOOD
Corner of 12th & Olive

Murray

753-7657
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Dad Starts
New Battle in
30 Years War

"free local claim service"

2

DEAR ABBY: I am a 40-year-old,
happily married woman with three
children. I've been married for 20
years. My parents divorced when I
was 10 years old because my father.
ran around and left my mother
many times for other women. Mom
finally divorced him and he moved
out of state.
Now, after 30 years, Dad has
come back into my life. He has told
me how sorry he is for his past
actions, and I believe he is sincere.
He says he wants to know his
grandchildren before he dies. We've
been keeping in touch lately. He still
lives out of state and has never
remarried. He's almost 70 now and
is not in the best of health.
My mother found out, and she
blew up. She wants me to promise
that I will never speak to him again.
I've tried to explain that Dad is
sorry, and I do care about him.
Mom says she feels betrayed and
hurt. I don't want to hurt her, but
why can't I be friends with both of
them? Or shouldn't I be friends with
my father because of the way he
treated Mom and me?
Please help me with this heavy
problem.
CAUGHT IN BETWEEN

The Echo Will Never Die!
Saturday, November 5
8:00 P.M.
ONLY ON TNN

E YTNN,
CAB E
V151.-N 753-5005

Bel-Air Center

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

DEAR
Your
CAUGHT:
mother is understandably hurt,
but she's unfair to demand that
you never speak to your father
again. You have the right to be
friends with your parents, and I
commend you for forgiving your
father and allowing him to
know his grandchildren.
If your mother chooses not to
be friendly with you, it will then
be her decision, but she should
not force you to choose between
your father and her.
How much happier your
mother would be if she, too,
would put aside her bitterness.
People do change, and should
not be punished a lifetime for
mistakes they may have made
during their younger and more
thoughtless, selfish years.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY

LARSON

FOR Sale or Trade
Proven production oil
properties in various
states. Serious inquiries
only. 762-2455.
GLASS Repair & Re
placement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, insulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Center, 753-0180
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
GOING out of Business
Sale at Save Unlimited
lamp and shade factory
outlet! Brass, glass,
wooden, ceramic
lamps- 25% off already
low prices! Hours
Wednesday- Friday
lla.m.-3p.m.; Saturday
12p.m.-4p.m. Final day
is November 19th. 7532332. Located in Southside Shopping Center,

•••

DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
subject of inheritance and all the
problems it can cause. I have
informed my mother to spend it!
Why should parents sacrifice vacations or certain material things
they have wanted in order to leave
money to their children?
I say, if you don't do what you
want in this lifetime, when are you
going to do it?
If my mother wants to leave me
something, I'll take her nicked-up,
well-used family dining table, or my
grandmother's handmade quilt she
gave my mother. No amount of
money can replace these items that
hold so many childhood memories.
JOY IN FAIRFIELD, OHIO

5
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in Flea Market
at Juanita's
Flowers
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
917 Coldwater
Road
Glasswa,e
tibles
Christma
decorations

MURRAY Holiday Inn
Renovation Sale! Car
pet, tables, credenzas,
nightstand, lamps 753
5986

Something for
everyone
'—

PRICES
SLASHED!

BUR DOT Ceramics
new hours: Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a.m. 2p.m. and 6p m
10p.m. 474 2708

5

Lost

and

Found

$150 REWARD
Lost
Siberian Huskie wear
mg red nylon' collar
Answers to "Judy"
753-3376 or 753-7158

WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We"
buy old gold We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502-247-6762.

6

Help Wanted

NELP Wanted finish
carpenters 753 1678.
NEED a lob. 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
You are between ages 16,.„
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council
JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A, Out Of School
753-9378 between 8'30
12 00 5 days a week

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Cr Cleaner

FULL TIME

Offering Fire Box
•
Damper Installs'
Custom Hoods ar •

CHECKER
NEEDED

Scree- -

Experience Preferred
Send resume to

c.p.r

P.O. Box 1040H

,
Eitc m)

SURE THAT'S RIGHT! JUST
WALK OUT OF Ti-IE ROOM!

YOU KNOW WHAT
YOUR TROUBLE 15 7

YOU CAN'T TAKE

DESTRUCTIVE CRITICISM!
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I CAUGAT

11-116 K19
VIOLATING RULE.
*14-1(,01-13,-,
TEANNG GIRL"
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5 Searches for
6
Vegas
7 Equally
8 Communications
9 Mass of fog
10 Paddle

1 Morning
periods
2 Perch
3 Tableland
4 Evils
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 AN'71415 15 MINE
AND 11-115 IS MINE
, AND THIS IS MINE

Don't encourage him, Sylvia."

4 Religion of
the Moslems
9 Food fish
12 Wire measure
13 Rent
14 Song
15 Fasteners
17 Accumulate
19 Chore
20 Brother of
Jacob
21 Declare
23 Ran aground
27 Approaches
29 Urges on
30
Law"
31 African
antelope
32 Taut
34 Evergreen
tree
35 Uggams ID
36 Allowance
for weight

1

1
THE ENTIRE HOUSE )
15 MINE
•

1 LIKE iT WHEN
1M HOME ALONE

37 Retinue
39 Appraise
42 Winter
vehicle
43 Mountains
of Europe
44 Walk
unsteadily
46 Facial
expression
48 Rubbers on
pencils
51 Vast age
52 Railroad
station
54 Lid
55 Small child
56 Arabian
commanders
57 Pigpen

42

45

49

50

dUU

11 Change color
of
16 Young
salmon
18 Makes into
leather
20 Units of
energy
21 Corner
22 — de Milo
24 Doctrine
25 Choice pert
26 Challenged
28 Sudden flight
33 Periods of
time
34 Ornamental
ribbons
36 Cash drawer
38 Employs
40 Blemish
41 Mistake
45 Dines
46 Deposit
47 Cry of cow
48 Slender
finial
49 Decay
50 Secret agent
53 Printer's

:00881.08

e

CLOSE-OUT
SALE

GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec.
11th, 1988. It will then
close for winter.
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths.
Hours. Friday
6p.m.•9p.m.; Saturday
10a.m.-6p.m.; Sunday
12p.m.-6p.m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.

NANCY

27

Problems' What's hugging you?
Unload on Abby, P.O. Boa 00440. Los
Angeles. Calif. 90000. For a personal.
unpublished reply, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

2

•":1

DEAR JOY: Beautiful! (You
were aptly named.)

Abby's favorite recipe. are included
in her new cookbookletl Rend your
name and address, plus check or
money order for $3.50 ($4 in Csnada)
to: Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O. Boa 447,
Mount Morris, III. 81054. (Postage is
included.)

Notice

4414

15

•••

TANNING SPECIAL!
New - Concord Family
Hair Station. 360
minutes- $30. Free
European Tanning Accelerator. 436-2714
-

2

PEANUTS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

soft

PRETTY Punch
Embroidery
Sweat•
shirts. Come see us at
Lynda's Pretty Punch
Shop for all your Punch
Embroidery supplies,
including 500 patterns,
Glu-N-Wash for easy
application, and
Guaranteed For Life
needles. Free lessons;
Free pattern with each
visit; Free catalog with
purchase of kit. Sweatshirts $4-$6 (S, M, L,
XL, XXL, XXXL).
Children's $3. Also see
our new line of por
celain and leather and
snakeskin- belts,
buckles, billfolds,
keychains and vests at
great savings! Located
2 miles west of Hazel on
State Line Road, 893
West, 492 8580. Also
have gift selections and
will take custom orders.

as
3

•••
DEAR ABBY: My father drowns
himself in cologne after he shaves.
He insists that cologne and aftershave lotion are the same thing,
and he applies cologne by the
handful!
My brothers, sisters, our mother
and I have spoken about this, and
believe me, we didn't mince any
words. Dad is a high-level retail
manager, and Fm sure his supervisors are too polite to tell him he
stinks and his subordinates are
afraid to.
Perhaps if you print this, Dad will
see it and cut back on the cologne.
HOLDING MY BREATH ACROSS
IN TENNESSEE
1 Viper
DEAR HOLDING: Here's
your letter. I hope it clears the
air.

COMPUTER color an
alysis for only 55! Come
by the Chamber of
Commerse in Murray
anytime between lp.m.
6p.m. on November 7
for a complete and
accurate computer an
alysis unlike anything
you've seen. The corn
outer is placed on your
cheek giving you a
complete print out of
everything you need
from your face to your
nails. For any questions
or information call
Shirley 753-0170.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

By Abigail Van Buren

ii

home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246

Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:

II

Notice

TRANSFER your AMM

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

5
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MRS WALKER ,

I ND LONGER RULE THIS COUNTRY.
THE DRuG LORDS NAVE WEN
CONTROL. MY GOVERNMENT
WILL FALL ANY
DAY'',

•

'

t-

•

46.P)
PAUL cis

r AWAY,

NOVEMBER 4, 1968

LEGAL NOTICE
versus SPEIGHT WILLIAMS and wife, MARGIE
JOHN E. WILLIAMS and wife, ALICE WILLIAMS, Petitioners,
and EVA MAE WILLIAMS PORT,a single per—
MS;
WILLIA
WILLIAMS; CHARLES WILLIAMS and.erife, LEONA
son, Respondents.
NOTICE OF SALE
Civil Action File No. 88-C1-253
October, 1988, in the above cause, the Master ComBy virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale dated the 20th day of
following described property consisting of 450.036
the
sold
be
to
cause
will
Court
Circuit
missioner of the Calloway
. The property will be sold on November
Kentucky
County,
Calloway
Hazel,
acres, more or less, located at Route 2,
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
of
City
the
in
21, 1988, at 1200 noon at the Calloway County Courthouse Door
sold in tracts and as a whole and is described
be
will
property
The
below
provided
terms
or
cash
at public sale for
as follows:
TRACT I -174 acres:
Parcel (V)
on the south by R. L. Hart, Noah Maynard and Dewey
174 acres more or less in Section 27. T. 1. R. 5 East: Bounded
by J. D. Bishop and Elmo Burton; and on the west
north
the
on
lands;
Williams; on the east by W. B. Stubblefield
by R. L. Hart & F. W. Maynard.
deed from A. W. Simmons, et ux, dated the 27th day
D. S. Williams obtained title to the above described property by
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
the
of August, 1945, and recorded in Deed Book 82, Page 500, in

CLASSIFIEDS

Musical
22
Help Wanted
Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
6
DRY cleaning presser. POSITION available for
CHRUSTrAN lady will CAMBRIDGE spInef
Good hours, good
legal clerk. Consists of do housecleaning. Re
piano, excellent condiwith
wages. Apply in person:
contacts
handling
tion, 1500. 75.3-1901,
Boone's Laundry, 605 attorneys and clients. ferences available 1928899
Main.
Previous office ex
24 Miscellaneous
position,
FULL
per ience required. ExCenter of Excellence for
cellent benefits. Bring 15 Articles for Sale
Reservoir Research, resume to: 204 West
Z) SLIDE IN camper,
Hancock Biological
Blythe St., Paris.
FACE BRICK
self contained, 5700. 13
Station, Murray State
Pekoe Start A
LY need de- ton log splitter, $700. •
University, Murray, URGENT
pendable person to Call 753-7783 after 5p m.
re
Degree
KY.
TRACT II -157.75 acres:
without supervi BASEBALL cards 88
quirements: Masters work
P. Ai
Parcel (I)
sion for Texas oil co. in tops and score sets, $18.
acres.
40
ng
equivalent
containi
with
East
B.S.
5
(or
R.
1.
T.
27,
Section
of
Quarter
East
South
train.
the
of
half
We
South
area.
the
of
Murray
half
The east
88 tops traded sets,
experience) in biology,
day
Write T.J. Dickerson, $8.50. 88 Donurus
property by deed from L. L. Edwards dated the 19th
fisheries, chemistry or
Box
Dewey S. Williams obtained title to the above described
,
SWEPCO
Pres.,
rookies, $7.50. 753-0321.
hydrology. Skills and
493, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
pa SON..
TX
of August, 1936, and recorded in Deed Book 61, Page
COMMADORE 64- with
Qualities sought 961005, Ft. Worth,
Monte. TH-S0-11121
76161.
knowledge of
170-11n
drive, 2 joy
disk
1541
include:
PARCEL (II)
35
norht
operaton of routine lake
sticks and ap
heirs land and W. R. Simmons land, thence
Wanted
Situation
9.
1st Tract: Beginning at a post oak stump between the Housden
sampling gear and
proximately 20 games, N) HP INGERSOL Rand
to a rock, thence east 5914 poles to the beginning, containpoles, thence west 5944 poles to a rock, thence south 35 poles
willingness to learn the HOUSEKEEPING - $250. Intend° with laser air compressor. Very
"not-so-routine"; small team work, reasonable gun, 5 games, $125. good condition, $3,000.
ing 14 acres.
boat handling and
Howard Brandon 753rates, fast and efficient, 753-7178.
2nd tract:
maintenance; use of office or home. Ky.if FOR sale- Sharp 4389 or 753-5960.
R. 5, East, bounded on the south by W. R. Simmons
1,
T.
26,
Sec.
of
Qr.
W.
S.
the
of
half
south
the
of
half
Being the west
hand tools for minor 492-8457 6p.m.-9p.m.; copiers and fax 4,000 LB. AC forklift,
as a part of the Holt place and containing about 40 acres
carpentry; custom fitland, on the west by J. L. Allbritten land, and being known
machines. Demo units solid tires, LP gas.
Tn./ 247-3265, 247-5378.
ting; and other mis- ODD JOBS! Will run also available. Call 527 8865, 527-8968 home
more or less.
ascellaneous duties
errands, clean homes 1-800-248-4319, Benton, 55 GALLON barrels for
as the Housden heirs land, thence south 11 poles to
sociated with center
Beginning at a rock at the south corner of a tract of land known
and offices, do laundry, Ky.
sale. Keith's Lawn &
beginning corner containing
the
to
direction
N.E.
a
in
thence
rock,
a
to
center
poles
12
research. Duties
a rock, thence in a northwest direction
etc. Call 762-2473 from KITCHEN stools, $75. Tractor, Industrial
East.
5,
R.
1.
T.
34,
Sec.
of
Qr.
the N.E.
on providing logistic 6: 30a.m.- 8 a.m. or Unassembled slate pool Road, 759-9831.
about 3/4 of an acre more or less. Being a part of
support for the field
3:30p.m.-6p.m.
table, $100. 753-8130.
I. E. Allbritten, et al, dated the 19th
D-3 CAT dozer, 1,706
from
deed
by
property
d
describe
above
the
to
title
aspects of limnological
Dewey S. Williams obtained
County.
WILL keep children in MAYTAG washer) hours, like new, 524,000.
Calloway
of
Clerk
the
of
office
the
in
431,
Page
64,
.
Book
research in reservoirs
day of August, 1936, and recorded in Deed
my home in Hardin dryer combo. Over $800 Howard Brandon 753Please send completed
Monday- Friday, 8a.m.- new for $495. 25" Zenith 4389 or 753-5960.
g
(includin
on
applicati
ALSO:
2p.m., day or night color console, $175. FIREWOOD for sale.
34, T. 1. R. 5, East 155.6 poles south of the N.W. corner
list of references) to:
1st Tract: Beginning at a rock on the dividing line of Sec.
Saturday and Sunday. 759-4100.
poplar on
large
a
to
poles
437 4667.
13.3
West
19°
south
thence
Marzolf,
rock,
a
to
Richard
G.
Dr.
of the N.W. Qr. of said Sec. south 43° East 31.1 poles
437-4678.
OFFICE equipment, FIREWOOD fbr Sale.
s
Housden'
with
south
nt
Thence
line.
Departme
west
,
s
Professor
Housden'
W.
J.
to
branch
said
down
thence
leaves.
branch;
up
Frog
pick
Bull
new and used desks, Tree removal. Free
the east bank of
of Biological Sciences, WILL
to a stake on the dividing line of said Sec. thence north
759-4644.
chairs, file cabinets, estimate. 4.36-2758.
west line to the State Line Road, thence west with said road
Murray State Universless.
or
more
acres
Jia
32
ng
glass show cases, FIREWOOD for sale.
WiLL rake leaveT—
with said dividing line to the beginning containi
ity, Murray, KY 42071.
gutters. 753- typewriters and folding Red oak seasoned or
out
clean
e
heretofor
acres
32'/
be
ns
should
EXCEPT
East.
Applicatio
Sec 27, T. 1. R. 5.
9491
tables. See Marty green. $25 dumped; $30
Tract No. 2: 40 acres off of the south east corner of the S. W. Qr. of
received by December
Futrell at South 4th and stacked. 436-5430.
Sold off of the north side to R. A. Burton.
15, 1988, with duties to
Business Opportunity
Streets or call GO carts, go carts, go
10.
Elm
to
poles
50
west
thence
East,
1989.
5.
1,
R.
1.
T.
February
34.
begin
Sec.
Qr. or
753-7668 days or 753-2394 carts! 5 HP single and
Tract No. 3: Also beginning at the N.E. corner of the N. W.
north
thence
Univers,
State
Simmons
R.
Murray
W.
R. A. Burton and
nights.
a rock; thence south east with the road to a rock on the line between
ity is an Affirmative
double seats. Keith's
to the beginning, containing 17% acres.
RESTAURANT Lawn & Tractor Center,
on line between R. A. Burton and W. R. Simmons 109 poles
Action/Equal Opporequipment for sale. Industrial Road. Call
tunity Employer.
Sec. 34, T. 1. R. 5 East; thence west on line between
362-8020 or 362-4814.
Tract No. 4: Beginning at the S.E. corner of the N.W. Qr. of
759-98.31.
needed
thence east
ditch,
to
person
poles
28
LOT
branch
said
with
N.E.
thence
branch,
to
SACHS-Dolmar chain 1-1YSTER forklift, 2,555
T. E. Allbritten and R. A. Burton 8834 poles
,
tely. Hours
Simmons
immedia
R.
W.
and
Burton
A.
R.
between
line
to
poles
saws, Model 111 with 3.1 lbs., $1,400 Been in
with said branch 66% poles, thence east from said branch 14
9a.m.- 3p.m, daily.
more or less.
cubic inches, 18" bar, storage, needs repair.
thence south with said line to the beginning, containing 15 acres
Apply at Chaparel Moelectronic ignition, ad- Howard Brandon 753Available For Murray
south 22
1100 Chestnut.
running
Sales,
Burton
A
R.
tor
and
n
Allbritte
E.
T.
of
farms
the
justable automatic 4389 or 753-5960.
Tract No. 5: Beginning at the corner rock between
*New Concept
personable
,
gum;
black
MATURE
a
to
feet
5
poles,
9
east
north
thence
y;
chain oiling, D2M anti- LARGE, large, large
for fullpoles. 9 feet to a dogwood, thence west 6 poles, 12 ft. to a mulberr
needed
•Stylish
lady
poles,
14
thence
farms,
Burton
A.
Allbritten and R.
vibration, 299.95. selection of storage
Atmosphere
thence north west 14 poles to a poplar on the line between T. E.
time retail sales. ExKeith's Lawn & Tractor buildings in stock for
perience preferred, but
12 ft. to the beginning containing one acre more or less.
Center, Industrial immediate delivery.
Express Interest To
Apply in
necessary.
to
not
poles
2%
west
running
and
n land at a rock,
Road. 759-9831.
Acree Portable
Tract No. 6: Beginning on the east boundary line of T. E. Allbritte
person: 402 Main Street,
rock on said boundary line; thence south 4 poles to
SEARS Coldspot small Buildings, Mayfield,
Murray.
a rock; thence north 4 poles to a rock; thence east 2% poles to
150, Ky. 502-247 7831.
freezer,
chest-type
the beginning, containing 1/16 of an acre.
works good. 753-9513 ORDER Now! Christ
after 6p.m.
EXCEPT:
mas trees, wholesale.
property
in the Henderson Old Mill Road in the
SEARS electric porta (502)247-7831.
A part of the Sec. 27 and 34 T. 1. R. 5. East; beginning at a stake
Instruction
11
Robert
and
line
Hart's
very
said
er,
with
south
typewrit
thence
ble
;
RIDE away with a free
line of R. L. Hart and corner to Noah Maynard and Dewey Williams
good condition, $80. gas hand-held blower
in State Line Road, corner to said Allbritten's; thence
Duncan's line and Rob and Warren Allbritten's line to a stake
partfor
.m.
Sp
Opening
after
2501
Frog
753
Bull
in
with Zeno Ivey's line to a stake
with the purchase of
east with State Line Road to stake, corner to Zeno Ivey; thence north
SEGA Master game 16 any Toro riding mower.
time position on
Williams to the Hazel Road; thence north with
il
perfect
rierN:Tv
old,
Creek; thence down said creek with the Wavel Osborn line now Dewey
months
-I
Keith's Lawn and
tz
aqiiali.
weekends in Mur•-:Maynard's line; thence west with said Henderson
condition, 6 games, gun. Tractor Center, Inthe Hazel Road to the old Henderson Mill Road and a stake in Noah
ce
less.
or
experien
more
No
for
ray.
sell
acres,
90
ng
Will
$300 value.
dustrial Road. Call
Mill Road to the point of beginning, containi
Train to be a
$75. 753-7738.
necessary_
759-9831.
TRAVEL AGENT
•
long
PARCEL (III):
SIDE tool boxes, fit
SAWMILL lumber
and known as the
in person at
less,
or
Apply
more
acres
80
ng
containi
GUIDE
•
East,
TOUR
5
R.
2,
T.
27,
Sec.
of
Qr.
pick up. Indigo cabinet seasoned yellow pine, 8'
Being the north half of the S.E.
recorded in Deed Book 46, Page 8, in the Calloway
• AIRLINE
58 Murray Guard Dr.
zig zag sewing long 1X4 40 cents each,
Lamb tract of land. EXCEPT 20 acres sold to H. L. Allbritten, deed
machine. 2 lawn lx6 60 cents each, 1x8 80
RESERVATIONIST
Jackson, Tn.
County Clerk's Office.
mowers, 1 like new. cents each. 435 1191.
timedpert
10th
Full
the
Locally,
dated.
Start
by deed from E. B. Williams, et al,
901-668-3122
Brown and Sharpe me- SEASONED firewood.
Dewey S. Williams obtained title to the above described property
airline
Ilve
on
Train
ft*.
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
tal guage. New car- 436 2744.
computers. Horne Study
day of June, 1937, and recorded in Deed Book 64, Page 435, in the
borator, fits Chrysler
and Resident Training.
NEED female restau ED firewood
1941 Chevy Coupe, SEASON
cars.
Big
at
PARCEL (VI):
Apply
,
headquaters
help.
Nat'l.
rant
Pre cut $20 a rick, you
d lands the North half of the S.E. Qr. of Sec.
see to appreciate. 436
Puryear,
FL.
Bch.,
Cafe,
Pompano
Being twenty 4204 acres off of the west end off of the following describe
Apple
pick up. 492 8254 after
and known as the Lamb tract of land, the land
2868.
Tn. (901)247-5798.
27, T. 1. R. 5 East the entire tract containing 80 acres more or less
•FINANCIAL AID
5P-m
USED mowers for saleNOW hiring for
herein conveyed being 20 acres.
AVAILABLE
11 HP with THE Gold Nugget:
Gilson
2
to
up
Earn
:
Christmas
Diamonds Black
deed from W. N. Maynard, dated the 23rd day of
•JOB PLACEMENT
grass catchers, 11HP Gold
D. S. Williams obtained the to the above described property by
50% of what you sell in
Hills Gold. Discount
Clerk of Calloway County.
the
of
horse.
office
wheel
the
in
8HP
404,
scars,
Call
ANCE
Page
86,
ASSIST
Book
Deed
in
products
recorded
and
Avon
February, 1948,
every day. We
Keith's Lawn & Tractor iewerlry
753-0171
don't
Industrial buy old gold. If we
Center,
on
TRACT III •54 acres:
work
aide
NURSE'S
have what you want, we
ACT. TAAVEL SCHOOL
759-9831.
Call
Road.
all
time,
(VII):
Parcel
call, part
will get it. •Free ring
East, beginning at the N.W. corner of Section
(Accreditod Neallw /INC)
USED refrigerators and cleaning. We sell for
shifts. Apply in person:
Beginning on the west side of the N.W. Quarter of Section 35, T. 1. R. 5
g,
beginnin
the
to
size
poles
160
apartment
north
thence
stoves,
poles;
54
Lodge,
west
thence
poles;
Fern Terrace
less
Guaranteed.
running thence east 54 poles, thence south 160
and full size. See Marty Special orders availa1505 Stadium View Or
containing 54 acres.
4th and
South
at
Futrell
EOE
ble Southside Court
deed from G. E. Freeland dated the 12th day
Elm Streets or call Square, Mayfield, Ky.
40+,<4
Re Dewey S. Williams obtained title to the above described property by
SECRETARY
County.
753.2394
or
days
Calloway
of
753-7668
Clerk
the
of
office
the
323
in
Page
DRIVE
LEARN
247 6762.
ceptionist wanted fullof September, 1958, and recorded in Deed Book 106,
nights.
time for Medical Office.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
WATER heaters, elec
TRACT IV • 57.5 acres:
Duties to include in- •No experience 6.,.5
Inc. 40 gallon, double
neeexer
surance and bookkeepheating elements, 5
Parcel (IV):
•DOT Certiecsioon
16. Home Furnishings
road located in Calloway County, Kening. Typing skills reyears, glass lined tank,
•NA as pen ene_
Consisting of 70 acres, situated 10 miles Southeast of Murray, on the public
from
East
degrees
Panne
which is 35 poles south two
6 PIECE living room $119.99. Wallin Hardquired. Computer extucky, in Section 34, Township I, Range 5 East; Beginning at a rock,
Dep.
etecienen.
•
furniture, excellent ware, Downtown Paris,
perience preferred, but •Rena& Awl
1, Range 5, East; thence South two Deg.
the North West corner of the North East Quarter of Section 34, Township
condition, solid wood Tn.
ka•••01.
not required. Competito a rock; thence South 42 Deg. East 31 1/10
East 106 3/10 poles to a rock; thence South 24 Deg. East 14 25/100 poles
with tan corderoy WE-3F17.41.
1.
tive benefits and salary.
5—a.Ward"
poles to a Poplar
ALLIANCE
232/10
East
Deg.
63
South
a
thence
to
rock;
poles
3/10
13
West
Deg.
16
South
711ACTOOF TRAILER
poles to a rock thence
cushions, $250. Call of kerosene heaters and
Creek, Send resume with reugh
McCullo
with
East
CENTERS
Deg.,
47.5
TRAINING
North
thence
Creek;
ugh
to
McCullo
after 2 .m. 435-4341.
ferences to P 0 Box
Tree; thence South 50 Deg , East 28 poles
carry a full line of parts.
LEILANON. TN
3 poles to a stake; thence South 77 Deg., West to a ditch 15 poles,
1040 P. Murray
Coe lee Nye
6 PIECE living room Keith's Lawn & Trac
24.45 poles to stake; thence North 6 Deg. west
59.
west
thence
(oak
a
L
102 Poles to stump
suite, almost new, tor, Industrial Road,
thence North 6 Deg. West 18 poles to a stake; thence North 8 Deg. West
"
quality furniture. Ask
759 9831.
Accepting
25 poles to the beginning, containing aggregate of 70 acres.
ifig $850. Call 753-9513 WOOD for sale oak and
of
day
28th
the
dated
Osborne
from Wavel
Applications
after 6p m.
hickory, $25 a rick.
Dewey Williams obtained title to the above described property by deed
the Clerk of Calloway County.
PIECE dining room 759 9313 after Sp.m
For Num,' Aldo.
September. 1944. and recorded in Deed Book 78, Page 212, in the office of
group, wood glass
All shifts. Flexible
doored cabinet, desks, 3
EXCEPT:
300
road
public
and
with
South
hours
working
. thence
FACE BRICK
piece bedroom group
Beginning at a stake corner to Brent Williams, John Willimas & Dewey Williams
'RAM
300 feet to a stake at public road; thence
beginning salary at
(posterbed), 5 piece
TO BE A
feet to stake; thence East 200 feet to a stake, thence north parallel road
p 1, Range 5 East.
bedroom group (twin
S3.50 per hour. Full
PROF &SIGNAL
west 200 feet to the point of beginning. Being a part N.E. of Section 34, Townshi
beds), 2 wardrobes,
•SECRETARY
1,000
are
scholarships
'SEC/RECEPTx:MST
twin bed, twin head
ALSO EXCEPT:
to
annually
awarded
•EXECUT1YE SECRETARY
East and more particularly described as
boards, oak and metal
Being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 34, Township 1,.Range 5
Mortar'3'•P« Bag
FJoi Ilmoicert time
CMA school and LPN
student chairs, 6 piece
we
,*ord csocessing
ea
follows:
leaf table
school for those
drop
antique
eialecl sauna* udis Home
point being the Southwest corner of the
and chairs, white oak
employees interested
,tudy 010 ResHiri 1,0•••rg
Beginning at a stake located on the East right of way of a public road, said
recorded
and
1970.
of
March,
day
drop leaf table, wicker
21st
rwr
,
the
dated
in a career in longproperty conveyed to the Grantees by deed from Dewey Williams, et ux,
Puryisar, TN
headboard, 6 leg table,
•texANCiA, Ai AyA.EANEE
Court; thence South with said public road
term care.
247-3232
in Deed Book 142, Page 23, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
ASSISTANCE
PLACEMENT
*JOB
coffee
gates,
door
for a distance of 250 feet to a fence post:
for a distance of 50 feet to a fence post; thence East with said fence line
tables, hi chair, child
Apply at
West
thence
7-7726
road;
a
public
of
1-800-32
way
of
right
South
the
on
rockers, nightstand, 27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
thence North for a distance of 500 feet to a cedar tree located
THE HART SCHOOL
West View
conveyed to these Grantees by deed from
odd chairs and tables
for a distance of 50 feet to a stake in the Northeast corner of the property
A Ciev 01 A C T Corp
1971 MOBILE home,
in Deed Book 142, Page 23. in the office of
Nursing Horne
barstools, picture win
lACCM1/00 Mignaif
Dewey Williams. et ux, dated the 21st day of March, 1970, and recorded
06C)
12x65, 2 bedrooms, 2
dow table, bookcase
of 300 feet to a stake in the Southeast corner
1401 South 16th St.
the Clerk of aforesaid; thence South with said property line for a distance
Carraway Furniture, baths, 641 South 492
of beginning
point
the
to
feet
200
of
Ky.
distance
Murray,
a
for
West
thence
,
property
of the said Grantees
105 North 3rd St. 753 8866 53,400
EoEim
1502 or 753 4860
1977 TITAN 3 bedroom,
ALSO EXCEPT:
rXPENSIVE brass 2 bath, double wide,
described in deed from Dewey Williams, et
land
of
the
corner
t
southeas
the
of
north
feet
100
a
point
at
g
Beginnin
fireplace cover with 24)(65, good condition,
of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
ux, to John Williams, et ux, dated the 25th day of September, 1974. and
glass doors. $50. 759 $17,000. 436 2332 before
the
to
feet
500
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an
easterly
in
thence
8,
639;
Card
Drawer
1,
County Court on Microfilm in Book 154, Cabinet
2.30p.m ; 436 2489
1259
Road;
the
Duncan
to
old
of
roadway
said
side
west side of an old roadway, thence north and northwest with the south
size waterbed, anytime.
riNG
k
Dewey
of the land described in Deed from
extra firm baffle mat 1979 REPUBLIC mobile
thence with the south side of the Duncan Road to the northwest corner
1974, and of record in tke office of the Clerk
home, 14456, 2 bedroom,
tress, bookcase head
Williams, et ux. to John Williams, et ux, dated the 25th day of September.
I bath, unfurnished.
8, Card 639; thence in a southerly direction
and brown pad
Drawer
1,
board
Cabinet
154,
In
Book
m
Microfil
on
Court
County
of the Calloway
side rails, $225 55,500.00. Days 753 7668
of beginning. EXCEPT: An
point
ded
the
to
deed
d
above-mentione
the
in
d
describe
land
of
the
y
with the east boundar
or nights 75,3 2394.
753 4813 after 5 .m
mentioned herein and which includes a tobacco
area 40 feet by 40 feet adjoining the south side of the old roadway
MOVING Sale. 3 piece 1980 MOBILE HOME,
barn in the middle of said area
contemporary living 14x60, 2 bedroom, 1
room suite (couch and 2 bath, unfurnished,
i acres, more or less, that is located South
EXC'EPT that portion of the above described property consisting of seven (7
chairs), good condition, needs minor interior
of the East State Line Road
gold and floral boasters, repairs 15,850 00 Days
753 7668 or nights 753
1150. 759 9731
TRACT V - 7 acres:
SUPER single wafer 2394
Portion of Parcel IV
bed with drawers 759 T9110 WOODLAND,
g of approximately 7 acres which lies South of
That portion of the property described in Tract IV above, consistin
14)(80, 3 bedroom, 2
1529
located.
is
house
the
which
upon
the East State Line Road.
USED— mint green ant bath, central heat and
ique satin drapes for 1 air, unfurnished, nice
deed from Wavel Osborne dated the 28th day of
Being a portion of the property that Dewey Williams obtained by
single, 1 double and 1 $8,850 00. Days 753 7668
of Calloway County.
Clerk
the
of
office
the
in
212.
78,
Page
Book
Deed
in
recorded
and
September, 1944,
triple windows, 84 in or nights 753 2391
ches long Green carpet 1982 MOBILE home,
the benefit of an accurate survey is 450.036 acres
The total acreage to be sold according to deeds without
for 3 large rooms and 11)00, very nice, central
base
corn
a
a wheat base of 51.7 acres,
heat and air, dishall. 753-0172.
The above described property has a dark fired tobacco base of 1.64 acres;
hwasher and other fur,
al
of 40 6 acres and a grain sorghum of 22 8 acres
Music
22
nishings, utility pole
with approved surety bearing intosa t on the purchase
The purchaser will pay cash at the time of sale or make bond
ed to secure the
reta
A
PR OF ES SIONALLY included. Call after
will
lee
lien
sale
of
date
the
from
days
thirty
to
up
of
perloa
a
for
price at 12% per annum
.m. 354 6705.
restored 5'1" Baldwin
by the purchaser. the deed will be gl en. Bidders will
payment of the purchase bond with interest Upon payment
grand piano, half price VERY Nice 1915 1400, /
of new one 40" Estey bedroom, all electric,
tte prepared to comply promptly with these terms
SID EASLEY, ATTORNEY FOR JOHN E
piano, $750 FR , kitchen, central
console
WILLIAMS AND WIFE, ALICE WILLIAMS
air. Lot Of extras! Must
437-4432.
e"
Of
Servic
see! Must sell! Call
Year
26th
"Our
753
piano
rGHT
UP
SIONER
COMMIS
JEAN MILLER, MASTER
anytime 753-7291.
46114
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-nor
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SPECIALTY
BAKE SHOP
FRANCHISE

Box 1040-0
Murray, Ky.

SECURITY
OFFICER

1-800-327-7728

4

To

513300Per

P uryear Brick

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7"A" And "A +"
Rated Insurance Companies. If You
Are In Average Health For Your
Age, We May Be Able To Save You
Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

FOR THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

•

•

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
27. Mobile Homes for Saes

32. Apts for

Rent

cal
-17771
t condi
1.

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
interior & Exterior
Door windows
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
leveiing. floors repaireo
Roots Kool Sealed
Best Prices quality resits
RV I Compete Repoli
"Factory Experience
Building & servicing
Mobile Homes."
•PHONE(502)492-8488 *

ONE bedroom apartment for rent, close to
downtown Murray. 7534109.
SHARP duplex, 2 bed rooms, central
heat/air. Also 3 rooms
with appliances, fur
nished or unfurnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity..__
34

L Rand
Very
$3,000
on 753
forklift,
P gas
home
rels for
awn &
ustrial

T-771YO
$24,000.
on

753

r

sale

r

Sale
F ree

sale.
ned or
ied, $30

W570

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
BEDROOM mobile
home for rent Call after
5p.m. 753-922r
MOBILE home: 2 bedrooms, partly fur
nished, nice quiet park.
Call after 5p.m. 753-4632
or (205) 245-6291.
TRAILER for rent Dill
Electric.
29. Heating and Cooling
LARGE Ashley wood
stove. $300 with fan.
$250 without fan. 753
6413.
30. Business Rentals
APPROXIMATELY 2,
000 square feet available November 1. 800
South 4th St.
31

Want to Rent

gle and
Keith's
Center,
Call

BEDROOM house in
country. Will maintain
and repair house for
part of rent. Call after
7p.m. 753-3018.

f71,355
een in
repair.
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Apts tor

Rent

1 BEDROOM apart
ment, low utilities, no
pets. 753-3949.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartments. $180 per
month, water paid, no
pets. Available
November 1. Call 7535980
GARAGE apartmenf
1/2 block from campus. 1 bedroom, appliances furnished, no
pets, available
November 10, $1701
month. 753-5980.
* ) BEDROOM apart
ment in Northwood,
$245 a month. 759-4406.
2 BEDROOM furnished
apartment available
November 1 $250 per
month. No pets, gas
heat, air. Call 753-5980.
1 BEDROOM apart
ment, water furnished,
deposit required. Call
after 5p.m. 753-0087
DUPLEX 2 bedroom,
brick, 1 1/2 baths,
deluxe appliances, extra nice, $400. 753-5344.
FOR RENT: 3 room
apartment, 306 North
6th St. Call 753 0408
from 9a.m 9p.m.
URNISHED apart
ment, 1 bedroom, $150 a
month. Call after 5p.m.
753 5292,
MALE roommate to
share 2 bedroom apar
tment, furnished, 1610
Farmer Ave. Call 7594952 between 7p.m. and
tOo.m.
MIJRCai apts Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759 4984
NEAR university.
bedroom apartment.
Large kitchen dinette,
large living room, bath
with shower and tub,
ample closet space,
fully carpeted, central
electric heat and air
Dishwasher, disposer,
range refrigerator,
washer dryer hook up
$235 deposit $235
month. Available about
November 1. 759 1300,
9 : 30a.m.- 4:00p.m.,
Monday Friday,
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Public Sales

GARAGE SALE

- GARAGE
SALE

Rain or Shine
at 1602 Hermitage
Saturday until

Saturday
7:30-12:00
1510 London
(in Canterbury)

2 p.m.
Glass-door bookcase
end table, bedspreaddrapery sets, coats
blankets. quilts. featherbed, lamp. small appliances, artificial flowers
sleeping bags. and many
other items

Boys' Clothes (5-8)
books; high chair.
aquariums; Crafts
toys; curtains; house
items

NO EARLY SALES

Garage
Moving
Sale

Carport
Sale

Fri.-Sat.

Friday &
Saturday
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
1610
Magnolia

Lakeway Shores, on

circle

near gate.

Miscellaneous items,
tools, new exercise
bike, paintings at
sacrifice.

36. For Rent or Lease
2 CAR garage, ap
proximately 60 square
feet on North 4th St. for
rent. Call Larry Hurt,
753-5802 8a.m - 5p.m .
14)(28 SHOP, furnished
for use as a stripping
shed. 759-4707.
MOBILE home lot for
rent, east of Murray.
Call after 5p m
753-9227.
RENT to Own a Heavy'
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 per week.
Call Movie World at
753-4663.
STORAGE area, nice
garage, double door
plus floored area, 1,000
square feet, residential
neighborhood. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
37

Pets Supplies

AKC Boxer pups, 7
weeks old, $150
247 7978
AKC puppies Scottish
Terriers, White Highland Terriers, Australia,
Terriers and Cocker
Spaniels. 489-2246.
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMICIDE: re.
cognized safe and effective by U S Bureau of
Veterinary medicine
against hook, round, &
tapeworms in dogs and
cats. SOUTHERN
STATES INDUSTRIAL
RD.
WESTIES Champion
line AKC, satisfaction
guarantee. $300 $600
759-4556.
40

Produce

WINESAPS, York ap
pies, turnips, cider.
489 1467 for informa
tion. Tucker Orchards,
Murray Landfill Rd
41

Saturday,
Nov. 5th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
510 South
8th St.

DIESEL TRUCK
MECHANIC
•Two years experience in diesel
engine overhauling
'Experience in Thermal King repair
*Experience in Air Brake repair'
Must be 21 years of age. This is a
full time position possibly week
nights and Saturday.
Send resume to P.O. Box 87
Paris, Tn. 38242
No later than Nov.

11, 1988

E.O.E.

509 Whitnell Ave.

Sat., Noon-?
Furniture, cloQes
(many never worn),
toys (many like new),
kithchenware. etc

1616 Magnolia

Absolutely No
Sales Before Noon!

9-1 Rain or Shine

Back Yard
Sale
500 North
6th Street
Lots Of infants and
Childrens clothing,
mens and ladies
miscelclothing,
laneous car parts &
tools.

Fri. - Sat.

Garage
Sale
Saturday 8-3
1707 Johnson
(off Doran Rd.)
Rain or Shine
Household items, lots
miscellaneous
of
items, clean winter
clothes (ladies' 10-1 2
and men's S-M-L)

Yard Sale
Saturday
7-4
121 N. in
Coldwater

Public Sales

Carport
Sale

Moving
Sale

50's-80's Cards
Mantle, Rose, Yaz
Cansoco, Mattingly
Strawberry and Rookies

Livestock-Supplies

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-7630.
38

BASEBALL
CARD
YARD SALE

Typewriter, hair setter,
stereo, suitcases, Coffee table, food proCesSer, clotheS
Cancel if rain

Carport
Sale
Saturday,
Nov. 5
N. 19th and
Sherry Lane
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Yard Sale
Saturday,
Nov. 5, 1988
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
1308 Overbey
Street
rug,
Furniture,
clothes and other
items

43

SAVE THE HOMEPLACE

Real Estate

1 BAY clean up shop 16
miles north on 121 on 1
acre with all hook ups
for a trailer. 753 0318.
BUILDING 5 apart
ments with 25x40 store
front plus land for
approximately 50 apar
tment units. 1303
Chestnut St., adjoining
MSU. 615-262-0000.
BUILDING and lot, 504
Maple. 100x50' brick
building near down
town, has showroom,
excellent for offices.
$30,000. If interested
write: IKT, P.O. Box
760, Metropolis, IL
62960.
Sale: Good rental
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from
campus. $42,000, call
753 1203.
FREE LOT Visit our
subdivision, then regi
ster for free lake view
lot. Located near Ky
and Barkley lakes, 14,
000.00 & Up. Call Lake
Realty (502)362,4219.
KENTUCKY Lake lot,
12x60 mobile home,
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line, $16,500
442-1770 or 442-3632.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
With a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 800-251 -HOME Ext.
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service, We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale single
family dwelling, re
stricted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753.5541

roR

44

Lots for Sale

BEAUTIFUL building
lot on corner in Meadow
°Green Acres, 1 1/2
moles south of Murray.
142'x153', city water,
cablevision and
blacktop road. $5,500.00.
Day 753 7668 or night
753 2394
NICE mobile home lots
for sale in Scenic Acres
near East Elementary
School. City water,
cablevision and
blacktop road. $3,850.00
Day 753 7668 or night
753 2394.
SHADY lot in 'Sher?*
Forest All Serv - es
759 9268
TWO large lots for
mobile home near Ky
Lake. Has septic tank
and driveway
Im
mediate possession
Owner financing
available. $2,950.00. Call
Bob at 753 0697.
WOODED building lot
on blacktop road in
Candlelite Estates ne.ar
Almo 100x195', city
water, natural gas
13,850.00 Day 753 7668 or
night 753 2394
45

n, 2
and
nice.
1-74411

)3 ACRES, small lake.
timber, Kirksey area
753 8748 or 753 2279
SURVEYED wooded
acres near Kentucky
Lake, good road, front
age, very reasonable
price. $24,000 Phone
Kopperud Realty 753
1222
46

Vote 1...r YES on constitutional amendment 02
to limit the abuses of broad form deeds
Detiowey Dowdier's for Amendemint 02

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
46. Homes for Sale

Used Cars

POP

KGA Recycling
Hazel, Kentucky beside
Gallimore's Food Stand
Hours Mon AI 8 AM-5 30 PM
Sat 8 AM - Noon
Other ',rneS by appointment
Top prices paid for aluminum cans.
junk batteries, old cars, etc.

492-8183
498-8785
Dan Taylor Chevrolet,
Oldsmobile, Cadillac. Inc.
of Paris, Tn. Hwy. 79 W
announces the association of

PAUL
DAILEY

Homes for Sale

BEDROOM -home on
country 2 extra sleep
ing rooms upstairs
large living room and
dining room Central
gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Cll 753 1203

49

52

137,060 1,600 Sq. Ft 1982 REGAL Somersef
Older remodeled, 1 3/4 Limited, fully loaded,
acres, Hwy 68, Marshall AM/FM cassette, velour
interior, sharp. 753-0509
County. 527-9251,
or 759 1543.
1982 RX7 Mazda, air,
BEDROOM Kentucky
AM FM stereo, cruise,
Lake home near Pine
Crest Resort. Quiet and $2,495. 1500 Canterbury
private setting, for sale Dr. 753-9710.
or lease Owner financ 1982 TOYOTA Celica
ing, low down payment liftback GT, air, cruise
and low monthy AM FM stereo, 5 speed,
payments. $2,895. 1500 Canterbury,
753-9710.
(502)442-5647.
FOR Sale fil-yr Owner- 2 1983 CHEVY Celebrity,
bedroom house in Lynn good condition. 1-527
Grove. Living room, 8274.
den, extra lot. Price 1983 FORD Escort wareduced. 759-4449 or gon, blue, clean, excel
lent condition. 814 Col753-8859.
HOUSE on large lot, dwater Road. Ask inside during office hours.
1706 W. Olive- 3 be
drooms, 1 1 /2 baths, After 5:30p.m. call 7531817. Good buy $2,900.
living room, kitchen
den, utility, sun room, 1983 FORD Mustang
central heat and air, convertable GLX, 1
owner, white with red
gas logs, outside stor
interior, 48,000 miles,
age building, paved
drive, convenient to $6,200. Call 753-6664.
university, excellent 1983 PONTIAC 6006
STE, loaded, low milecondition. Call after
age. 759-4645.
5p.m. 753-2869.
1985 CHEVY Celebrity,
LARGE brick house, 1
low miles, like new,
bedrooms with full
$6,500. 436-2332 before
length closets, living
2 : 30 p. m . ; 436 2489
room with fireplace, anytime.
dining room, den and
1985 FORD Tempo, 4
eat-in kitchen, 2 baths,
door, excellent condilarge basement with
tion, $3,000 firm price.
fireplace, garage with
See at 802 North 20th or
electronic door opener, call 753-7964.
breaker system, much
1986 REGAL Summersef
storage space, large lot
Limited, charcoal grey,
with trees shrubs and
light grey velour, multi
flowers, Olive Blvd.,
port V-6, loaded, moon
Murray, 759-4167.
roof, 36,000 actual miles.
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, Like new, reduced to $7,
brick home with large 2 300_ 753-0509 or 759-1543.
car garage. Energy 1987 HYUNDAI Excel,
4
efficient central gas
speea, AM FM cassette,
heat and air. Located in 44,500
miles. Priced
Martin Heights sub
$3,275, loan value $4,000.
division. Call 759-1503 753-0136.
for an appointment.
1987 PONTIAC Reliant,
OLD house to be torn 4 door, charcoal gray,
down immediately. PS, PB, A/C, AM•FM
Some hard wood floor- 63,300 miles, $4,300.
ing and some tongue 759, 1911, After 5p.m.
and groove wood. Make 753-7810.
offer 435 4166.
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED vehicles from
Motorcycles
47
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
1981 YAMAHA 650 Corvettes. Chevys.
Special, runs good, Surplus. Buyers Guide.
looks good. $595. Call (1) 805 687 6000 Ext.
489/716 after 430p.m.
S 8155.
1986 RED Honda Spree
scooter, $250. 753 6167 Need An Extra Car
after 6p.m.
For A Few Days?
BORDERS Cycle and
Rent From Gene At
ATV Center, Used
ATVs, parts, service,
DINAIN TAYLOR
accessories and tires.
CHEVROLET, INC.
200 North Main, Benton,
502 753 2617
Ky. 502-527 1680.
Sale or Take Over
Payments- 1985 Honda 50.Used Trucks
CRX. 762 6296 or 474
1964 FORD pick up,
2780.
second owner, excellent
condition_ 753-5668,
49
Used Cars
1970 CHEVY SWB, 3.95
1968 T BIRD, needs engine, $1,000. Call 489
work, good car to 2715.
restore, 5400 (901)232 1979 CHEVY Silverado,
8216.
4 wheel drive, V8
1976 AMC Pacer, $350, automatic, good shape
good running condition. inside and out, clean.
753-0471.
489 2716 after 4 30p.m
1977 PLYMOUTH, 1 1981 FORD truck, shorf
owner, good condition, wheel base, 4 speed
$700. (502)345•2636.
overdrive, air, PB, very
1978 FORD Cube van, good body 527 9351
good condition, new 1983 CHEVY Silverado
Michelin tires. 753-3355 pick up. long wheel
or after 6p m. 759 1776.
base, 52,000 miles,
1979 BUICK Regal, good loaded, $6,200. 759-1987
condition, Call after 1985 CHEVY S 10 pick
430P M. 492.8320.
up: SWB, 1 owner, good
1979 FORD Fairmont 4 mechanical condition,
door, power and air, extra clean 435 4381
automatic, AM FM after 4p.m.
stereo, good tires, ex 1986 TOYOTA 4x4, PS,
cellent condition, $950. PB, air turbo; 23,000
Call 489 2278 anytime.
actual miles, extra
1979 T BIRD, $1,206 sharp. 753 2848
after 5p.m. 753,7323.
1987 GMC Jimmy Sierra
1980 CAPRI Classic, Classic 4x4, blue and
sharp. engine rebuilt, silver two tone, dark blue
$2,600 Days 753 1953; interior, fully loaded, 24,
nights 75,3-0870
000 miles, extra sharp.
1980 DELTA 88, tilt, 753 0509 or 759 1543.
cruise, power windows
988 MAZDA LX shorf
436 2682.
wheel base, low miles,
1981 MAZDA GLC,
loaded, dark blue,
door, 5 speed, great gas chrome wheel, raised
mileage. After 5p.m. letter tires. Call after
753 7323.
.5p.m 492 8298
1981 MAZDA GLC, $900
Campers
51
435 4166.
1981 PLYMOUTH 2 door 1976 26 COACHMAN
Horizon,. candy apple bunk house, good con
red, automatic, new dition, S3,800 437 4827
tires, 43,650 actual after 5p.m
miles, $1,495. See at 1983 TOYOTA
Rufus Gulf, 16th & Sunraider motor home,
Chestnut. 489 2278.
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
1982 OLDSMO ILE full galley and bath,
Cutlass Supreme roof air, engine air,
Brougham, nice clean sleeps four. Good gas
car, all equipment. milage, priced to sell
759 1083,
753.0822.

Farms for Sale
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Rent

1 BEDROOM country
home. $150 per month
plus deposit Call 7534546 after 5:30p.m.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath
home. $275 per month
plus deposit. 753-3584
evenings,
) BEDROOM house in
town, 1350 a month. Call
753-9563 nights or MTG
753-4000 days, ask for
Earleene.
-4 BEDROOM house in
nice neighborhood, $175
per month. 753-7272.

Bag

ck

41. Public Sales

PAGE 5B

l'aul 1614)

Give him a call
at 753-6227 or
In Paris at
1-800-326-3229

Boats -Motors
1973 CAPTAIN Craft 40'
houseboat, powered by
1983 40H P Chrysler
outboard, $9,500. 7539513 after 6p m
1984 BASS boat, 17 9"
long, fully equipped,
13,500. 436-5598.
)3' VENTURE, 9.9 motor, trailer and more,
54,950, (901)642-9078.
USED outboard motors
for sale, reasonably
priced. Need blowed
and not running out
board motors for parts.
Parker's Marine Salv
age, Highway 69 A
South, Paris, In
(901)642 6569
53

Services Offered

*Four Star*
Treated

Decks & Porches
4x6-25" rails $200
6x10-25" rails $310
10x16-25" rails $620
Prices include steps. tails &
lattice We have many
desinns and ideas available
References & photos

*CALL (502)492-8488*
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper Call 753-0906.

53. Services Offered
PROFESSIONAL
Painting Contractor
Brighten up your home
Call now to book your
top notch Quality Pain
ter who has years
experience in 1-2-3 story
homes and businesses,
has all tools and
equipment. No lob too
large or too small.
Phone now 753.5192.
REDING and Carter's
complete mobile home
repairs service. Call
492 8806 for estimate.
FOR Sale 3 storage
sheds like houses
complete electric in
every way. 2 TVs, color.
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
with complete hook ups
for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
fond and rust color,
AKC regiStered. 2
mobile homes You
have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492.8806.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. F ree es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

Sureway
Tree
Service
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Aerial bucket truck
Topping & Pruning
Insured &
FREE Estimates

53. Services Offered
CUSTOM LIME
SPREADING
Agricultural
Lawn & Garden
MORRIS LUTHER
759-9965
SEASONED oak
firewood. 753 5476.
SEWING machine, rep
air
All makes and
models, home and in
dustry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky Hwy. 121 N.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436 2811.
TELEPHONE wiring lacks installed- phones
moved- residence and
business experienced.
Cali Bobby Wade 753.
2220
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co.- Rt. 2, Box.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 -442-7026.
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
yard work. Call
753 4370.
55

Feed

and

Seed

OVER
Mixed hay
fIlr sale
No John
songrass Large rolls
$20 per roll Call 192
84343

ALLEN'S Tree and
Landscaping Service.
Free estimates. Haul56.Free Column
ing mulch, manure,
753-5484
gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or
FREE kittens: 3 white,
1 tiger striped. 753-1576.
753 6951 after 5p.m.
753 2 3 3 2 24 Hour
answering service.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years
Custom Kitchen
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Cabinets
753-4872 or 436-5848.
All Types Of:
BRICK block & doncrgterrdriveways, sidewalks, it
Custom Woodworking
patios, house foundations,
chimneys. New and repair. 27 years experience
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Free estimates. Large or
'Drop by & see our showroom
•
small jobs. Charles Bar •
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -(Bohm* Bunny Wel,:
nett 753-5476.
DUNAWAY'S Painting
interior, exterior, re
sidential, commercial.
753-6951, if no answer,
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753'6763.
GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
roofing, yard and tree
(College Farm Rd.)
work, wood $25 a rick
Call 436 2642
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
1987 Ford Escort Wagon
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
White, air, AM/FM cassette,' '
marble and tile. 643 Old
gage rack & rear defrost
Benton Rd. 753 9400_
DUNCAN S Iandscap
1987 Olds Cutlass Cierra
ing and lawn service
Maroon. 2 or . full power and air. auto ,
provided for the Murray
For free es
area
sharp!
_ ...
timates phone 753 3266,
LICENSED electrician.
1986 Plymouth Turismo
residential and corn
Red, 2 dr air. 5 speed. AM/FM stereo, gas
marcial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service
saver
Gas installation ancl
repair for natural and
1986 Subaru DL
LP Fred's Repair 753
Silver, 4 dr..
5 Speed. AM/FM stereo,
7203.

Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show

Saturday & Sunday
November 5 and 6
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School

CARS

air.

LICENSED Electri
cian, Doug Jones Elec
tric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
Inc motor repairs. No
rewinding
Cal .
759 4751.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting
Free estimates 10°0
discount for Senior
citizens. 474-8057.
MAX W Parker,
Attorney at Law For
mer County Attorney
former District Judge
Office, 104 N. 4th St
Murray, 753 3153
Home, 753 7900
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parkinu
cits, seal coating and
striping
Also
limestone, gravel, top
oiI and grading. Phone
753 1537
MOBILE HOME
Specialist
repair
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear downs.
roofs, floors, plumbing.
wiring, washing.
hurricane/straps 759
4850.
MOBILE home specia
list for all your mobile
home repairs 759 4850.
NEW Busir*ssI Staples
Welding & Boiler Rep
air Certified welder
and mobile unit 24
hours Hot water heater
and plumbing. Call
489 2484
P.A ROSE carpet and
upholstery cleaning
Quality results and
satisfaction 759 4.450
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service
Call 759 450
landscaping
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753'0659.

vAro

1985 Chrysler LeBaron GTS Turbo
park blue, 4 Or , hatcnback, sunroof. auto ,
air, AM/FM cassette

1985 Buick Le Sabre Limited
black, full power and air
buttons

4 dr ,

all the

1985 Pontiac 6000
Gold, 4 dr

'ult

power and air

•

-

1985 Olds Cutlass Ciera

4 dr . maroon, full power & a . power windows & power locks.

MINI VANS
1987 Plymouth Voyager
Dark blue, 7 passenger. V-b, auto, cruise.
AM/FM stereo
.
•
,----,

1987 Ford Aerostar XLT

--t

Completely loaded, front P. 'eiir Ai' V-6, all
the buttons

TRUCKS
1987 Dodge D-100 LWB
Light

blue, slant 6, 4 speed, rower steerinG

1983 Ford F-150 LWB
Gold & brown% V-8. auto, air & topper
..
0'...:::-;•••4.' y„.0* ,„,.*
tr-. .
..
.._
. .._,
:- -:
- • hrysler, Fly litlzlit.

-=_-_,--• noligeon

---1332- -WoodParis TN
-----------4-------
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League gunning for Lakers when NBA opens tonight
L.A.'s Riley says at least 10 teams have shot at title
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
Are the Los Angeles Lakers beatable in 1988-89?
They became the first team since 1969 to repeat as NBA champion
last season, and they added free agent Orlando Woofridge during the
offseason, giving them their deepest bench of the 1980s.
But with three teams — Utah, Dallas and Detroit — taking the
Lakers to the seven-game limit in the playoffs, there's hope around
the league that Magic Johnson, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Co. can be
taken.
"There are at least 10 or 11 teams I think that have a legitimate
chance of winning the whole thing," Lakers coach Pat Riley said.
-But I do guarantee one thing, our players are not tired of winning
zames."
The Mavericks, who lost to Los Angeles in the Western Conference
finals, gets the first chance to send a message tonight when they play
host to the Lakers in Dallas.
The nationally televised game I TBSI is one of 10 NBA openers. -

Elsewhere, it's New York at Boston, Atlanta at New Jersey, the Los
Angeles Clippers at Philadelphia, Cleveland at Charlotte, Milwaukee
at Indiana, Detroit at Chicago, Houston at Denver, Seattle at Utah and
Phoenix at Portland.
Charlotte joins Miami as expansion teams. The Heat plays uS firs
game at home Saturday night against the Clippers.
Dallas coach John MacLeod is looking forward to the challenge of
facing the Lakers.
"It's time for new blood and new excitement in the West and it
might as well be us," MacLeod said.
But while the Lakers added Woolridge to their already formidable
cast, the Mavericks are standing pat with last season's Western Conference finalist.
"There's a side of me that feels that we needed to do something,"
General Manager Norm Sonju said. "It's been very hard on me personally to see a couple of teams being able to go out and do things.
"But there's another side-of me that says, 'Look, you don't ever
want to make a move. You should only make a move to improve.' I

want to move only to improve," Sonju said.
Everyone in the West still regards the Lakers as the team to beat.
"I think everybody better look out or they'll repeat again," Golden
State coach Don Nelson said.
Denver's Doug Moe said he Lakers have a Midas touch.
"They can get guys off the scrap heap and keep them for a year or
two and they're pretty good, where if you put them with another team
they'd be in the tank," Moe said. "Like Mychal Thompson, he was
struggling with San Antonio, struggling with Portland, then he goes to
L.A. and plays pretty good."
"The Lakers have that supreme confidence," Seattle's Bernie
Bickerstaff said. "They play collectively in an era of me-first
attitudes."
Cleveland, the only team with a perfect record in the preseason,
was only 11-30 on the road last season, a situation the Cavaliers will
have to improve on if they want to rise in the tough Central Division.
At Charlotte, the Cavaliers will face an emotional opponent in the
expansion Hornets, who are led by former All-Star Kelly Tripucka,
veteran Robert Reid and first-round draft pick Rex Chapman.
For the opener, all employees of the team will be wearing tuxedos
and formal clothes, and fans are being encouraged to wear them, too.
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Time has arrived for Eastern
to determine its own destiny

What the Mann says

By The Associated Press

It's time for Eastern Kentucky to determine its
destiny.
The 12th-ranked Colonels entertain No. 8 Middle
Tennessee on Saturday in a matchup that will likely
determine the Ohio Valley Conference football title
this season.
Eastern Kentucky is 3-0 in conference play and 6-2
overall while the Blue Raiders are 4-0 and 6-2.
The backfield tandem of Elroy Harris and Tim
Lester give Eastern Kentucky a potent offense that
averages 395.1 yards a game. Harris tops the OVC
with 149.9 rushing yards a game while Lester is second with 86.
But the yards probably won't come easy on Saturday against a Middle Tennessee defensive unit that
allows only 224 yards a game, including 133.6
rushing.
Eastern Kentucky leads the series 19-17, but the
Blue Raiders have won four the past five meetings.
Other games Saturday involving state teams have
Virginia Tech at Louisville, Vanderbilt at Kentucky,
Western Kentucky at Eastern Illinois, Earlham at
Campbellsville, Otterbein at Centre, Wabash at
Cumberland, Georgetown at Kentucky Wesleyan,
Kentucky State at Glenville State, Urbana at Union

and Morehead State at Tennessee Tech.
Western Kentucky, 7-1, will seek to top its victory
total of last season when it goes to Eastern Illinois,
4-5.
"We certainly can't afford to overlook Eastern Illinois," said Western Kentucky coach Dave Roberts,
whose team is ranked fifth in NCAA Division I-AA.
'They're capable of playing very good football."
James Marable leads the Eastern Illinois offense
with 537 yards on 130 carries and 30 pass receptions
for 251 yards.
Western Kentucky is paced by Joe Arnold, who has
tallied 1,135 career yards, only the second Hilltopper
to eclipse the 1,000-yard mark.
Morehead State hopes to continue its winning ways
after whipping Austin Peay 43-6 last weekend. The
Eagles improved to 1-3 in the OVC and 2-7 overall.
Tennessee Tech, 1-7 and 1-2, is coming off a costly
27-23 loss to Tennessee State, in which quarterback
Thomas DeBow broke his right arm and backup Bert
Browne injured his shoulder.
Morehead State's Chris Swartz leads the OVC in
passing, hitting 167 of 300 passes for 1,771 yards and
12 touchdowns. Last week he connected on 30 of 43
passes for a conference-record 459 yards and three
touchdowns.

Early exits embarrass Swedish stars

Local basketball hopefuls listen to Racer Don Mann at Murray State's free clinic held last Saturday. Approximately 140 children attended the clinic to receive instruction from the defending Ohio Valley Conference champions.
.4taff photo b) Clay Walker

STOCKHOLM, Sweden 1AP I —
Mats Wilander, winner of three
Grand Slam legs, played too little.
Stefan Edberg, the Wimbledon
champion, played too much.
The result was embarrassing for
the two Swedish tennis stars, both
failing to even reach the quarter:
finals in their country's only major indoor tournament.
Wilander, in only his second

tournament since winning the U.S.
Open on Sept. 11 and becoming the
world's top-ranked player, lost 6-1,
6-4 to 36th-ranked American Dan
Goldie in the third round of the
$642,500 Stockholm Open
Thursday.
Two days earlier, Edberg was
upset by 101st-ranked Paolo Cane
of Italy 4-6, 6-3, 6-1 in the second

round.
Afterward, the world's No. 3
player talked about being tired of
the game that made him a
millionaire at 18 four years ago.
"I'm tired of tennis. For the first
time in my life, I'm very tired of
tennis," Edberg said. "I had no
motivation. I've played so much in
the last two months."

Sooners must stop Sanders to win Big Eight

• Minnesota deals Blyleven to California
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. t API —
A trade. a new manager and a
discussion abgut injuries in the
postseason higfilieted the next-tolast day of the annual general
managers meetings
Minnesota and California completed an expected deal Thursday
with the Twins sending pitcher
Bert Blyleven to the Angels in a
swap that included four minor
leaguers.
The Chicago White Sox named
Jeff Torborg as their new
manager. Torborg, a coach with
the New York Yankees last
season. previous% managed
Cleveland.
Behind closed doors, baseball
executives talked about creating
some sort of disabled list for the
postseason. Currently, players
who are injured then cannot be
replaced on the roster.
"It came out of what happened
in this year's World Series," Los
Angeles general manager Fred
Claire said. "'It's something that
needs to be addressed."
Dodgers Star Kirk Gibson
played only once in the World
Series because of injuries, while
Mike Scioscia and John Tudor
each were hurt and forced to leave
games. Mike Marshall also was
unable to start because of a back
•

problem.
-We were left with one catcher," Claire said. "From now on.
if we are lucky to get back into the
postseason. I think we'd carry
three on the postseason roster."
The Dodgers had hoped to
replace Scioscia f he was !Inahle

to play ui the remainder of the
series, with Gilberto Reyes, but
the Dodgers won before that move
was necessary. In the past,
replacements have not been
permitted.
"You would hope that if you appeal to thm n missioner's office,

he would be able to take action in
the best interest of baseball,"
Claire said. "No formal action
was taken today and we'll continue to talk about it."
Injuries have played a big part
in three of the last .four
postseasons

Players of the Week

• The "War to See the Score" will take place on Saturday as
Eastern Kentucky and Middle Tennessee State square off for what
will likely be the OVC championship game. Eastern enters the contest at Richmond at 4-0 in the league while MTSU is at 3-0. A win
would guarantee the Colonels at least a share of the conference
crown
• Eastern kept its undefeated conference slate in tact last weekend,
knocking off Murray State 31-24 in overtime. Morehead State whipped Austin Peay 43-6 and Tennessee State knocked off Tennessee
Tech 27-23. Here's how the OVC shapes as the season winds down

Ekidern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Murray
urray State
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
kuictin Peay

M
4
3
1
2
1
1
0

I.
0
0
2
3
7
3
1

4 oedema., Game.
T
P9
P4
0
II I
41
0
ve
7
76
0
66
00
43
0
49
54
0
79
113
0
0
la
138

5
6

e
2
3
I
2
1

I.
2
2
6
5
7
7
7

411 Games
T
PF
237
0
207
164
0
I44
1
0
ICe
0
151
60
0

P4
112
98
140
173
110
341
311

• Eastern and Middle may be the obvious highlight to this week's
OVC slate, but there are a couple of other games. Tennessee State
will visit Austin Peay and Morehead State travels to Tennessee Tech.
• Morehead's Chris Swartz is one of two OVC Offensive Players of
the Week. Swartz threw for an OVC-record 459 yards on 30-of-43 passing in the Eagles' win over More
Three of those passes went for
touchdowns and he added 10 yards rushing.
EKU's Elroy Harris shared honors with Swartz for his 244 yards
rushing against Murray State. The junior also carried for three
touchdowns.
• Eatern's Tim Tomaszewski is the OVC Defensive Player of the
Week. Tomaszewski recorded six tackles, three assists, two quarterback sacks, two other tackles for a loss and recovered a fumble
against MSC
• Morehead State's Joe Gagliano is the league's Offensive Lineman
of the Week Gagliano graded out at 98 percent as the Eagles threw
for 468 yards and gathered 586 total yards in the win over APSU
• Tennessee Tech punter Tracy Graham is the Specialist of the
week. Graham punted 10 times for a 44.2 yard average and landed
four kicks inside the 20 yard line.
• Eastern's Tim Lester and Tennessee State's Craig Lewis shared
Rookie of the Week honors. Lester had 90 yards and the winning score
In EKU's win over Murray State. Lewis rushed 13 times for 41 yards
and two touchdowns in TSU's win over Tech.

High school players of the week for the past two weeks were &ft to right ) Greg Lassiter, Calloway County' vs.
Paducah Tilghman; Chandler Stroup, Murray High vs. Caldwell Co. and Murray vs. Heath; and. Cliff Curd.
Calloway vs. Marshall. The 'Hurray-Calloway County Medical Society donates $106 to the I. nited Way in the
name of the most outstanding playsr on each of the local teams as selected by the media.

•Colonel Elroy Harris leads the country in rushing. Teammate Tim
Lester is 23rd. Harrisi also leads in scoring and ranks eighth in allpurpose running. Murray's Michael Proctor is 12th in total offense
and Greg Duncan is second in field goals.

•LKSWA •

By The Associated -Press
the ruhning game, we can't do what we've done in the other games, use
Oklahoma faces a small problem in its bid for the Big Eight championfive defensive backs."
ship: 5-foot-8 Barry Sanders.
Nebraska, ranked seventh, is favored by 27 points over Iowa State on
The eighth-ranked Sooners and No. 12 Oklahoma State meet for the
Saturday, but the Cornhuskers insist they're not looking ahead to the
83rd time Saturday in a crucial game for each team's chances to win the
showdown with Oklahoma.
Big Eight. Oklahoma. 7-1 overall and 4-0 in the conference, plays the
"When you look at the trouble we had with Missouri and the fact Iowa
other Big Eight leader, Nebraska, 8-1 and 4-0, on Nov. 19.
State beat Miisouri in Columbia, you've got to figure we've got our work
The Cowboys are 6-1 and 3-1 but have lost to Nebraska.
cut out for us," Nebraska coach Tom Osborne said. The Cornhuskers
Oklahoma must contain the nation's highest-scoring offense and the
beat Missouri 26-18 last Saturday.
Sooners are hoping their defense, ranked first in the Big Eight against
In other games involving Top.Ten teams on Saturday. No. 1 Notre
the run. can control Sanders, averaging more than 200 yards a game
Dame plays host to Rice; No. 2 Southern California is at home against
rushing.
California: Miami, Fla., ranked third, entertains Tulsa; fourth-ranked
"They're one-dimensional. Think about it," Oklahoma coach Barry
West Virginia is at Cincinnati, No. 5 Florida St. is at No. 15 South
Switzer said. "If they can't have the running game with Barry Sanders.
Carolina; No. 6 UCLA is on the road against Oregon: No. 9 Auburn is at
what do they do?"
home against Southern Mississippi, and No. 10 Wyoming plays host to
Switzer said stopping Sanders would help the Sooners contain quarterTexas-El Paso.
back Mike Gundy, who has passed for 1.494 yards.
Rounding out Saturday's Top Twenty games, 11th-ranked Arkansas is
they can run it and throw it, we've got some problems," saiciftb- at Baylor: No 13 Louisiana State is on the road against 18th-ranked
Switzer, 14-1 lifetime against Oklahoma State. "If we can't handle him in (Cont'd on page 713)
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Bears' pressure eased by weak opposition
By BARRY WIENER
AP Sports Writer
Vince Tobin and Mike Tomczak,
both used to filling big shoes, face
hefty challenges on Sunday. They
can be thankful that the pressure
might be eased by weak
opposition.
With Mike Ditka hospitalized by
a mild heart attack — he was
upgraded to fair condition Thursday — Tobin wati nanied acting

head coach for the Chicago Bears'
game with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Tomczak once again
must step in at quarterback for an
injured Jim McMahon.
Luckily for the Bears, 7-2, the
opponent is Tampa Bay, 2-7 and
tied for the basement in the NFC
Central that Chicago leads.
It will be Tobin's debut as a head
coach in the NFL. But it isn't the
first time he's been in the spotlight

Sooners•••
(Cont'd from page BB)
Alabama; No. 14 Michigan stays home for Minnesota; No. 16 Syracuse
plays host to Navy; 17th-ranked Clemson is at home against North
Carolina; No. 19 Georgia plays Florida at Jacksonville; No. 20 Indiana is
at Illinois, and Brigham Young, also ranked 20th, is at San Diego State.
Also on Saturday, Air Force travels to West Point for its 23rd meeting
with Army. The Cadets lead the series 11-10-1.
The Iowa State Cyclones are just 4-4 and 2-2 this year and have lost 10
straight games to Nebraska. But Coach Jim Walden isn't ruling out an
upset.
"You always have a chance against somebody that doesn't play up to
snuff," Walden said.

Football '88
This weekend's match-ups

IVIHS season
ticket holders
can buy seats
for playoffs

CCHS vs. Ft. Knox
Away...8:00 p.m.(EST)
Lakers 4-6, Eagles 9-1

- MHS vs. Union Co.
Saturday
MSU (idle)
Local bowling
9
9
11%
12
13
13
15
15
15%
17
19
19
675
661
585
547
262
240
227
240

MIN

im__•11E

Magic Tel
11 f ea
Team
Thurman Furniture
6
26
Photography by Hal
7
25
Martha's Nth Burger
13
19
Peoples Bank
17% 14%
Economy Tire
17
15
Wilkerson Roofing
13
19
Paglials
19
13
Taber
.
1049 21%
. Acoustic k Drywall
10
Joyce Noel Tax Service
22
Futrell Tile
9
23
High Team Series Hdcp
Economy Tire
2909
High Tram Merles Iter
Economy Tire
2411
High Team Game Hdcp
Martha s Hih Burger
201
High Team Game Sec
Economy Tire
1/40
High led Series Hdcp
Sondra Rice
684
High Ind series !ter
Sondra Rice
606
High led (same Hdcp
Sondra Rice
240
High lad. Game Ser
Sondra Rice
214
High *velment
Lots Smith
172
Sondra Rice
172
Ann Green
163
163
Cheryl Darnell
16'3
Nancy Todd

TOruin

SPENCER

Murray Calloway County Youag
American Bowking Alliance
1049-118
Division
Team s4
8
Team 93
8
Team #2
6
Team 115
6
Team 06
4
Team 01
4
High Series Hdcp
Alan Chase
Angie Howell
High Series Scr
John Young
Angle Howell
High Game Hdcp
David Todd
Angle Howell
High Game Ser
David Todd
Angle Howell
1.114viNar B
Team *2
Team 01
Team 04
Team Ile
Team 03
Team 05

DivisIon
Team el
team 04
Team 05
Team O3
Team 56
Team 01

National Football League
1 MERH AN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct. PI- P1
Buffalo
8
1
0
044 199 139
N Y Jets
5 3
1
611 206 184
Miami
5 4 0
556 178 182
Indianapolis
4 5 0
444 2115 179
New England
4
5 0
444 155 199
C'entral
Cincinnati
7
2 0
776252 178
Cleveland
6
3 0
667 153 132
Houston
6
3 0
667 215 213
Pittsburgh
2 7 0
222 189 237
West
Seattle
5
4 0
556 158 174
Denver
4
5 0
444 190 195
L A Raiders
4
5 0
444 191 216
San Diego
2 7 0
222 116 186
Kansas City
1
7
1
187 112 149
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
NY Giants
6
3 0
667 190 178
Washington
5
4 0
556 216 212
Phoenix
5
4 0
556 214 196
Philadelphia
4 5 0
444 203 187
Dallas
2 7 0
222 148 182

753-8355

Central
7
2 0
778 164
5 4 0
556 205
2 7 0
222 112
2 7 0
222 160
2
7 0
271 165
West
L A Rams
7
2 0
778 242
NeW Orleans
7.- 2 0
778 lee
San Francisco
3 0
6
667 199
Atlanta
2
7 0
222 169
Monday. Nos.6
Dallas at New York Giants
Detroit at Minnesota
Green Bay at Atlanta
Los Angeles Rams at Philadelphia
Miami at New England
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Tampa Bay at Chicago
San Franciaco at Phoenix
New York Jets at Indianapolis
New Orleans at Washington
Kansas City at Denver
Buffalo at Seattle
Los Angeles Raiders at San Diego
Monday. Not.7
Cleveland at Houston

Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

179
189

175

901 S. SYCAMORE

frev

<A4$ARS PALA(1
Presents

DONNY
"GOLD BOY"
LALONDE

SUGAR
RAY
LEONARD

CHAMPION

ON PASA-PIIPI-VIEW TELEVISION •CALL TO ORDER!

CABLE
Call Murray \Asi
eN For Details 753-5005
mM.111111111111M1111111111AICKOIV PROMOTIONS.I.

19611 TITAN SPORTS. INC

t9ize.---OtathinriaJ

197

L
3
7

145
12/0

6
5

Hif
iveriet Hdcp
David Ballanre
Bee ki Freeze
High Series See
Scott Buchanan
Beekl Freeze
High Game Hdr p
David Hallam,
Becki Freeze
High Game twr
Scott Buchanan
Michelle Stalls

L
3
7
10
10
11

469
4,

MAZDA

SAYS...

0

trucks cost

-0

me

BLAIR

SAVINGS.

0

%
OFF

All
Warm Ups
Men - Women
Children

All Shoes

300 Styles
Nike - Reebok - Tretorn
New Balance - Rockport
Converse and more'

All Fleece
Sportswear
,
by
Nike and Reebok

A

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

Sally
Alexander
for

Murray City
School Board
Your Vote Would
Be Appreciated
On November 8th.
Paid for by Max Brandon

Trekasure,

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN TOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

1S0
149
72
144

753-8355

112
pa

362
307

113
162
166
187
233

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

311
391

521
NW

13

MERCURY

TOMMY

901 Sycamore

I
4
4
6
6
Fl
8

CARS
and

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."

8
2

High Series Hdcp
Lance Cantrell
Wendy Bebber
High Series Scr
Lance Cantrell
Michelle Mitchell
Ittaa Glum Hdcp
Lance Cantrell
Tonya McReynolds
High Game Scr
Lance Cantrell
Michelle Mitchell

less from

2

13
9

The Insurance Center
of Murray

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1988
8:00 PM

Murray High School season
ticket holders for the 1988 football
year will not be able to use those
tickets for the upcoming playoff
game on Nov. 11. Season ticket
holders do, however, have an opportunity to buy their regular
seats for $3.
Season ticket holders may purchase their seats at the high school
on Wednesday and Thursday from
8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., and on,,Friday
from 8:30 am.-noon.
All other tickets must be purchased at the gate for $3.
State coaching and administrative passes will be
accepted.

Home...7:30 p.m.
Tigers 6-3, Braves 4-5
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Injury. He has never played a full
season for Chicago in his sevenyear career.
So Tomczak, who has started 13
games in McMahon's offense.
moves in again.
"There are seven games to go
and I have a lot of confidence "
Tomczak said
Sunday's schedule is dominated
by intradivisional matchups. In
addition to Tampa Bay-Chicago,
Dallas is at the New York Giants;
Detroit at Minnesota; Miami at
New England; Pittsburgh at Cincinnati; the New York Jets at Indianapolis; Kansas City at
Denver; and the Los Angeles
Raiders at San Diego.
Also, it's San Francisco at
Phoenix; Green Bay at Atlanta;
the Los Angeles Rams at
Philadelphia; New Orleans at
Washington; and Buffalo at
Seattle.
On Monday.night, Cleveland is
at Houston.
The Raiders, despite their 4-5
record, are just a game behind
first-place Seattle in the suddenly
weak AFC West. Coach Mike
Shanahan doesn't think it's a bad
spot.

Prep football

Friday

Sunday Night Mixed Cespie•
10-111-01
Team
Kenlake Foods
19
Mix & Matched
19
Strikers
16%
Odd Couples
16
Murray Ledger & Times
15
Darnell,
15
Team 1112
13
Team 010
13
Tasmanian Devils
12%
Wal•Mart
11
Team *I
9
Murray Pet Center
9
Higli Series Hdcp
Chris Salazar
Virginia Soager
High Series !ter
Chris Salazar
Virginia Swager
High Game Hdcp
Leon Hobbs
Laura Jirak
High Game Scr
C'hris Salazar
Virginia Swager

— Tobin, whose brother Bill is the
Bears' vice president of personnel, joined the team after the 1985
Super Bowl championship, replacing Buddy Ryan, who left to coach
the Philadelphia Eagles.
"I talked to Ditka, and the consensus of the players and the assistant coaches was that the best person for the job was Vince Tobin,"
Bears president Mike McCaskey
said. We want to keep the train
on the right track."
That train was derailed in New
England last Sunday, falling 30-7.
Still, Tobin's defense is No. 1 in the
league.
"A lot of coaches on this team
could have done the job, so to be
chosen is a privilege," Tobin said
of his temporary elevation. "My
job is to keep the Bears playing
winning, successful football."
Ditka was reported "sitting up
today and joking and being in real
good spirits," spokeswoman
Pamela Crotty of Lake Forest
Hospital said Thursday. Doctors
have been optimistic about Ditka's
recovery, but he won't be back on
the sidelines for quite a while.
McMahon will be sidelined for
about four weeks with a right knee
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ADVIIIMSTS
.-24110%*

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m

•
igvatdJ
a

IIAPTIST

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Boilsling Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753.3540

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411
MUM

CHARLIE'S

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

SAFE

We Can r Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist

753-4175

Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger 8 Tiesi

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll Tire Service E.:7
and
Wheel Alignment, Inc.
753-1489 —1105 Pogue(1 2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 •.m.

•Cortifiest
Tisachoir
▪ Custom Ordors
•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

WALBMART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
GEG) MERCURY
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
Ii a.m.
Church Training
6 pm.
Worship
7 pm.
Wednesday
7 p m.
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 Warn
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
Evening Services
6 00 pm.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45• m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
II 00 a m
Sunday Night '
@Wpm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 46 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
10 46 a m & 7 p.m.
Church Training
6 00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
' 10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 45 p.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10'46 a.m.
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p.m.

CATNOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC OHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6.00 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
11.00 a.m Sunday

CNIRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9 30 a m
Sunday School
Worship
10 45 a m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELUJWSHIP
Worship
10.30 a.m
Bible School
9 30 a m
Evening Service
6.00 p m
....—...

CORISTIAN sail=

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HIH-BURGER
Open Mon.-Sat. 5 a m.-8 p m
Sun. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
413 S. 4th
759-1648

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
'520 S linh St
Sunday School
Ii 00 a
m
Sacrament Meet
11 50 a.m

SPIIICOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Fall Schedule
Holy Eucharist 8 and 10 30 a m
.9.15 a.m.
Church School
Daily Morning Preyer7 45 a m

ININIPINDINT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9'30 •.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship.
10 30 a m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
115 S 41.0 St
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
10'46 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
I Ht. NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH "IF MURRAY
Sunday School
loam
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m
Wednesday
7 15 p m
759-94342

MT CARMEL
Worship
10 a
Sunday School
II a
Worship MT HEBRON
10 a
Sunday School
11 a

m
Al
m
m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45• m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45a m
Morning Worship
10 46 a m
Evening
6'00 p.m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 •.m
Sunday School
11 00 /dm
WA YUEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11 -00 am
Pastor William J. Pratt

Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

501 N. 4th

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS

PAYGIWS

Mausoleum — Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

753-6168

510 Main St. 753-2975

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a.m
11 a rrl & 7 p m
Worship

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900

Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S

eive4.4.3

D1SOUNT PHARMACY

THEATRES

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy MLIKendree Pharmacist

1008 CHESTNUT

Olympic Plata

entucky Fried Chicken

753-2380

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Jack Marshall-Franchisee

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call in orders 753-7101

Service Through Knowledge
602 Chestnut
733 alai

7

4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
SERVICE CENTER

Rudy Lovett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

811 Sycamore

753-7333

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOODAEAR
INDEPENDENT DEALER

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

County Line Place
Visit Us After Church Sunday For
Some Real Down Home Cooking'
Hwy 121 N To Mayfield On Calloway Graves Co. Un•

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
-4111.

NISSAN

Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
759-9ERA

The Village

KENLAKE KOA
KAMPGROUND
)CO* Fishing Guide Service
RR No. 1

Aurora
Open Feb. 14 - Dec. 1

474-2778

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
gal/lend WOrne,

N1tirrat. Ky.

grac

753-6800

Open 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon -Fri.
7 a.m.-6 p.m. Sot. • Closed Sundays
Fly* Points • Murray • 753-5782

Serving Breakfast

ITALIAN VILLAGE
The Only Real Italian Pizza
Central Shopping (enter

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station'
Colvin Clerk — Owner
11111017 Main
7312393

."Iklo Job Too Large Or Too Small.
We Can Handle Them All"
407 S. 410
75.1

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar

Sh•11

719 S 12th
753-3822

0991Y wi99IY
OPEN 7 AM MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE
111111111,

753 9000
759 9600

Your Ad
Could Be Here
753-1916
HOLLAND'S AUTO
SERVICE & REPAIR

753-6779

Family Steak House

Open 24 Hours — 7 Days A Week
Try Our Fresh Deli

RUTHIE'S
vy UNIVERSITY GULF

6 a.m 10.30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N 12th
753-8841

GOLDEN
CORRAL

USA Jj MART

Gulf

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Chevron

of Murray

Skilled Nursing Care & Intermediate
Care Facility • 24 Hour Nursing Care
1401 S. 16th
Murray
753-1304

401 Olive

408 N 4th

Judy's

WEST VIEW
NURSING HOME

oin

D & W Auto Supply
We Install Auto Gloss
Auto Point Material
Try Our Car Wosh

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753 5312

rs)
Arbls

804 Chestnut

PIRMICOIITAL

mireseeisT

1rnb Owner

MURRAY HOME
AUTO
CHESTNUT ST
2W1
Itail!afte
MURRAY

Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

LIFITISSAN

753-1462

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

NAZAIRINII

comae Of MOIST

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

&

44
SIRLOIN .0% .,I STOCKAIIEe

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 46 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship e - 30 p.m

JIINOVAII'll

HOLLAND DRUGS

512 S. 12th

CINNICII Of JISIIII
alinsT Of LATTER
DAY SAINTS

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 CO •.m

CALVARY TEMPLE
11111nnal
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Farmer Ave k 17th St Murray
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
Sunday
11 00• m
Worship
11 a m Jr 6 30 p m
CHURCH
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
DEXTER HOLINESS
2nd Wed
7 Mpm
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
CHURCH
RR nui Wed.
WMIESSIES
12:00-3
CO p.m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm.
Sunday School •
10 a m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.
Worship
II am & 8pm
Watchtower
10 30 a m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Saturday
7 p in
Bible Lecture
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
Bible School
9 00 a m .
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Morning Worship
9 50 a m .
Church Training
5 00 p.m.
Sunday School
10- 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Worship
Servicell a.m & 7 p m
COLDWATER
Wednesday Evening 7 Rip.in.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School &
22C0 Coldwater Rd
DEXTER
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
D 30 a m
Bible Class
Sun
10-11 am -7'00 p m
Ser
Morning
Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Service
5 30 p.m.
10 30 a rn
Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
KIFtKSEY BAPTIST
FAITH TABERNACLE
FRIENDSHIP
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.
Sunday School
10 CO a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
I1am.&7pm
Worship
GREEN PLAIN
BAPTIST
Bible Study
10-00 a.m.
BETHEL UNITED
Sunday School
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10 , 00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:46 a.m.
10-00 a.m
Preaching
Morning Worship
Sunday School
9'30 a m
1100 a.m . k
Evening Worship
6 00 p in.
Sunday School
600 p.m.
10- 30 am
Worship
Ilam & 7 pm
Wed Worship
7 30 p.m.
Bid & 4th Sun Night 6- 00 p m
Wednesday Night
7-00 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE
HAZEL CHURCH
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
LOCUST GROVE
PENTECOSTAL
OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
Sunday School
,,
11 00•m.
10.00• m
Saturday Evening
7.00 p.m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
10'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 pm.
11'00 a m
Worship
10 30 a m & 7 p in
Morning Worship
lit & 3rd Sun Night 7'00 p.m
10'50 a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMTTIVE
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
lit Sunday
2 00 p m
Worship
2p m
Mid WeekWorship
7 Rip m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m(
OL
D%
ATER
TRINITY
CHRISTIAN CENTER
HICKORY GROVE
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Worship
Sunday School
11 a.m.
10 a m
CHURCH OF
Morning Worship
10 50 a
CHRISTm.
Sunday School
Worship
10 a.m.
11 a m
Sunday School
10- 00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p in.
TRINITY MISSION
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
MOUNT HOFtEB
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10.00 a.m.
6:00 p m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
FREEWILL BAPTIST
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Worship Service
Sunday School
Worship
9 CO
9 30 a m.
Ilam 57pm
OF CHRIST
Worship
Sunday School
9 45
11 00 a.m .
Sunday School
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
10 00 a.m.
NEW MT CARMEL
nErrER-HARDIN UNITED
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Sunday School
MISSIONARY
10:00 a m
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10 00• m
Worship
7 p m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m . 6 00 p m
11 00 a m.
Worship Serv
11 00-7 30 p m
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
FIRST METHODIST
Evening Worship
6 Rip m.
LAKELAND
APOSTOLIC
MT
OLIVE
Worship
NORTHSIDE
10'50 a m
CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Sunday Services
Sunday School
10 00 a m
10 00 a m
Worship Service
Evening Worship
11 00 a m
7 00 p m
Morning
Worship
6 00 p m
11
00 a.m.
Sunday School
NEW PROVIDENCE
10 00 a m
Evening
Worship
6
00
p
m.
Sunday Schooi
GC/SHEN
METHODIST
10 00 a m
NEW CONCORD
Church School
Preaching gory
30 00 a m
11 00 am.
Morning Service
10 50 a.m.
Nightly Service
Worship Service
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
11 00• m.
6 00 pm . (
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
Evening Ser Wor
Sunday School
6 30 p m.
9 30 a.m
OAK GROVE
NEW PROVIDENCE
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10 45 a m
Worship
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Sunday School
11 Warn.
and 6 SO p.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Worship
10.00 am.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
OWENS CHAPEL
PLEASANT VALLEY
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
i0 cm a m
Sunday School
10 00
Morning Worship
10 46 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Worship Service
II 00• m
Preaching
II 00
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
MOUNT
PLEASANT
Prayer Service
5.110
SECOND STREET
KIFtKSEY UNITED
'
Morning
Worship
11
00 a m
Church
6 00
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Evening Worship
7 CO p m
POPLAR SPRING
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
SEVENTH•POPLAR
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
6 30 pm.
NORTH PLEASANT GROV 6.
Worship Service
A 30• m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
LYNN GROVE
916 a m
Bible Study
9 45 a m.
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Worship Service
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Worship Service
10 GO a m
9:46 a.m
Evening Worship
7 15 p m
Church School
Evening Worship
- 10:46 ant..•OAK GROVE
4 00 p m
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 (10 a m
Wed Bible Study
7 30 p in
Worship Service
11 00* m
Worship Service
Worship
9:30 a.m.
winter
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
Service 11 00 a m -11 7-60 pm
Sunday School
7 00 pm Summer
10:30 a.m

lostside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

Sycamore at 12th

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Claws
9 00 am
Worship
10 00 a m
6 (Xi pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

PIRRIIIITTNRIAN

Compliments Of

Hwy. 641 North

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 se p m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 46p m
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Mid - A eek
Service
7 00 p m.
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
WEST FORK
Morrilhg Worship
11 00. m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship 9 a m and 10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6p m

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

641 Super Shell
Open 430 ca.-Close 1loop...
Svinley Open 1:00 em-Cl,,. 111:1111 p.m
kmati 11th -Plana 753-9131

rr
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Churches list services and music for upcoming weekend

0

33

35

9

in*

Various churches in Murray and
Eastwood Baptist
Jones and Donna Eaves will be ac- as director and Junior Choir will e will
Calloway County have released inbring the second in a two-part
presentation will be made to the
The first anniversary of Dr. companists. Sunday
School with at 6 p.m.
formation concerning their ser- Lynn Maya11 as pastor will be
series entitled "Why then Is all
Rev. and Mrs. William McKinney.
7th & Poplar Church of Christ
vices on Sunday, Nov. 6, to the observed. He will speak at 11 a.m. Kyle Evans as superintendent will
This Befallen Us? and Where Are
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
be
at
9:45
a.m.
and
John
Dale, minister, will speak All His Miracles
Deacons
will
Murray Ledger & Times as and 6 p.m. services. Gunner
and a basket dinner at 12 noon
?"
from
Judges
meet at 2 p.m.
about "Don't Bet On It" with 6:13, a study
follows:
St. Leo's Catholic
of
Gideon's
Nance will direct the music with
quesFirst United Methodist
scripture from Romans 12:17-21 at tions, in
Masses will be at 7 p.m. SaturAsbury
the 10 a.m.
April Mack and Mildred Lassiter
The Rev. Lloyd A. Doyle III, 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and
preaching/teaching session
Congregational Methodist
day and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
as accompanists. Loma Borders
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, and Nancy will sing solos and associate minister, will have a about "Leaving First Principles" Evangelistic service will be at 6
Fr. Stan Tillman, S.J., as pastor.
Communi
with
on Meditation at 8:30
scripture from Hebrews 6:1-3 p.m.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 Mary Maya11 and Cheryl Jones
Assisting will be C. Paradise,
and 10:50 a.m. services. Steve Lit- at 6 p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will
p.m. services. His morning topic
Mary Gertzen, Eric Newman, P.
Immanuel Lutheran
will sing a duet at the morning tlefield will sing
direct the song service. Assisting
"He
will be "The True Worship" with
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
Kurz, S. Hale, Will- Aubrey, Jim
hour. The Rev. Steve Todd will at 8:30. The Chancel Loved Me" will
be Randy Young, Johnny pastor, will speak
Choir will
scripture from John 4:19-29. SunKelly, Bill Whitaker, M. Gerabout
make the announcements, the sing an anthem,
"Be
A
"Gloria in Ex- Phillips, Ed Bucy, Jim Ragsdale, Shiner" with scripture
day School will be at 10 a.m. and Rev. Randolph Allen will read
mann, W. Germann, C. Germann,
frm Daniel
celsis" at 10:50 with Dr. Bruce Joel Fisher, Kelly Crouse, George
Bible Study at 6 p.m.
12:1-3 at 10:30 a.m. service. Holy
A. Cripps, Russell Nowicki,
from The Bible, and Brent Evans, Chamberlain as director
and Joan Patterson, Max Farley, Jack Communion will
Milous Ford, Ron Baker, Sr. Mary
Palestine United Methodist
be served.
Jerry Conley, John Brittain and Bowker as organist.
This
will be Rose, Steve J. Simmons, Tom Organist will be Alice
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, Bob Tanner will be ushers. Sunday
Anne, D. Burke, T. Burke, J.
Witte.
Holy Communion Sunday. Church Swatzell, Lonnie Furr, Garry Assisti
Boltz, and C. Boltz.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. School will be at 10 a.m.,
ng will be Norman
School will be at 9:45 a.m. and Bi- Evans, Mark Hurt, Paul Fosnaug
h and Arthur Pfuehler.
services. Stanley Duncan and Children's Church and Junior
New Life Christian Center
ble Study at 6:15 p.m.
Ragsdale, Larry Pea, Lenith Sunday School and
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
Mary Conner will direct the song Church at 11 a.m. and a potluck
Bible
Class
will
First Baptist
Rogers, Ted Howard and Em- be at 9:30 a.m.
service with Faye Childress as ac- dinner will be at 12 noon.
will speak at 10:45 a.m. service
William Callaway Jr. of Gideons manuel Manners. Bible classes
with the Rev. Karen Welch direccompanist. Sunday School with
Calvary
Temple
University Church of Christ
International will speak at 10:45 will be at 9:50 a.m.
Jimmy Burkeen as director will
The Rev. Johnny W. Stalls of
ting the song service. Men's
Hamp W. Brooks will speak at 10 a.m. service and G.T.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Moody,
Madisonville will speak at 11 a.m. Prayer Breakfast will be at 7:30
be at 10 a.m.
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His mor- associate pastor, at 7 p.m.
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, service. At 2
service.
a.m. and Sunday School at 9:30
Sinking Spring Baptist
p.m. a special
ning topic will be "Faith of Our Dr. Bobby Malone,
deacon
of
the
a.m.
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor. Fathers." Ernie Bailey will direct
week, and R.P. Hodge, minister of
sis is a diagnosis of exclusion. In other
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. the song service. Assisting will be
Kirksey United Methodist
DR. GOTT
Youth/Education, will assist. The
words, there is no definitive lab test;
The Rev. Dan Leslie will speak
services. Steve Knott will serve as Wayne Williams, Leroy Eldridge,
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
other neurological disorders that at 11 a.m.
deacon of the week. Max McGin- Blake Kelley, Gary Taylor, Jim
homecoming service
Steve Littlefield, will sing "Ye
mimic MS are ruled out until MS is
with The Timothy Four to be in
nis will direct the music with Darnell, Gary Johnson, Rick Murleft,
by exclusion.
Shall Be Witnesses" at morning
Laura Paschall and Sharon Fur- dock, Teddy Cohoon, Gary
On the other hand, Cushing's syn- concert at 1:30 p.m. Sunday School
PETER
hour and "From the First Halleluches as accompanists. Sunday Darnell, Jace Wilson, Chuck
drome is a constellation of symptoms will be at 10 a.m. and a basket dinGOTT, M.D.
jah to the Last Amen" at evening.
School with Jim Potter as director Wilson, Freed Curd, Ron Nelson
and signs, such as easy bruising, ner at 12 noon.
hour. Laura Thompson will sing a
round face, diabetes and weakness. It
will be at 10 a.m. and Church and Max Cleaver. Bible classes
solo with Chris Thompson on
results from an overabundance of
Training with Eric Knott as direc- will be at 9 a.m.
violin and Ruth Ann Pogue at
cortisone in the body and is easily ditor will be at 6 p.m.
Westside Baptist
piano at morning hour. Angela By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
agnosed by blood tests. The doctor
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will Lowe will sing a solo
measures the amount of serum cortiat evening
Announcing
The Rev. Thomas Schell- speak about "Responding Lightly
sol
(cortisone) both before and after
hour. Accompanists will be Joyce
DEAR DR. GOTT. Due to osteoaringerhout, pastor, will speak about to God's Word" with scripture
the
administr
ation
of
dexameth
asone,
Herndon, Tamara Outland and thritis I have had one knee joint remoney-saving news
a synthetic steroid drug. The dexa"The Salt of the Earth" with scrip- from Matthew 13 at 9 and 10:50
Allene Knight. Sunday School will placed. My other knee is pretty bad methasone should
ture from Matthew 5:13 at 10:45 a.m. services and about "Marshut off the body's
for State Farm drivers
be at 9:30 a.m. and Church Train- now and it will have to be replaced production of cortisol, thereby
lowera.m. service. The Chancel Choir riage Management Part I (Basic
soon. Will having two false knees be
ing at 6 p.m.
ing
the
amount
measured
by
the secmore difficult than one?
will sing an anthem, "All Hail The Causes of Conflict in Marriages)
50 and over.
First Christian
DEAR READER: If your own knee ond blood test. In Cushing's syndrome.
Power of Jesus' Name" with Anne at 6 p.m. service. Oneida White
J.B. Morris of Gideons Interna- is so painful and stiff that walking is dexamethasone does not reduce seLough as director and Susan and Kathy Ligon will present
State Farm's new reduced car
tional will speak at 10:45 a.m. ser- uncomfortable, you will probably be rum cortisol.
Chamberlain as organist. Church special music at 9 a.m. Kathy
insuran
ce rate is saving
If
you
are
concerne
d that your
vice. Scripture lessons will be better off with a second artificial
School will be at 9:30 a.m. and a Owens will sing a solo and the
daughter has Cushing's syndrome, her
money
for
many State Farm
knee.
from Heb,rews 4:11-16. The
fellowship coffee will follow the Church Choir will sing "We Shall
Mutual policyholders 50 and
You may have to be especially physician could perform the necesChancel Choir, directed by Lee
morning service.
careful of two synthetic knees, and sary blood tests or refer her to an enBehold Him" at 10:50 service. At 6 Kem with Maxine
over. Call me for details and
docrinologist for evaluation.
Clark as you may need physical therapy
Memorial Baptist
to
p.m. the Scott family and Choir organist, will sing an
see
if you qualify.
DEAR
DR. GOTT: In our part of the
anthem, "I strengthen your legs, but you'll cerThe Rev. Claude M. Witt, or- will sing. Tommy Scott is music
Am the Way, the Truth and the tainly be more mobile.
-country there is a long-held belief that
dained Baptist minister and state director with Kathy Ligon, Patsy Life."
Assisting will be Melanie
Ask your orthopedic surgeon to women can stand the cold better than
Call:
director of Temperance League of Neale and Susie Scott as accomDonald E. Henry
Dawson, Clegg Austin and Doug give you a full explanation of what to men because they have a thin layer of
Kentucky, will speak at 10:50 a.m. panists. Sunday will be at 10 a.m.
Bldg • uzl
extra fat that keeps them warm. Is
Vander Molen. Sunday School will expect.
service. The Rev. Jim Simmons,
Suite C
For more information, I am send- this accurate?
South Pleasant Grove
be at 9:30 a.m. and Junior Church
ing you a copy of my Health Report
pastor, will speak at 7 p.m. serDEAR READER: Anyone who has
United Methodist
at 11 a.m.
"Understanding Osteoarthritis.- Oth- extra fat has additional insulation
vices. Assisting will be Phillip
The Rev William M. Vaughn Jr.,
Elm Grove Baptist
er readers who would like a copy against cold. Therefore, as a general
Powell, deacon of the week, and superintendent of Paris District of
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, should send $1 and their name and ad- rule, stout people appear to be more
Dr. J.D. Outland.The Sanctuary United Methodist Church, will
dress to P.O.
will speak
91369, Cleveland, resistant to cold than do thin
Choir, directed by Morgan Owen, speak at 10:45 a.m. service. Doug services at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. OH 44101-3369. Box
Be sure to mention the individuals.
. Donald Smith will direct
will sing "How Majestic Is Your Crafton will direct the music with
Unless the women in your part of
the music with Glenda Rowlett title.
Name" at morning hour. Joan Cooper and Tommy Gaines
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter, the country are fatter than the men,
and Teresa Suiter as accomage 40, has been diagnosed with MS there will be no gender-related tolerMargaret Wilkins, pianist, and as accompanists. Assisting will be panists.
Special music will be by
but I think she has Cushing's syn- ance to cold. The issue is one of bodyOwen, handbells, will play "When Darrel Clark, Diane Clark, Donna the
Choir at the morning hour.
I Survey the Wondrous Cross" for Whitfield, Betsy Whitfield, Vicki Sunday
drome as well; she looks and acts just build, not sexual identity.
School with Brooks Oswalt exactly like the
All things being equal, thin women
Like a good neighbor
description in the
morning offertory. Sunday School Crafton, Steve Gordon, James
as director will be at 10 a.m., and
State Farm is there
medical book How can we find out? will feel the cold about as much as
will be at 9:40 am.; Children's Rogers, Charles Nesbitt and Gary Church
men.
Training with Bill Outland
DEAR READER. Multiple sclero- thinc)
SIMS F m. Mutual Ault:4110N% ,ntsoitICO CO.Pa
Choir, Youth Choir, Sunday School Cooper. The Rev. Bob Dotson,
nu NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
,
V
Teachers Training and Church pastor, will speak at 5:30 p.m. serTraining at 6 p.m.; Youth Hand- vice. Sunday School will be at 9:45
bell Choir at 8 p.m.
a.m. and the Charge Conference
Goshen United Methodist
will follow the morning service.
CALVARY TEMPLE
The Rev. Susan Allsop- Choir practice will be at 6:30 p.m.
Hwy 641 S. Murray
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
753-7389
a.m. service. Scott Coleman will
Grace Baptist
Sunday
School
be the lay assistant and Pat Brunn
10:00 A.M.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
WASHINGTON i ALL — Despite
efforts to improve airline safety
will be in charge of children's will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
Worship & Praise
a steady increase inrair traffic, and service to consumers are
11:00 A.M.
church. Robet DeSimone will p.m. services. James Rose will
airlines are cutting delays and
reaping dividends,' said
Time of Celebration
6:30 P.M.
direct the music with Carolyn Pool serve as deacon of the week. The
there are signs that safety is im- Transportation Secretary Jim
Wednesday • Family Night
7:30 P
and Donna Parker as acc- Church Choir, directed by Leland
proving, according to the
Burnley in a statement.
Nurs•ry
&
Transport
ation
Provided
mpanists. Dana Parkerand Peeler, will sing "His Grace Is
Transportation Department.
Nevertheless, officials
Nathan Doyle will be acolytes. Sufficient For Me" at morning
Pastor E. F. Clare
The department said Thursday acknowledge that there continue
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m
the major airlines have had at to be pockets of concern in some
hour and "Closer To You" at evenand Bible Study at 6:30 o.m.
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"
least four out of every five flights parts of the country about air trafing hour. Dwane Jones, Susan
arrive on time in each of the last fic volume, controllers working
six months, including an 85.6 per- long hours and too many concent on-time record in September. troller flight-handling errors.
the best since the monthly figures
The Dallas-Fort Worth Airport
became available 13 months ago.
had the best on-time record with
Complaints from air travelers to 90.8 percent of its flights arriving
DOT's consumer affairs office
within 15 minutes of schedule,
also continued their downward
while Detroit had the worst record
trend. The 1.370 complaints at 69 percent.
received in October was 28 perBetween April and September,
cent fewer than the 1,897 received the 13 largest airlines reported an
in September and 62 percent fewer 80 percent average on-time arrival
By James H. Cain
In Honor of Election Day.
than the 3,635 registered in Oc- rate in each of the six months,
tober 1987, the DOT said.
compared with about 74 percent
We'll Give You $1000° For Your
At the same time, the depart- between October 1987 and last
ment said, many of the "safety inMarch, said the DOT.
TRADE!! No Matter What
dicators" show marked improvements this year.
Condition It's In!
Eastern Airlines, which
According to DOT figures. the throughout the year has ranked in
1. The way we live ought to manifest the truth of what we
number of near-collision reports the bottom half of the group of
believe.
by pilots has dropped by 35 per- airlines reporting on-time
2. Freedom begins not with doing what you want but with docent from 864 to 560 during the first statistics, soared to No. 1 among
ing what you ought, that is, with discipline.
major air carriers in September
nine months of the year compared
'86 Celebrity Eurosport
3. Wherever you are, be all there. Live to the hilt every situawith the same period in 1987. The, with 90.5 percent of its flights on
Silver, Low Miles. X-Clear
tion you believe to be the will of God.
department did not say how many time.
16
4. God has to be in charge of details if he is going to be in
of the near-collision reports inAmerica West, largely a
charge of the overall design.
54X12 5°,
0
volved commercial airlines.
regional carrier with its hub in
5. The Lord gives us talents, but we have to develop them.
The number of air traffic con- Phoenix. had the .overall best
6. So live that those who know the most about you, will have
troller errors, in which planes fly record with nearly 93 percent of it
'85 Buick Skyhawk Wagon
the greatest confidence in you.
closer than legally allowed, flights on time, just ahead of
7. Love does not preserve the marriage, the marriage
declined by 15 percent from 953 in Eastern. Northwest Airlines had
1 Owner, 35,000 Miles
preserves love. When you make a choice, you accept the limitathe first nine months of 1987 to 808 the worst record for September
tions of that choice. To accept limitation requires maturity
during the same period this year. with 75.8 percent of its flights arSale Price 55940"
0
18 X 12 5
''The statistics indicate that our riving on time.

Airlines are cutting delays,
safety improving: officials
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CHAPAREL'S
PUSH OR PULL
SALE!!

LOOK!

791 !o.

Sale Price *6975**

$1 5840*

o

This
Wooks
Spoclat

Large Bar-B-0 Sandwich
& French Fries

$229
Special Good Oct 31-Nov 5

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
TJ's Bar B-CI 81 Burgers
• Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

VOTE FOR
HUGH A. NOFFSINGER
#5 ON THE BALLOT
'35 years in public education as a Teacher, Principal,
Superintendent, Professor of School Administraton and
College Dean
*Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees
•Retired educator with time to devote to School Board
*Married. 4 children whip graduated from Murray High
"Committed to excellence in education
*Obligated to no individual or faction

This Is Just A Couple Of Many We Have.
Sale Starts Nov. 2nd—Ends Nov. 8th
DON'T MISS OUT!!
'On Bank Approval
•'Based On '1000" Cash Or Trade Plus Tax. Title. Doc Fees

A SHORT DRIVE FROM ANYWHERE!

CHAPAREL
MOTOR SALES
1100 Chestnut St. - Murray, KY.

MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION

753-4906

Paid ter by tbis Candidata

A TRUSTED NAME IN AUTOMOBILES!

IS IS
A SEWING MAC
Yes, One of the Easiest
and Fastest
You'll Ever Use!

Puts Quasar
VHS Camcorder
On Layaway!

THE SINGER ULTRALOCK• Singer• Overlocks produce professional
results at home
• Singer Overlocks cut sewing time
in 1/2
• Singer Overlocks seam, overcast
and cut in one operation
• Singer Overlocks have an exclusive free arm,.

Mon. • Thum
10-9
Fri. & Sot.
10-10

Solos & Rentals

We're the Overlock Experts!
Come In and See Us Now!

Murray Sewing Center

HOME TV Ifit APPLIANCE

5Th
-G
iPPRCWED

753-7670
Central Center (Next to Kroger) 753-HOME

Bel-Air Center
753-5323
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 94
Sun. 1-5

Come and see...
our new arrivals.'!
Clothtique Santa's and Carolers
Collectable Christmas Angles
Picture Frame Ornaments
Sterling Jewelry
Wooden Puzzles
Porcelain Dolls
Gourmet Pecans
and much, much

•Complete line of Family Apparel
and Outerwear

•Complete line of Electric and
Conventional Blankets
PLUS...an 8-station styling salon
Open 7 days a week.
Chestnut Hills
Office Phone 759-1 400
Catalog- 1-800-222-6161

Westaide Court Square
Murray

THE CHRISTMAS PLACE
"Visit Our Newly Remodeled Store."

Store Hours
Mon -Sat 9-9
Sunday 12 30-5 30
Salon Hours
M-F 9-8 S9-6 S

Styling Salon . 759-9811

753-0435

WHY LAYAWAY?
YOU CAN GET
ZERO DOWN PAYMENT and

ONLY '25.00 per month*

CIT150
•Peopy 49cc engine gets over
1 00 mog
*smooth, quiet shaft drive -:tarn to oil or adjust
•Autolube mixes oil and gas
• mole kick starting
•
street-legal instrumentat
and lighting
•
legal mo-ped
• year warranty
•A,utomat lc shifting

Town & Country Yamaha
753-60711
94 East
('25.00 Holds Your LayAway til Dec 24th, 1988i
•1Q, A0prOved Credit Buyers

E. Main St.

753-3361

